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DEAR READERS

Firstly, we would like to welcome Vicky
Murray to the Chronicle team.Vicky will
be involved in all aspects of the magazine
from the beginning of this month and we
look forward to her joining us. We also
welcome/welcome back the following
advertisers:
Welcome/Welcome Back
Amapola Restaurante
Ana’s Café & Bar
Caser Residential
Easy Move Spain
Professional Electrician & Painter
Rosy’s Cleaning
We would like to congratulate Beverley
Thompson on her British Empire Medal.
This is an amazing award for Bev and
MABS. See page 8 for more details.
Unfortunately there is no News from
Your Councillor this month due to
Silvana’s hospitalisation.
She looks
forward in returning to provide useful
and essential information to the readers
of the Costa Cálida Chronicle as soon
as possible. In the meantime, we all
wish her a speedy recovery and a return
home soon.
We would also like to wish Arthur and
Marge from Olive Branch Christian
Fellowship some special time together.
They are regretfully retiring due to ill
health and are hoping to spend time
recuperating and then visiting the family
in the UK.
Once again we would ask that everyone
is extremely careful during this hot
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weather; not only for yourself, but for
your pets that cannot tell you if they are
too hot or need extra cold water.

❤🖤💛♥Dear Mom and Dad

Let me stay home. It’s not nice for me to
walk and run next to you, but because
I am a loyal dog, I often go beyond
my limits. I walk and run beside you,
standing still if I have to and feel my
paws burn. I’m looking at you for a
moment, but you do not understand
because in a little over 5 minutes we are
at the cool puddle, but those 5 minutes
can be fatal to me. Because I sweat
through my paws, in this heat, I just
cannot get rid of the sweat. My whole
body is boiling, but I keep going .... and
then I end up on the tarmac in the heat
and in the sun, with my tongue out of
my mouth and my eyes flashing in the
sun. My paws are burning, my tongue is
dry and my head is pounding in the heat
that my body cannot get rid of ... Please,
let me stay at home where I can enjoy
the heat of the summer, with a large
bowl of water, somewhere in the shade.
Best of all I like a cool area with grass.
Love
Your Dog

THANK YOU
TO OUR

CONTRIBUTORS
Adrian & Dawn Leyland Bridge – History
Snippets
Andy Hurrell – Bitcoin/Disease Management
Ashlí Miréla - Aromatherapy & Health/
Wellbeing
Corinne/The Beauty Palace - Corinne’s
Column
George Mitchell – Never a Dull Moment
Jane Cronin – Learning Spanish
Martin O’Hanlon – Birding in Murcia

❤🖤💛♥

Rainbow Satellites – TV News

Take care during the hot days and
drink plenty of cold water. Having the
occasional alcoholic drink is fine, but
remember that alcoholic drinks can have
an adverse effect during the heat.
From all of us at the Costa Cálida
Chronicle

Sara Millbank – Ma Millbank/Sara’s
Travel Blog
Shaun Matthews – Camposol Explorers
Think Spain – Spanish News
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costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com/
articles-main/costa-calida-chronicleblog/
Our office address is:
Calle Jara,
Camposol B,
Mazarrón,
Murcia 30875
FIND US INSIDE ANOTHER WORLD
PROPERTIES ON CAMPOSOL B.
Office Opening hours:
Tuesday 10am-2pm
Wednesday 1.30pm-5.30pm
Thursday 10am-12pm (by appointment
only)
Payments can also be made in our office
on
Monday-Friday 10am - 4pm
If you would like to place an advertisement
or write an article to be included in the
Costa Cálida Chronicle, then please send it
to us costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
To our advertisers.
If you have sent an email to the CCC and
NOT received any acknowledgement then
you can assume that we have not received
it.
In line with our customer service policy we
always reply to every email even if it is just
a short note to say “got it”.
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Costa Calida Chronicle
Price List - All Prices are excluding IVA

Full Page

Half Page

Size of advert

19cm wide
26,5 cm high

x 19cm wide
13,1cm high

Full Colour

250,00€

135,00€

Quarter Page

x 9,3cm wide
13,1cm high

85,00€

Medium

Small

Business Card

x 12,6cm wide x 6,25cm wide x 9,3cm wide
8,7cm high or 8,7cm high
5cm high
6,25 wide x 17,5
cm high
75,00€

45,00€

x

40,00€

To advertise with us contact Sales on 619 199 407 or email us on costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
DISCLAIMER
Whilst the CCC are happy to accept monthly reports from the various organizations in the area, the articles printed are not necessarily
the opinions of the editor or publisher and the contents should be viewed as a guideline only. Professional advice should be sought
to cover any information printed therein. Advertisements and reports are not formally endorsed by the CCC. We cannot accept
responsibility for advertisers’ works, service or goods. The publishers endeavour to ensure the contents are correct, but cannot accept
responsibility for the effects of errors or omissions.
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If you are an existing customer and you have some Business News that you would like to
share with our readers then why not email it to us to be included on our Business News page.
Please keep your news to about 100 words and send us an email by 15th of the month,
to costacalidachronicle@gmail.com with Business News in the subject box.
If you are looking to start a business and want to invest in one that
has built up a respected reputation for good freshly cooked food at
affordable prices over the last 11 years, then you don’t need to look
further than Ana’s Café Bar at Camposol A.
Contact Neil by email tropicanacamposol@gmail.com or call in the
bar for further information

Humanists of Murcia Last Walk and Easy
Walk of the Season
The group of walkers met at The Oasis in
Bolnuevo at 9am. Twelve walkers set off along
the coast in warm weather. At the cut-through
after the first bay, the group split into two for the
Easy Walkers to carry on along the track and the
remainder went down the hill and across the bay.

“Just two hills, both uphill” said the leader who
had forgotten about the descent, where Graham
nearly sustained a major injury while helping
Sue. There was a brief rest at the Roman Quay
where the leader retold the history of the French
woman who lived in the cave for years until the
authorities closed the coast path to vehicles
about 5 years ago.

With such amazing discounts at TJ Electricals (Euronics) on kitchen
appliances it’s never been a better time to replace your white goods.
During July there’s 10% discount on your 2nd purchase, 12.5% discount
on your 3rd and 15% discount on all additional purchases.
Tel 868 181 121
T&C apply. Ask in the shop

The walk continued to the palms, a depositor
and ground that had been levelled. The leader
(why doesn’t he shut up?) explained how
the Mazarrón born bullfighter, Diego Garcia
Montana, planned to build a large house there.
Unfortunately on the way to the bullring in
Madrid, he was knocked down by a taxi and died
in the local hospital before his ambitious plans
could be completed. The family could not agree
what to do with the land and after many years
of arguments, the plot was appropriated by the
municipality.
There
was
a n o t h e r
spilt
where
the
tired
golfer,
the
inappropriate
footwear and
a couple of
lazy
people
returned along
the
track.
The rest went
up the valley
to the shrine
which
was
looking good and now is
dedicated to sailors.
The walk ended by the
beach where a table
was set up for cava,
orange juice, water and
diet coke for the Chief
of Police and his wife
to toast the season.
Graham thanked the
leader and the real
leader for their efforts
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organising the
walks through
the pandemic.
Brunch
was
taken at the
Oasis and 14
people sat at
a table and
orders
were
taken by the
señora
and
numbered
‘B1 to B7’
for individual
paying. Food was good (might come again and
not just for the Friday night music).
Our next event was the traditional Summer
Solstice on Tuesday 21st June at 6pm where
there was free chicken, courtesy of the
Humanists Committee and a petanca
doubles competition and (possibly not so big)
Giant Jenga.
Join us for walks, discussion groups, gardening
group, games’ evenings and lots of lunches. For
information please contact us or see our FB page
Weddings,
Funerals
and
Naming
Ceremonies
For personalized ceremonies without religion,
please contact the Celebrant on 634 025 711
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Tr e a s u r e r
and
VicePresident
of
MABS Cancer
S u p p o r t ,
B e v e r l e y
Thompson, is
among
four
UK nationals
in Spain named
in the Queen’s
B i r t h d a y
Honours List

team of three running the foundation. She had overall
responsibility for the purchase, design and opening of
the MABS Respite Home on Camposol in 2018. The
home provides 24-hour respite and palliative care to
cancer patients in Murcia and, thanks to Beverley’s
tenacity, is now eligible to apply for annual grant
funding for the running costs from the regional
government.

B e v e r l e y
Thompson,
Treasurer and
Vice-President
of MABS Cancer Support has been awarded a British
Empire Medal for services to voluntary charitable
work in Spain, in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List.

HMA Hugh Elliott said: “I had the pleasure – and
honour – of visiting the MABS hospice in Camposol
last year and saw first-hand the extraordinary services
they provide to cancer patients and their families. Bev
was instrumental in setting this up and she should be
immensely proud of what she has achieved. Whilst
MABS does not exclusively support British Nationals,
they fill the gap for many of my compatriots who do
not have family nearby to help them during a very
difficult time. That all this is done on a purely voluntary
basis is quite extraordinary and a testament to the
dedication of Bev and all the MABS volunteers.”

Beverley Thompson first started volunteering for a
small branch of MABS in Mazarrón after moving there
in 2005. After the charity’s accountant left, Beverley
stepped in and within a short time was looking after
the accounts for MABS across Murcia province and
has acted as treasurer ever since – one of the core

Beverley Thompson said: “Being awarded the British
Empire Medal from Her Majesty is just fantastic and I
am truly honoured, but I must recognise the amazing
job the MABS volunteers do every single day and the
strength and support given to me by my husband
Keith should not be overlooked. From the bottom of

Past Simple Tense Practice - ‘-ar’ verbs

mentioned last month, there are two verbs in that list
that make minimal spelling changes in the ‘I’ (first
person singular) form in order to keep their spellings
phonetic. In other words, whilst the sound of the
verb is completely regular, the spelling has to change
to reflect that regularity. I think I’ll stop trying to
explain that now and tell you which ones they are:
busqué and pagué.
Just so that we’re clear about why: If we were to
follow the ending rules as stated with the verb buscar,
then the first person singular (meaning “I looked for”)
would be buscé. However, this spelling gives us a soft
‘th’ sound for the ‘c’ as it comes before an ‘e’ (so it
would sound something like ‘boosthay’). In order to
preserve the ‘k’ sound, we have to change the ‘c’ to
‘qu’ busqué. With the other person endings this is
not a problem as the ‘c’ is followed by ‘a’ or ‘o’ so is
pronounced like a ‘k’.

You had some homework last month, which was to
conjugate in the Past Simple Tense the verbs that I
gave you at the end of the article. Here they are
again:
Ayudar, buscar, cambiar, cocinar, comprar, escuchar,
firmar, limpiar, pagar, pensar, soñar, trabajar, viajar.
The verbs were chosen at random, but are all
completely regular. This means that all you needed
to do was remove the ending ‘ar’ to find the root of
the verb (ayud, busc, cambi etc.) and then add the
standard Past Simple Tense endings (é, aste, ó, amos,
asteis, aron). If you’ve done that, you’ve got them
right!
Only one small rider to that statement is that, as I
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A similar problem arises
with pagar in the first
person singular.
Here
the letter ‘u’ is added
to keep the hard sound
to the ‘g’ before the
letter ‘e’. These kinds of
spelling adjustments occur
throughout the Spanish
language when parts of
words are changed. They
should never be considered
as ‘irregularities’ and they
can be worked out logically

my heart - thank you all!”
The four UK nationals named in the Queen’s Birthday
Honours List are:
*

An MBE to Heather Rosemary Muntaner,
lately head teacher, Queen’s College,
Mallorca, Spain - For services to the
promotion of British education, language and
culture in Spain.

*

A British Empire Medal (BEM) to Brandon
Jones, founder of Gay Sitges Link, Sitges
English Theatre Company and the WelshCatalan Cultural Association, Sitges, Spain
- For services to the British community in
Sitges, Spain.

*

A British Empire Medal (BEM) to Beverley
Thompson, Finance Director, Vice President
and volunteer, MABS Cancer Support
Foundation, Murcia Province, Spain - For
services to voluntary charitable work in
Spain.

*

A British Empire Medal (BEM) to Larry
Yaskiel, Honorary Editor, Lancelot Island
Journal, Lanzarote, Spain. For services to the
British community in Lanzarote.

once you understand the basic principle.
Soon we will need to talk about regular ‘–er’ and ‘-ír’
verbs in this tense, but before we do that, I think it
would be rather a good idea to practise what we have
learnt so far. For example:
Ayer me levanté a las siete y media.
Me duché y después desayuné té y cereales.
Llevé a mis hijas al instituto y empecé a trabajar.
Trabajé muchas horas, pero entre clase y clase tomé
un café.
Por la tarde paseé por el centro de San Pedro y cené
en casa.
Me acosté temprano para ir a trabajar al día siguiente.
¿Y tú? ¿A qué hora te levantaste?
You may notice I’ve deliberately stuck to regular ‘–ar’
verbs and avoided all others for the moment. You
might want to practise talking about a day of yours in
the past tense, also being careful to use the verbs you
know so far! One of the ‘tricks of the trade’ when
speaking a foreign language is to tailor what you want
to say, to what you can say! I can assure you that
this principle never changes, however good you get.
See you next month.
Jane Cronin’s ‘Step by Step Spanish’ articles are
available as e-books at www. janecronin.eu where
you can also obtain Jane’s ‘Step by Step’ Internet
Spanish Course’.
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Back in the sixties I decided to taste my first
foreign food. I had progressed past the tinned
spaghetti in tomato sauce, so thought it was
time to try something a friend had cooked for
us. I wish I hadn’t bothered. It was a new idea,
Vesta Chicken Chow Mein. Believe me, it would
have been better to have eaten the cardboard
packaging - probably more digestible and
definitely a better flavour! I’m glad to say that
my unfortunate experience with a convenience
food did not put me off trying all types of
(proper) dishes from other countries - Indian,
Chinese, Mexican, Spanish etc. In fact, put it in
front of me and I’ll give it a go.
I’m sorry to say that some people have had this
same sad experience when attending Church in
their youth. They have only had a taste of the
bad, not the good. Often they have been to one
which put them off ever going again. Maybe the
preacher only spoke about hell and damnation;
never about Heaven, love and forgiveness. The
sermons seemed endless, or no-one making
them feel welcome. A negative experience is a
disaster, where doom and gloom is the norm,
but if they could forget their previous encounter
and decide to try a different Church, then they
might wonder why they allowed themselves

Sadly our call volumes are, once again, on the
rise. May 2022 has seen a quite significant rise
in calls; our busiest month since July 2021.
Our dedicated team of listeners are working
very hard to continue to provide their time to
ensure that this invaluable service endures
and our dedicated shop volunteers continue
to provide their time to allow the organisation
to function. We couldn’t do it without you all.
Thank you to all our wonderful volunteers.
We have recently appointed David Upjohn
as our new Trustee responsible for Listener
Training, so hopefully we can start to get some
of the volunteers through the initial training
and into the listener system with mentors. This
will hopefully ease the stress on our current
pool of listeners.
The message below is from one of our very
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to miss out on so much joy, friendship and
Christian fellowship all these years.
Our Faith should be a blessing. When we DO
love God and our friends and neighbours, it is
so positive. It makes you happy and that should
be translated into all parts of our worship,
as well as every part of our lives. Looking
miserable doesn’t benefit anyone, but smiles
can brighten the world and singing lifts any
heart.
The old idea of silence in Church just doesn’t
exist at St Nicholas; no creeping in on tip toe;
no-one being shushed. In fact everyone is so
friendly catching up on the past week and
enquiring about one another, that we have to
ring a bell at the start of the service, to halt the
conversations! This means the atmosphere is
welcoming and it carries on throughout the
service and hopefully the rest of the week.
Attending Church should be enjoyed not
endured!
I’ve looked through the Bible, but nowhere
have I found instructions to be miserable or
depressed. There are many places which tell

experienced listeners. I felt it important
to share with you all. This was after one
particularly emotional call they received:
I have never felt so emotional listening for
Samaritans as I did this morning. Of all the calls
I have listened to over the years, this one got to
me. I am sure you will understand. What sounded
like a young man rang, crying, saying he was
ringing from hospital. His voice was shaky, but
his words were wonderful: “I am ringing to thank
the Samaritans for saving my life! Thank you! If
it wasn’t for you, the Samaritans, I would not be
here. Thank you.” He was full of emotion. I asked
how he was. He said “I will be alright thank you.
Please thank the Samaritans.” I said I would
make sure everyone is thanked.
It was only a short phone call, but suddenly I
couldn’t stop crying. The emotion was immense!
The words, the sound
of his voice and the
determination to thank
US, the Samaritans. My
tears tumbled down, but
I understood why, in that
moment, we listen and
why we do this. I had
to let my backup know
I needed a 30 minute
break; the first time I
have ever done that, but
I was too emotional to do
the best I could. This is
why we are Samaritans.

us to sing, shout, clap, dance and praise. Don’t
worry, none of these are compulsory! If you
have wanted to come to Church but haven’t
for any reason, why not join us on Sundays?
We can assure you of a very warm welcome,
not forgetting the tea/coffee and refreshments
afterwards which will enable us to meet and
chat.
Lastly a huge thank you to everyone who
supported our Jubilee Garden Party. Whether
you were there as an entertainer, helper or
simply to enjoy the occasion, we appreciated
your participation. I can honestly say, a good
time was had by all!!
Our services in English are held at 11am each
Sunday, (no German speaking ones until
September).
July Services
3rd Songs of Praise
10th Holy Communion
17th Morning Prayer
24th Holy Communion
31st Fifth Sunday Service
Blessings to you all
Rev Mo

I could not have been prouder of each and every
one of us.
Shop Volunteers Wanted
Do you live in Spain?
Do you have a few hours to spare regularly each
week?
We are looking for shop volunteers to assist
with the sorting and pricing of items donated.
The shop hours currently are Monday to Friday
10am-3pm and Saturday 10am-2pm. The
shifts are Monday to Friday 10am-12.30pm and
12.30pm-3pm and Saturday 10am-2pm
If you are interested, please either call into
the shop at Punta Marina Commercial Centre
for an application form, or email dropin.
samspain@gmail.com for an application form.
If you think off-loading would help you, or
if you know someone who needs to offload,
Samaritans in Spain lines are manned from
10am-10pm every day of the year and our fully
trained listeners are available if you need to
talk. We are here for you and together we are
stronger.
Call FREEPHONE 900 525 100
Are you able to help Samaritans in Spain to
help others?
Donations can be made via Paypal paypal@
samaritansinspain.com
Businesses can sponsor Samaritans in Spain
by contacting treasurer.spainsams@gmail.
com or pat@samaritansinspain.com
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Hello everyone
Well, it has certainly been an eventful
month. We are full to brimming over with
abandoned dogs and puppies.

On our usual
walk
over
the
campo
we found 2
abandoned
y o u n g
dogs
and
on
further
investigation
we found 3
new
born,
possibly
a
day old pups
with them.
The saddest
part
was
that
they
were left in plastic sacks. The Mum took
her babies to a shady safe place, but the
other bag contained an older pup who

obviously couldn’t get out of the bag and
died. Noahs ARC now has all 5 safely
at the refuge. The dead puppy was also
brought back and cremated by our vet.
A n o t h e r
frightened
boy
that
has
been
r u n n i n g
a r o u n d
Camposol
n e a r
Mazarrón
for
some
time
was
eventually
c a u g h t
and is also
safe at the
refuge.
A
small
female found
on Camposol
D is a sweet
young
girl,
but no chip
as usual.
We
have
rescued 16
dogs
and
p u p p i e s
in the last
month. This
is such a
strain on our
resources, as
all will have to be vaccinated and neutered
or spayed. If you can help with any sort of
donation it will be gratefully received.
If you are interested in any
dogs/puppies please contact
602 653 639 or message our
page NoahsArc Mazarron
janenahoming@gmail.com

of these
Jane on
Facebook
or email

Thank you to The Diner for hosting the
quiz for Noah’s ARC last month and to all
of our supporters and volunteers.
For donations, our PayPal address is:
NA1Treasurer@gmail.com
If you have any donations for our
Camposol shop that require collection,
please call 711 016 236 to arrange.
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Roman Catholic Church
We are in St. Joseph’s Church (El Saladillo),
near Camposol and Mazarrón Country Club
urbanizations (exit 17, RM3 motorway).
Schedule of Masses:
Two Masses every weekend in English
Saturday: Mass at 4.30pm (in English)
Sunday: Mass at 4.30pm (in English).
The first Sunday of the month, the Mass is the
Traditional Mass in Latin –the first Sunday of
the month there is no Mass in EnglishSchedule of Confessions:
Saturdays and Sundays from 3.15pm-4.20pm.
(Also on request).
Sermons of the Cure of Ars - Saint John
Maria Vianney, the parish priest of Ars
“I am not like the others! That, my dear
brethren, is the usual tone of false virtue
and the attitude of those proud people who,
always quite satisfied with themselves, are

How many of you are good at quizzes? Well
here’s a good question and a true donkey
fact: What is a group of donkeys called? ‘A
Drove’.
At the time of writing we are in the month
of ‘flaming June’ and that saying is true,
certainly over here in sunny Spain!
First the happy news for May
After the levelling of our shelters last month,
we have now started building them, so we
will have lots of happy boys and girls.
We also have two lucky guys who have
bagged themselves forever homes. Our
first one wasn’t a horse, but a sweet little
Yorkie cross dog called Dinky. We rehomed
her 6 years ago, but sadly her mummy died
2 years ago and now her daddy is suffering
from ill health and asked if we could help. Of
course we took her back, but not for long
– someone fell in love with her and after a
home-check and then a trial, little Dinky has
settled in great and also has a doggy sister
to play with.
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at all times
ready
to
criticise the
conduct
of
others. That,
too, is the
attitude
of
the rich, who
look
upon
the poor as
if they were
of a different
race
or
nature from
them
and
who behave
towards them
accordingly.
There
are
very
few
people, even in the lowliest conditions, who
do not have a good opinion of themselves.
They regard themselves as far superior

Benjamin was
next. What a
beauty he is.
Another lucky
horse and it
was actually
two of our
volunteers,
Lisa
and
Harry,
who
fell in love
with him. He
is being well
and
truly
spoilt at the
stables
in
Top pic! Benjamin looking as
gorgeous as ever
Cartagena,
so I get to
see him. Be good beautiful boy.
Life isn’t always happy though and we
have some very sad news. Our beautiful
white horse Santana suffered with colic
twice during May. After vet visits, he was
hospitalised, tubed and given medication.
He did seem to turn the corner and started
to enjoy his food
again, but despite
everything, very sadly
it wasn’t to be and we
lost him. It was truly
heart-breaking,
but
we have to focus on
the fact that once we
rescued him, he was
loved so much and
had the life that he
deserved, albeit too
short.
We have 104 donkeys
with
us
at
the

to their equals, and their detestable pride
urges them to believe that they are indeed
worth a great deal more than most other
people. From this I conclude that pride is
the source of all the vices and the cause
of all the evils which have occurred, and
which are still to come, in the course of the
centuries. We carry our blindness so far that
often we even glorify ourselves on account
of things which really ought to cover us with
confusion. Some derive a great deal of pride
because they believe that they have more
intelligence than others; others because
they have a few more inches of land or
some money, when in fact they should be
in dread of the formidable account which
God will demand of them one day. Oh, my
dear brethren, if only some of them felt the
need to say the prayer that St. Augustine
addressed to God: “My God, teach me to
know myself for what I am and I shall have
no need of anything else to cover me with
confusion and scorn for myself.”

sanctuary, but
still
haven’t
e n o u g h
flymasks
to
keep
them
c o m f o r ta b l e ,
so
if
you
can
afford
anything at all
towards
one
we would be
really grateful,
as
would
our
precious
donkeys. You
can
send
money
by
Paypal or bank
transfer:
https://www.
paypal.me/
AARHF?locale.
x=en_ES

Kevin with our boy Santana,
sadly it wasn’t meant to be.
RIP gorgeous boy

Bank Account:
Andreas Animal Rescue and the Henrietta
Foundation
Bank
Caja
Rural,
IBAN:
ES
9830185740682015846617
BIC: bcoeesmm018
As usual every Monday there will be
someone (usually me!) in the car park on the
roundabout of Camposol B on where you
can drop donations off from 11.30am-1.30pm.
We are very visible with yellow panels on
the side of our vans. Larger items can be
collected by prior arrangement. Items can
also be dropped off at either of our shops in
Roldan or Mazarrón 10.30am-1.30pm.
Andrea x
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2022 - for yet
another year Pto
de
Mazarrón
based
charity
organisation,
GO
MadMaking
A
Difference, has
deemed Cavalli
Fo u n d a t i o n ’s
therapeutic
riding projects
for
small
children from
0-6
years
Veronica Receiving the
of age with
Cheque From Anne
Bennett, Go Mad
development
difficulties
worthy of recognition and a very generous
1000€ grant. The money will be dedicated
entirely to the continuation of the Early
Riding Project benefitting 7 small children
who will come to ride weekly throughout 25
sessions.

enjoyed the attention of the youngsters. The
visit was a great learning opportunity, a
huge success with the pupils, and the general

In June we had the pleasure of a visit from a
group of 80 Secondary School pupils from
the Instituto IES Octavio Carpena Aries,
Santomera. This group of polite, attentive
youngsters were thrilled with the activities
Cavalli teaching staff offered them, especially
their involvement with the animals. Sabba was
the star of the occasion and she thoroughly

For a couple
of years a feral
cat has had
her kittens in
the
Cavalli
garden. As is
the way with
these
feral

Abandoned
It may be just me, but I find it quite sad

that you will be driving around and see
abandoned boats of various descriptions,
usually a long way from any water. Often
they are left to rot in a field or in someone’s
garden, perhaps preserved under a cover, but
none-the-less unused and not wanted. It is sad
as a boat owner to see this as in my mind the
very ‘raison d’etre’ of a boat is to be put on
the water and used as transport or fun days
out and to experience a different view of the
world, to fulfill what it was designed for.

.psd

June also saw the visit of our equine dentist,
Sergio Soler. He worked on Lexi and Mollie
and will be back next month to make sure
that all the Cavalli horses have healthy
mouths.

Pupils from the Institute working with Sabba
.psd

opinion was
that they all
wanted
to
repeat
the
experience
next year.
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For information about Cavalli activities keep
your eyes on www.cavallifoundation.org
on our FB page and Instagram or you can
Whatsapp, call us or send us an email.
You can donate to Cavalli Foundation via
bank transfer ES26 1491 0001 2720 5929
3726 Swift code TRIOESMMXXX.
Visit our web or FB page and press on
the ‘donate’ button for Paypal or make a
telephone donation via Bizum 636 172 198
Please contact us if you would like to be a
Cavalli Foundation volunteer. We and all
the animals would be very grateful for your
help and generosity.

The 4 Cavalli Kittens

.psd

Abandoned and neglected, the boat is
purposeless and not through any fault of its
own. I sometimes think people can feel a bit
like this in that they have lost their sense of
purpose or being valued. Whatever purpose
there was at one time is just a memory and
now there is a sense of being abandoned
or parked-up and left like the boats. Is this
stretching the thought just a bit too far or am
I striking a chord with some of you who feel
purposeless or abandoned in this way? Can
I remind you very gently that as long as you
are alive, God has not finished with you yet!

16

mother cats, once the kittens are born, the
nest is abandoned and the kittens taken
somewhere their mother considers safer.
This year though, one of the youngest ‘she
cats’ came back to have her kittens in the
garden and they are growing up at Cavalli:Brownie, Muffin, Biscuit and Cookie. They
are adorable and ready for adoption.

Unlike our boats which will probably never
see water again, God has a plan and a purpose
for your life and wants you to see that.
“For I know the plans I have for you, declares
the Lord. Plans to prosper you and not to
harm you, plans to give you hope and a
future.” Jeremiah 29 v 11.
A promise made to the people of Israel in days
past, but also illustrates clearly God’s attitude
to people who follow Him.
Remember
We are now Hybrid! You can join us on Zoom
on any Sunday Morning At 11am Spanish
time and 10am UK time, or come along to
our house and join us there; just 20 mins from
Camposol. Give Ken a call for directions.
A worship service with a difference.
ZOOM ID 858 0435 5966 and the password
is - Sharing (Note …capital ‘S’)
All are really Welcome. Feel Free.
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The Perils of Travel in 19th Century Murcia
For the 19th Century traveller, journeying
through Murcia could be a long, dangerous
and often financially ruinous experience. In
an era before automobiles and aeroplanes,
there were a number of transport options
available to the average Murcian traveller.
He or she could obviously travel relatively
short distances on foot, but even this mode
of transport wasn’t without its difficulties.
Murcian roads were mostly very poor and
potholed and even town pavements were
irregularly paved. A British traveller walking
the streets of Cartagena in 1876 observed
that town pavements were often made of
sharp sea stones which could puncture the
feet of unwary pedestrians.

Region of Murcia c.1800 (c) Yesaress

For long distance travel, a Murcian visitor
could always climb aboard a Spanish
diligencia, which was a coach that could
accommodate up to 16 passengers. Spanish
diligencias were lighter and smaller than
their French equivalents, which were drawn by
horses, whereas Spanish coaches were driven
by mule power. A Spanish diligencia moved
through Murcia powered by ten mules, yoked
in twos and encouraged to move at top speed

by three muchachos (young boys) who leapt
from mule to mule as the diligencia travelled,
whipping the poor animals into a frenzy of
activity. In addition to the muchachos, the
diligencia was ultimately superintended by
its postilion (driver) who coordinated the risky
mule-leaping activities of the muchachos and
ensured the overall speed and direction of the
coach as it bounced over potholes and other
obstructions.
Diligencia travel was obviously uncomfortable
at times for its passengers and it could also
be rather dangerous. During the year 18756 the diligencia running between Murcia
City and Elche was stopped by robbers on
so many occasions that the coach never
ran without three armed civil guards sitting
alongside the postilion. This armed protection
was expensive and helped push up the price
of passenger fares. Of course, if a Murcian
traveller didn’t want to pay for this protection,
he or she could always hire a private coach.
Unfortunately, the costs of private coach hire
were also high, because the coach owner
needed to bribe banditti in the hilly more
remote parts of the Murcian hinterland, so
that they would leave their paying passengers
alone. The financial cost of this bribery was
then passed on to the customer via increased
coach hiring charges.
The intrepid traveller might decide to go
it alone and travel on horseback through
Murcia. It was always safer, however, to travel
in groups, particularly through Murcia’s more
mountainous passes, where brigandage
was always a problem. Whether alone, or in
groups, the traveller could still be stopped
and robbed by bands of a dozen or more
Murcian brigands. Highway robbery of this
kind was an acute problem, particularly in the
early 19th Century. The British Evening Mail of
1876 also claimed (rather sensationally) that
solitary male travellers passing through the
lonely defiles and grey campo of Andalucia
and Murcia could also fall prey to hot-blooded
Spanish women, who would seduce and then
rob them, after producing daggers and clasp
knives from their garters or stockings.

was caught in a huge storm off the Murcian
coast, ‘which tossed it about like a feather’.
Terrified passengers, including the nephew
of the French Emperor Napoleon III, were
reduced to kneeling and praying on deck
as they were bounced around on the rough
seas. Fortunately, both ship and passengers
survived the ordeal and those passengers
who were well enough left the ship for an
excursion around Cartagena.

Carlist banner c.1875

As the century progressed, more and more
areas of Murcia were covered by railway tracks
and travel by rail became an increasingly
viable option for many people. However,
even this mode of transport, though safe and
efficient on most occasions, wasn’t entirely
without its risks during the 19th Century. At
various points between 1833 and 1876, the socalled Carlist Wars erupted in Spain. Carlists
were supporters of Infante Carlos of Spain, the
Count of Molina, who they wanted to be king
after the death of his brother, King Ferdinand
VII, in 1833. Carlists were traditionalists who
fought under the slogan ‘God, Country and
King’ and during the Third Carlist War of the
1870’s, they caused considerable disruption
to the Murcian railway network. In 1874, they
completely destroyed two Murcian railway
stations, along with much railway stock
and machinery. More significantly, Carlists
seized three railway engines and drove them
intentionally towards oncoming rail traffic, in
order to bring about collisions, disruption and
general calamity. Thankfully, their efforts were
thwarted, although Carlists still managed
to hijack Murcian trains on other occasions.
Clearly, Murcian railway journeys, like road
and sea journeys, could be rather perilous,
and fraught with danger and uncertainty.
Adrian & Dawn Leyland Bridge: May 2022

19th Century Steam Packet c. Harvey Milligan

Spanish diligencia c. 1850
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Travellers not prepared to be waylaid by
highway robbers and hot-blooded women
could travel along the Murcian coast by sea,
although this mode of transport also had its
risks and problems. During 1843, for example,
the 160 HP French packet steamer Phoenician
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As I haven’t been in Murcia during the last month, I
will tell you a bit about the adventures my wife and I
enjoyed on our recent trip to Uzbekistan in Central
Asia.
Just three of us caught the flight from London
Heathrow and we were then joined in Istanbul
by a guy from Scotland. A well-travelled Dutch
couple completed the group when they joined us in
Tashkent. Our party of six felt quite intimate and it
was fortunate that we gelled so well as we were going
to be in close company during the next nine days.
Thankfully, our three local guides were waiting for us
at the airport. Jahongir, our driver, spoke Uzbek and
Russian, but no English. His daily uptake of Cocacola was a minimum of three litres, so we were fairly
sure that he would not fall asleep at the wheel on
our long journeys. Olim was an 85 year old Uzbek
ornithologist who only spoke Russian and whose
attempts at pronouncing English bird names was a
constant source of amusement, especially the ‘Hippy
Bird’ he kept on referring to, which turned out to be
a Hoopoe (Upupa Epops). He suffered unmercifully
during the trip as we constantly reminded him of it,
but he was amused by this continuous reference to the
‘Hippy Bird’. Our final guide was Arnold, who spoke
fluent Uzbek, Russian, English and Spanish and who
took on the roles of teacher, mum and friend. He was
super-organised and quite wonderful. If my wife,
Jessica, had been allowed to take him home with us,
she would have done it!

were seeing, most of the birdlife was hiding away
in the thick juniper trees on the mountainside. We
were hearing Nightingales (Luscinia Megarhynchos)
singing from within the thick shrub cover, but little
else. Eventually, our persistence paid off and we
managed to see two of our target birds. The first a
beautiful male White Capped Bunting (Emberiza
Stewarti) singing at the top of a juniper tree.

Lesser Grey Shrike.psd

White-Capped Bunting Singing.psd

It is a bird that is only found in Central Asia,
mainly in those countries known as the ‘Stans’ (eg
Uzbekistan, Afghanistan etc). Our second target was
a small hyperactive bird that looks remarkably like
our common Blue Tit, but the colours of the plumage
were quite different. Instead of the familiar blue,
white, yellow and green, the bird we were looking
for appeared identical, but was blue and white with a
yellow blotch on its chest. It is another Central Asian
bird called a Yellow Breasted Tit (Cyanistes Cyanus
Flavipectus), which is a sub- species of Azure Tit.
These frustrating birds were constantly on the move
and we only enjoyed fleeting views as they searched
for small caterpillars amongst the dense foliage.
Fortunately, Anne- Marie, our Dutch companion
managed to get a photo of the bird.

Roller
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Long-Tailed Shrike.psd

Samarkand was the capital of Uzbekistan’s most
famous son, Amir Timur, who conquered and
founded the Timurid Dynasty in the 13th Century.
His empire stretched from Istanbul in the West as far
as Delhi in the East. He left, as part of his legacy, some
magnificent buildings of Islamic architecture in the
old capital. They have certainly passed the test of time
and we spent several hours visiting these impressive
sights.

Mountains Near Tashkent.psd

After missing a night’s sleep on the flight to Tashkent
we went on a 3 hour drive by mini-bus up into the
mountains near the Tajikistan border. Who needs
sleep? It’s over-rated! The scenery was quite spectacular
and the snow still covering the mountain tops added
to the atmosphere. The birdwatching was interesting,
but could be quite hard work at times, because apart
from the numerous Rollers (Coracius Garrulus) we

After a couple of days in the mountains, it was time
to move on. This included a drive back to Tashkent
to catch a high speed train to the historic city of
Samarkand on the famous Silk Road. The 2 hour
train journey was very comfortable on a Spanish-built
TALGO train.

Yellow Breasted Tit.psd

Besides the juniper covered mountain sides, there were
alpine-style meadows where a number of different
Shrikes were hunting large insects and we felt very
fortunate to see three different species: Turkestan
(Lanius Phoenicuroides), Long Tailed (Lanius Scratch)
and Lesser Grey Shrike (Lanius Minor). These birds
have a similar physical structure to our Spanish
Shrike, the Iberian Grey Shrike (Lanius Excubitor),
but all of them are smaller and have different colours
to their plumage. They are mini birds of prey that hunt
large insects and have the habit of hanging their prey
on the spikes of trees as an improvised larder; hence
their nickname of ‘Butcher birds’. All very gruesome!
A Giant Shrike would make a good monster in a
horror film!

13th Century Islamic Architecture, Samarkand.psd

Our birding meant long drives from the city up into
the mountains and high meadows, mainly at silly
o’clock. Most of the time these journeys were an
opportunity to observe and enjoy the passing scenery.

Continued on page 21
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Our mission on this first excursion from Samarkand
was to find a bird called a White Throated Robin
(Irania Gutturalis).

cover we were keeping an eye out for a small dull
brown bird that blends in amazingly well with the
ground. It was like looking for a needle in a haystack.
The bird in question was a Hume’s Lark (Calandrella
Acutirostris), a true mountain specialist only found in
Southern and Central Asia. It was clearly our lucky
day as within 5 minutes we found it serenely sitting
on a rock enjoying the sunshine and trying to ignore
the strange people staring at it. It probably thought we
were very rude - obviously foreigners!

White-Throated Robin.psd

Edwin, our well-travelled Dutch birder, was very
anxious to find this bird as it had been his childhood
dream to see it. The first couple of hours were fruitless
and Edwin was getting quite nervous as we returned
to the mini bus for our breakfast. Our food was
beautifully laid out on picnic tables so we could sit and
enjoy our leisurely meal. After breakfast, we moved off
in the opposite direction and lo and behold there was
a beautiful male White Throated Robin singing and
staking out his territory close to our path. He was
extremely obliging as he moved to the tops of trees
on his boundary and sang exuberantly to reinforce his
territorial claim. Needless to say I don’t know who
was the happiest, Edwin or the Robin! On second
thoughts, it was probably Edwin!

Desert Near Bukhara.psd

The next day we moved onto Bukhara where much of
the old part of the city dated back to the 7th century.
However, beforehand there was just time for one
very quick trip to a National Park on the outskirts of
Samarkand. Fortunately, Olim was good friends with
the Director, so the security guards let us enter. We
had a single quest, which was to find a roosting Scops
Owl (Otus Scops). They are very common summer
visitors to Murcia that are commonly heard, but
hardly ever seen. This is because they are nocturnal
birds with a cryptic plumage that helps them blend in
with the tree trunks they cosy up to when roosting. I
often hear them calling around our house in Murcia,
but never see them. Scops Owls have a striking
similarity to Yoda from Star Wars! I hope you enjoy
the photo half as much as I did taking it!

people who continuously asked us to have our photos
taken with them; even a large group of ex-Soviet army
military veterans who had served in Afghanistan for
3½ years in the mid 80’s. They were are all friendly,
charming and very respectful, but I wouldn’t have
wanted to upset them. Some of them looked like very
hard men.
From Bukhara we had some very early starts (3.30am)
to get out into the desert whilst the temperatures were
cool enough for birding. Our main target was to see a
bird called a Pander’s Ground Jay (Podoces Panderi)
that led us a merry dance in the desert, but we
eventually managed to get some very distant and heat
haze affected views. However, I was more impressed
by some small Passerines that we saw flitting around
some puddles near a group of buildings. They were
Desert Finches (Rhodospiza Obsoleta), a shy bird
I had never seen previously. We ended up getting
some very close views as one of the Finches flew
into a window and Olim (our Russian speaking
ornithologist) managed to rescue it and cradle it in his
hands until it recovered.

Olim And Desert Finch.psd

On our final day in the desert we came to a shallow
inland lake. Any water in a desert is a magnet for
wildlife and so it proved to be, as we came across a
very rare Wader feeding quietly on the shoreline. It
was a Terek’s Sandpiper (Xenus Cinereus) and a very
rare vagrant in Western Europe. It is identified by
its upturned beak and yellow legs. It is named after
the River Terek that flows into the Caspian Sea and
where it was first discovered breeding in the 18th
century. I was absolutely delighted to add this bird
to my lifetime list and it was so unexpected and the
perfect end to my Uzbek birding.

Eastern Orphean Warbler.psd

As we continued on our path Jessica disturbed a
small Warbler carrying several insects in its beak. It
was about to approach its nest in a rose bush she was
walking past. It was an Eastern Orphean Warbler
(Sylvia Crassirostris) that entertained us for half an
hour as it continuously ferried small insects to its
obviously hungry kids. They are sub-Saharan migrants
that breed in the Balkans, Turkey, the Caucasus and
Central Asia. It has a very close relative, the Western
Orphean Warbler (Sylvia Hortensis) that breeds in
Murcia. Visually they appear very similar, with just
some subtle plumage coloration separating them.

Hume’s Lark.psd

As we moved higher onto ground with sparse shrub

Scops Owl.psd

Bukhara was my favourite city, as the old part was
quite small and felt very intimate. I also managed to
speak with some local university students who wished
to practice their English language skills. One of the
students had the ambition of being a politician - very
strange for a young man. I didn’t think, bearing in
mind his ambition, that he would mind me asking
a controversial question, so I asked what was the
Uzbek opinion of Russia’s special military operation
in Ukraine? Evidently, the great majority of the older
generation, particularly those who lived under Soviet
rule, believe the Russian news and everything they are
told by Vladimir Putin, so they support the invasion.
However, the younger generation, who had access to
social media (especially Telegram) were probably split
50-50.

I would like to thank Ann-Marie Schuurmen for
allowing me to use her lovely photograph of a YellowBreasted Tit.

We spoke to very few people in English during our
time, but we had quite a lot of interaction with local

If you have any comments or queries please do not
hesitate to contact me on antrimbirder@gmail.com

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Terek Sandpiper.psd
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Hello! I was leading our weekly Zoom Bible
discussion recently and we were talking about
the Holy Spirit. A lady from Canada said
something that kind of stopped us all in our
tracks. She said the tingling we experience
from the Holy Spirit is like an orgasm! Well,
when I think about this it does ring true. God
created us and wants us to have pleasure
(though life hits us with deep sorrow as well).
People describe the tingling of the Holy Spirit
as he (or she. I hate the term ‘it’) leads us. We
talked about the gift of discernment, trying to
understand what is ‘of God’ and what is not;
how we can grow in knowing more of the
work of the Holy Spirit (if we want to). This set
me off thinking about writing a new book ‘The
Orgasmic God’. That should blow some minds!
My latest book ‘Sacred Memoirs of a Retired
Failure’ should be published in a few weeks.
It is a novel about a man who was recently

widowed after 36 years of marriage and faces
retirement. He is lonely and confused. He
questions his past employment and feels a
failure and guess what! The hero is a retired
vicar! Through his ongoing struggles, he
eventually finds purpose and meaning in his
retirement.
Life can be a struggle. The Holy Spirit is so
important; the powerhouse of the Trinity,
Father, Son and Holy Spirit. I question why
many churches do not talk much about or
teach on the Holy Spirit. In our meeting a
most interesting comment came up - because
church leaders do not understand or feel him/
her, so cannot help others. They hide behind
the thought that congregations are not
capable of understanding. I’m still processing
this information, with anger and deep sadness
because I feel regrettably it is true. It is a
shame that the Holy Spirit tends to be an

The True Value Of A School
Teacher
Teaching is art. It is based on
sharing concepts in a creative
way with the objective of
increasing students’ knowledge.
However, a school teacher is
more than a person who just
teaches.
In Spain, teaching is a field which
is, at times, not as respected or
as relevant as others. It is not
an easy task because it requires
interdisciplinary
knowledge
and lots of love, effort, patience,
motivation,
creativity
and
empathy. School teachers have
to have social skills to cooperate
with people and work in groups.
In addition, they have to be extroverts,
resilient, resourceful, open-minded, capable
of working under pressure, altruistic and
have good communication skills, intercultural
awareness and adequate leadership skills.
The training of a school teacher is not based
on what they teach. Their training consists
of different aspects like educational and
developmental
psychology,
pedagogical
methodologies, educational laws, educational
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resources, ICT, educational
research,
educational history, attention to diversity,
curriculum, subject didactics and how the
educational system works.
School teachers guide their students during
an essential part of their life to get educational
and social training as future citizens. These
professionals have a significant influence on
their students, which explains why people
tend to have strong memories of some of
their school teachers.

afterthought for
many Christians.
We tend, I’m
afraid, to simply
go
through
the
motions.
We
formally
believe,
but
honestly
there
isn’t much fire
to it. There isn’t
much conviction.
There isn’t much
service. We just
sort of believe.
Thanks for reading and if you want to know
more or just need a chat I’m always available:
‘Bye for now and God bless you
Rev Andrew

When a teacher believes in their
students’ abilities, the students
are able to reach their goals and
overcome their difficulties more
easily. They are even able to do
and learn things that they had
never imagined before. This can
be explained thanks to “The
Pygmalion Effect,” which shows
us that teachers’ expectations
of their students have a strong
effect on students’ performance.
Moreover, school teachers are
crucial for the development
and improvement of our society.
Students are the future citizens
of our world, so if they have
very efficient training, if they
are aware of different social
problems and they feel that
their teachers believe in them, they will be
able to build a better world to live in and also
be the best versions of themselves.
For all these reasons, teachers can make the
difference. Let’s support them!
Cristina Caravaca Valverde
Escuela Oficial de Idiomas de Murcia
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Almighty God, The Great I Am, Immovable Rock,
Omnipotent, Powerful, Awesome Lord.
Victorious Warrior, Commanding King of Kings,
Mighty Conqueror and the only time I ever saw
him run,
Was when... He ran to me, He took me in His arms,
Held my head to His chest,
Said “My son’s come home again!”
Lifted my face, wiped the tears from my eyes,
With forgiveness in His voice He said
“Son, do you know I still love You?”
He caught me by surprise, When God ran...
The day I left home, I knew I’d broken His heart.
I wondered then, if things could ever be the same.
Then one night, I remembered His love for me.
And down that dusty road, ahead I could see,
It was the only time I ever saw Him run.
And then...
He caught me by surprise. And He brought me to
my knees.
When God ran... I saw Him run to me.
I was so ashamed, all alone and so far away.
But now I know, that He’s been waiting for this
day...

I am writing this in the UK where we have gone for a
break to see the family and to be honest to get away
from the heat. Much as I love my life as a resident in
Spain, the inferno of the summer is too much. We will
be getting in some walking in Borrowdale, where the
worry will be how much rain will we get!
Behind the scenes, we have been catching up with
some admin that is a necessary part of being an
Association. Our only formal requirement is an
AGM and we now have a date, a venue, an agenda
and most importantly a live band for the social event
afterwards. Our Vice President Patricio Gomez has
now completed his five years in office which finished
on 15th June. He will be hugely missed as he has helped
navigate through the vagaries of Spanish bureaucracy
that we face as a recognised Association. As one of
our walk leaders we look forward to walking with him
in the future.

I saw Him run to me, He took me in His arms, Held
my head to his chest,
Said “My son’s come home again!”
Lifted my face, wiped the tears from my eyes, with
forgiveness in His voice.
I felt his love for me again.
He ran to me, He took me in His arms, held my head
to his chest,
Said “My son’s come home again!”
Lifted my face, wiped the tears from my eyes, With
forgiveness in His voice
He said “Son”. He called me Son.
He said “Son, do you know I still love You?”
He ran to me (I saw Him run to me)
And then I ran to Him.

If you would like to contact us regarding anything
we have publicised or may be planning in the future,
please contact us

When God ran
Sometimes when it comes to God: we’re too proud
to be saved.
We must hit rock bottom before knowing Jesus,
The story of the Bible ends with an invitation to
anyone who feels empty and thirsts for something
more than they’ve ever found in life. God simply
says, “Come.”
Receive This free gift of salvation today.

We look forward to Juan Antonio joining us and
continuing the Spanish link.

Jose Antonio

One or two of our members have asked why we don’t
just walk in the summer and start really early. It seems
like an easy option, but we have members spread
across the Region of Murcia, so if it was a 7am start,
some people could be driving 1½-2 hours to get to
the start, meaning a very early start. One solution is
the other end of the day and an evening walk.

Jessica. It will be at the stunning Fuente Caputa near
Mula. It’s been a few years since a night walk has been
done, but it is always popular. The walk is described
in our book and very easy and has amazing changes
in landscape over a relatively short distance. If you
then add in walking by the light of the moon it will
be magical. Martin, our President and walk organiser
will be working with David (who co- ordinates the
SWARM walks) to develop the programme for next
season. We are totally reliant on our volunteer leaders
and we are hoping new leaders will come forward to
allow us to enjoy some new challenges. Chris and I are
hoping to offer a walk in the Sierra Espuña starting
in El Berro. It’s a new one to the group, but first we
have to get out and do it a couple of times to really
know the route.

Patricio Gomez

Our new Vice President is Juan Antonio Sanchez who
lives in Bullas with his wife Juana Marie who also
walks. Juan Antonio teaches in the small village of
Coy, famous for the production of beautiful jarapas.
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Fuente Caputa

Although our normal programme is over, we have a
special evening walk on 11th July, led by Martin and

Full Moon photo courtesy of Juan Lopez

WARM is taking a break in August. We will be back in
the September issue with news of our walks.
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Check at your local Tourist Office for full
details of Events
The use of masks, complying with safety
distances and the use of hydroalcoholic gel is
mandatory.

CEHEGÍN
www.turismocehegin.es
Tel: 968 723 550 Market Wed

BULLAS
www.bullas.es
Tel: 968 652 244 Market Tues

The Archaeological Site of Begastri opens
Saturdays & Sundays for tours: 10am-2pm. A
video presentation is followed by a guided tour to
see the remains of the Iberian culture before the
IV century BC. 2€ pp.

Sunday 3rd July - El Zacatan Artisan/Medieval
Market 9am-2pm
Visit Casa-Museo Don Pepe Marsilla. Guided
tours (in English) for only 2 people (5€ pp) or
there is an audio guide system in English. Museo
del Vino has a shop with bodega prices. To visit
either/info, tel 968 657 211, Tourist Office, or
email casamuseodonpepe@bullas.es
CALASPARRA
www.turismocalasparra.es
Tel: 968 745 325 Market Mon
Via Verde is a Green Way for walkers and
cyclists.
3km Walk of Calasparra begins at the Casa
Granero Building which was originally the house
of the family of the Counts of the San Juan
Valley, but later became a cereal barn, from which
it owes its current name.
Underground Caves - 700 metres of accessible
areas and 9km of areas of stalactites and
stalagmites made from the Upper Cretaceous. The
reception centre has a café, a multipurpose room
for conferences, an interpretive room, terraces for
activities, parking and a caving centre.
Jota Casinello Open Theatre is located next to
the Castle of Calasparra and it offers wonderful
views of the town and the rice fields. You can
wander round the gardens and in summer it
becomes the scene of night concerts.
CARAVACA
www.turismocaravaca.org
Tel: 968 702 424 Market Mon
Sunday 17th July - Artisan Market
A Museum gem explores Caravaca’s history
of skilled craftsmanship and remarkable
engineering. An amazing collection of miniatures
portray these skills, including Caravaca’s
manufacture/export of espadrilles. Located at
Calle Puentecilla No 3, Bajo.
Tel 968 795 620 for opening times.
The Carlos Blanco Fadol Museum of Ethnic
Instruments in Barranda has 5% of a 4,000-piece
collection rotates in the space available. 3€
(reduced 2€/child 1€). Check opening times with
Tourist Office.

Sunday 31 July - Artisan Market
st

Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ for family
activities including zip lines, archery, nature walks
and many other organised outdoor activities.
They can host any type of event. Campsite, BBQ
area and kiosk-bar offering a great menu – and
you can book.
Open weekends 10am-5pm; week days prior
booking.
Tel 968 069 202 Mon-Fri 9am-3pm
Email info@conexioncultura.es
www.cotodelasmaravillas.com
JUMILLA
www.jumilla.org
Tel: 968 780 237 Market Tues
Every Thursday until end July
1.5 hour free guided walk (part of AECC
campaign ‘On the move for Cancer’). Departs
from Teatro Vico at 7.30pm. Call 900 100 036 to
reserve your place
Lovers of art should visit the Saorin Painting
Museum, a small museum of works by the local
artist, Jesus Lozano Saorin and others from the
area. Includes sculptures and canvases.
Reserve guided visit on 660 959 631.
The Convent of Santa Ana del Monte in the
mountains South of Jumilla is worth a visit for
the history and stunning views over town and
landscape. Follow the RM-714 South-West and
signposted – 5km from town centre. Check with
Tourist Office for opening times.

4.5km walk is of low difficulty and suitable also
for children over 6 years of age. 10am
Monday 11th July-Saturday 17th July - Fiesta
Bull Running, Stalls, Fun Fair etc
Tours to the Rock Art of Moratalla are available
encapsulating prehistoric to medieval styles and
is worthy of its UNESCO World Heritage status.
There are several routes and modes of transport
– details on www.turismomoratalla.com, info@
turismomoratalla.com, or tel 696 807 037
MULA
www.mula.es
Tel: 968 661 501 Market Sat
Sunday 10th July – Artisan Market
El Cigarralejo Museum and Casa Pinatada
with relatively new exhibitions may have escaped
your attention to-date – info from Tourist Office.
MURCIA
www.turismodemurcia.es
Tel: 968 358 749
Saturday 30th July
Simple Minds in Concert at Murcia Bull Ring.
30€. 9.30pm
Wednesday 3rd August
Sting in Concert at Murcia Bull Ring. From 60€.
9.30pm
Discover the contemporary arts centre Centro
Parraga in the city centre.
Tel 968 351 410
info@centroparraga.com
YECLA
www.turismo.yecla.es
Tel: 968 754 104 Market Wed

Check out the Archaeological Museum (Tel
968 757 379) and the Ethnography and Natural
Sciences Museum (Tel 968 780 740) which
also offer various workshops for all the family at
various times.
Wine buffs can contact a choice of 15 bodegas
affiliated to the Ruta del Vino for guided visits for
small groups or individuals and to buy produce.
Liaise with bodegas as most will attempt to coordinate groups and provide a relevant languageguide; or enquire through Tourist Office.
MORATALLA
www.ayuntamientomoratalla.net
Tel: 968 730 208 Market Sat
Saturday 2nd July
Free Guided Walk to learn about otters &
their habitat (Moratalla/Calasparra). The

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Get Your Home Ready For Summer!!
We all want to make the most of the summer,
but apart from thinking about the beach, or
vacations, or about that dreamed of trip, it’s
important that we all take the necessary steps
to ensure our homes stay safe and secure.
Unfortunately, the probability of being
burglarized or robbed at home tends to be
higher during the summer!

*

Ask your neighbours or a friend to keep
watch of your home and collect the post
from your postbox.

*

Create a list of emergency contacts if
anything was to go wrong in your home.

*

Don’t share holiday plans or pictures
on social media, or adjust your privacy
settings to make sure you are not
sharing personal information with the
wrong people.

*

Beware of squatters! Make sure your
home insurance covers the Legal
Defense in case of illegal occupation of
the property.

As we are likely to spend more time away
from home, even for days if we plan to go on
holiday, we want to give you some tips on how
to minimise the chances of your home being
burgled and, in the unfortunate event that it
does happen, to make sure you’re covered!
*

*

*
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Talk to your insurance agent to make
sure that your contents cover are
properly calculated, including furniture,
white goods and electronic appliances,
clothes, jewellery, personal belongings,
etc.
Make sure that your doors and windows
are in good condition and check all locks
are working and get a home security
system to help reduce the chance of
being a burglary victim.
Make your home look lived in. For
example, you could invest in some timer
switches for lights to give the impression
that someone is home.

www.costacalidachronicle.com

In summer, it’s not just a possible burglary
of your home that you need to watch out for.
There are small inconveniences that come with
the heat, such as annoying pests and insects!!
Fortunately, there are home insurance policies
that include pest control, fumigation and
disinfection services.
In summer we also like to enjoy our home
outdoors and it is important to have a cover for
garden furniture and even for the garden itself,
in case of a summer storm!
You may also have a second home for holiday
rentals. In that case, make sure that you have
a specific cover for holiday rentals, including
public liability for your guests.

Liberty Seguros has adapted its Home
Insurance plans to provide solutions that
best suit your individual requirements,
giving you the option of being covered for all
these eventualities. Understanding that every
customer’s needs are unique, Liberty Seguros
has created additional coverages to allow you
to enhance and complement your Home
Insurance cover. Regardless of the plan you
choose, you can now add Optional Packs to your
home insurance to ensure your plan is perfectly
tailored to you.
What’s more, if you are a new Liberty Seguros
client and take out a Home, Car, or Life policy
now before 26th July, you will receive 30€
Cashback on your first policy and 60€ from
the second policy onwards, or 60€ Cashback on
each new policy if you are already a customer.
For more information, simply call or visit one
of more than 300 Liberty Seguros qualified
brokers and agents. They are available to
provide friendly and expert advice, in plain
English, about the best coverages and options to
suit your specific needs.
The Liberty Seguros team can help you to
find the cover that will be perfect for you. Visit
libertyexpatriates.es to find the name and
details of your nearest Liberty Seguros agent!
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After a somewhat unpredictable start to the season
with some pretty awful weather, including that
notorious Red Rain, B Clean has made considerable
progress with this year’s work schedule.

Although volunteer numbers for the work party
remain low, there has been plenty of weed spraying,
thus allowing the overgrown plants to be cleared
away at last. Perhaps the effort put into maintaining
Camposol by the garden groups has stirred the local

Hello everyone!
I hope you are all keeping well and cool!! Summer has
well and truly landed.
On the first one of our Day Trips, we went to
Guadalest which is situated in the mountains above
Benidorm. It was a very windy upwards ride, but
WOW when we got there the views were amazing!
The weather was perfect, shops selected and eating
facilities full!! (If you decide to go – book a restaurant
in advance!) There is plenty to see and do, including
visiting the lovely museums and the Castle. You also
get a free workout as some of the roads are somewhat
hilly in places! All in all it was a fabulous day.

council into joining in, with workers appearing at
various locations around the urbanisation. We have
no idea of course if this is just an isolated burst
of support, but it would be nice if it continued,
bearing in mind the number of residents here and
the financial contribution they make to the local
economy.

After much work spread over many weeks due to
the weather, B Clean has been able to complete its

Let’s catch up with some visitors who came to
entertain us at our meeting:
Tony Dwyer, a
Level 4 trained
Responder
from
FAST
came to tell us
about the work
FAST does for
the Camposol
Community. We
are so fortunate
to have this
unique group to
help save lives.
FAST is now
a
recognised
Charity in Spain relying purely on public donations
– for example the cost of just one lifesaving piece
of equipment, a Defibrillator, is 1,800€. These
volunteers are life savers – if you can, please help
them to continue helping us.
We had an inspiring talk from Betty Hill who lives
on the Isle of Man, telling us about how it became an
island, got its name, got its cat!, has fairies – good and
not so good ones. She and her husband moved there
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refurbishment of the petanca pitches on the sector.
Hopefully this area will be enjoyed and respected by
the local community. Sadly, respect is lacking amongst
the usual rabble who are happy to dump rubbish
around the urbanisation. Several incidents have been
recorded and we would remind people that this type
of antisocial behaviour should be reported if seen.

for work, fell in love with the Island ways and stayed.
Betty travels to other places including Camposol, so
has a vast experience of different ways of life. Thank
you Betty for a hugely informative afternoon. A little
fairy has said Betty is coming back to continue with
more stories of ‘Isle of Man life’ including the war
years. We are looking forward to that re-visit.

Well that’s it for now: next time ‘how the end of
season party went!’ and what’s on the agenda for
September onwards.
Take care, look after yourselves and others + be kind
– it means a lot and costs nothing.
Sue xx
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We are now
well and truly
into summer.
However,
the weeks of
rain have left
us with an
abundance
of
weeds
which seem
to
grow
overnight. I
am sure you
will
have
noticed that
the area of
stones just off the roundabout as you enter
Camposol in the Memorial Park is now
overrun with weeds.
Unfortunately we do not have enough
volunteers
to
deal with this
ourselves.
We
are
looking
into
hiring
somebody
to
clear
these
weeds
to
improve
the
appearance
of this area.
Hopefully
this
will have been
dealt with by
the time this

Camposol Fiesta To Be Dissolved
It is with a heavy heart I must announce
that Camposol Fiesta is to be dissolved.
As most people are aware, I gave notice
of my resignation as President of Fiestas
de Camposol over three months ago. In
addition to this, three other Committee
members also resigned and we have
been trying to find replacements so the
association could continue. Unfortunately,
whilst we have had people volunteer to join
the committee in general roles, we have
been unable to fill the position of President
and the association cannot run without a
named President, so a decision has been
taken to dissolve the Fiesta association
and we are now seeking legal support to
ensure this is done correctly.
As a Committee we discussed leaving
the association on hold in case someone
wanted to restart it in years to come,
but after considering the pros and cons,
I decided against this because the
association is registered in my name, using
my NIE and my home address and I do not
want someone to be able to pick it up and
start running it again at some point in the

article is out. With the hot dry weather, the
weeds will not grow, so this should keep the
area looking nice throughout the summer.
It does of course cost money whenever we
have to hire outside help and therefore we
are always looking at ways to increase our
funds.
At the beginning of June we held a
Jubilee Summer Ball at the Ramada Hotel
(formerly La Cumbre). This was the first time
we have organised such a large event and
from the feedback we received it was very
successful. We had 131 guests who enjoyed
a 3-course meal with drinks. Entertainment
provided by Rees. We held a raffle and
a lucky draw. We also arranged a ‘lucky
envelope’ when one person on each table
received a gift of either a bottle of Cava or
chocolates. We made a total of 585€ on the
evening. A big thank you to everyone who
attended
and
made
the evening
such
a
success.
On Sunday
12th June our
volunteers
were
out
in
force
(starting at 8
am!) tidying
up
the
Memorial

Garden
in
readiness for
a Memorial
S e r v i c e
organised by
the
British
L e g i o n
for
the
Falkland War
veterans.
This was held
on Tuesday
June
14th
and was well
attended by
locals,
the
British Legion and Mazarrón Council. One of
our group is an ex-Falklander and another
in our Group, who served in the Falkland
Conflict, laid a wreath.
Our volunteers continue going out every
week despite the heat, cutting trees
back, weeding, pruning and mowing.
Alan continues doing a wonderful job
keeping our Post Room clean and tidy. Our
volunteers continue to open the library
every week from 10am-12.30pm on a
Friday. We are grateful to everyone for their
continued support.
If you have a few hours to spare and wish to
join us, we would be happy to welcome you
to our group. If you wish to contact us, you
can do so via the information above.

future while I am still legally named as the
person responsible, so I have decided to err
on the side of caution and close everything
down via a solicitor to make sure it is
handled correctly and that there are no
possible repercussions for me in the future.
We have funds that were raised to pay
for a Fiesta in 2019 before Covid hit and
we need to discuss with our solicitor what
we plan to do with these before we can
confirm details publicly. Once details are
confirmed we will let everyone know where
the remaining funds
have gone and a set
of final accounts will
be published.

I hope people can understand why I have
taken this decision. Believe me it wasn’t
easy as I have been involved with the
Fiesta since 2015 and I feel that during this
time we, as a committee, had built it up into
a great annual event, so I am very sad to
have to do this.
Thank you all for your support over the
years.
Sue Tinkler
Camposol Fiesta President

I would like to take
this opportunity to
thank all of the Fiesta
Committee,
their
partners and our stall
volunteers who have
all worked very hard
to make the Fiesta
such a great success
over the years.
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On 13th June MABS was formally recognised
as an organisation providing excellent
care and support to those who have been
diagnosed with cancer by entering into an
official collaboration with the Murcia Health
Authority (SMS)

AGREEMENT BETWEEN MABS CANCER
SUPPORT FOUNDATION AND THE MURCIAN

SERVICE OF HEALTH ON ACTIONS AIMED AT
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF THE
PEOPLE AFFECTED BY CANCER IN HEALTH

AREAS I, II, IV and VIII
Present:
Mr Francisco José Ponce Lorenzo,
Managing Director of the Murcian
Service of Health (hereinafter SMS), in the

MABS Cancer Support Fundación
Providing practical help and support to those
that need us most

How you can help:
Volunteers – We always need more
volunteers to help out in various roles,
from ‘manning’ reception in our Respite
Home, helping out in our shop in Totana (car
share available), driving patients to their
appointments, helping on the van etc. If you
can spare a few hours and would like to help
we would love to see you. It is very rewarding
work and makes a huge difference to those
that need our help.
Phone, email or call into our Respite Home on
Avenida de Los Covachos 278 on Camposol
B2

Palliative Care for Murcia for having faith in
MABS
The MABS volunteers for the continued
support they give to those affected by
cancer.
Upcoming Events
Ironman (Woman) Challenge
10th July - Karen Andrew will be taking part
in the gruelling Ironman Challenge to raise
money for MABS.
3.8Km Open Water Swim followed by a
180Km Cycle Ride and finally (as if that
wasn’t enough!) a 42.2Km Marathon Run.
Sponsorship forms available at the MABS
Respite Home on Avenida de Los Covachos
278.
4th September - Party in the Park 2 – La Nueva
Taberna, Mazarrón Country Club.
Seven acts. 16€ pp includes paella.
30th September World Coffee Morning
30th October Race for Life
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Mrs Beverley Thompson, in her name and
representation, in her capacity as Vice
President of the MABS Cancer Support
Foundation, entity with CIF G54982681 with
address at Calle Caravaggio nº1, 03730,
Javea (Alicante), which acts by the faculties
that are conferred on it in the Statutes that
regulate the organization and operation of
said Foundation, with the prior agreement
of the Board of Trustees, dated February
1st 2022
25th November Winter Fayre
Further details to come….

Congratulations to the all of the Volunteers
in MABS Murcia!!!!
On 13th June we were formally recognised
as an organisation providing excellent
care and support to those who have been
diagnosed with cancer, by entering into an
official collaboration with the Murcia Health
Authority (SMS)
D. Francisco José Ponce Lorenzo, Director
Gerente del Servicio Murciano Salud said
“The work that MABS do is very important
within the local communities. Your work really
does make a difference.”
MABS would like to thank:
Jeremy and Elliot Newhall for their help and
support in guiding us through the various
stages of the Collaboration process.
José Antonio Martínez Lozano Head of
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representation it holds under article 8.1.a)
of the Decree 148/2002, of 27th December,
which regulates the structure and functions
of the Bodies of Participation, Administration
and Management of the Murcian Health
Service, expressly empowered to sign this
Agreement by Agreement of the Council
of Administration of the Entity, dated April
26th 2022, with address at Calle Central nº
7, Habitamia I Building, Espinardo - Murcia.

Collections:
Furniture and larger items? Message MABS
Charity Shop Totana or call 634 313 478 to
arrange collection.
Smaller items
We have donation ‘boxes’ for clothes, brica-brac, etc. in MABS Respite Home and Alley
Palais, Camposol B and The Club House,
Camposol C.
If you need our help
Phone our Helpline 620 422 410
With your help
In May we were able to assist with:
87 Appointments
85 Translations
29 Drives to
hospital
9
loans
of
equipment
Year to date to
the end of May
4
3
1
Appointments
4
0
6
Translations
128 Drives to
hospital
44 Loans of
equipment
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I’m Shaun and have run the Expat in
Mazarrón YouTube channel since arriving
in Spain in 2015. It’s all about living in
Spain and where I live in Camposol,
places of interest, property and going out
walking. Camposol Explorers is about a
group going out exploring once a month
in the Murcia Region and beyond. If
you want to join, please contact me on
FaceBook Expat in Mazarrón.

Blanca’. It’s a small cove with caves dug
out. Some have rooms added to them; how
old, I don’t know, but I have seen people
use them, maybe to sleep in them over
the weekends. The kids had a great time
looking for buried treasure, but didn’t find
any! The track leading down to the caves
is very steep and a couple stayed at the
top to admire the view.

Our June outing

Second Location
Cope Tower near Aguilas (Google Sat-Nav
‘Torre de Cope o del Santo Cristo’). It is a
20 minute drive to the fortified watchtower
which watched out for invading pirates.

First Location
Castillo de San Juan in Almeria (Google
Sat-Nav ‘Bateria de San Juan de Terreros’)
is just over an hour’s drive from Camposol,
following along the coast. There was a
beautiful blue sky with amazing views
looking over the sea. It is the same name
as the castle in Aguilas, built 1760/64.
Built like a horse shoe, it was an artillery
fort, part of the coastal defence during
that time. It is open to the public during
the week for a small fee. It has a small
museum and a must; check out the 3D
tour (virtual 3D glasses) La Geoda. We had
drinks at the restaurant at the other end
of the fort where they have toilets.

It was built in 1530/74 and rebuilt again in
1663 to how it is now. Close-by is a small
chapel where the men that manned the
watchtower went to pray. After exploring
we had our picnic in the cool breeze.
Last Location
The beach caves which I came across a few
years back (unfortunately I don’t have a
Sat-Nav position). There is a notice board
with the name ‘Calnegre y Cabo Cope’
and the beach name is ‘Playa de Cala

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Our next outing for 8th July (hopefully)
will be at the Sierra Espuña to check
out a place called ‘The Plane Building’.
As its starting to get hotter now we are
just visiting one place this month and
hopefully have a meal on the return trip.
You are most welcome to join us. There is
no membership fee and it’s not a walking/
hiking group. We just go exploring with
our cars. There is some walking involved
and it is a great way of making new friends.
Check out the videos on my YouTube
channel Expat in Mazarrón and for up
to date videos on new places and where
else we are exploring in 2022 on Camposol
Explorers YouTube channel.
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324,240€ of Donations in Life Saving
Equipment Campaign.
In the year 2000, a small child tragically died on
the new Camposol Urbanisation. In recognition
of the gallant efforts by the local emergency
services in searching for and attempting to

resuscitate the stricken toddler, a response
was considered by residents and longer-term
expats in the area to find a suitable reward.
Following discussions with the Ayuntamiento
and the 112 service it was decided that a
donation of extra emergency equipment

CENTROS DE SALUD

Sub Total Brought Forward

Sona Speech
Hydraulic Bed

would be a worthy and beneficial token of
appreciation. Following the initial presentation,
it was unanimously agreed to continue
providing lifesaving equipment that fell outside
the normal budgetary confines of the local
emergency services. It was then observed that

3478

FAST

1281.96

Training for use of Defibrillators

282464.52

Telephones/Flashing Lights

2320

3 Trauma Packs

329.75
1043.78

Cardio Test Plus 4D

2135.4

First Aid Mannequins

2 Diagnostic Monitors - Emergency
Vehicle

7136.9

Defib training course for 16 people

2568.18

XL Cyclon

11757.1

3 Defibrillators, 2 Training Defibs, 10
Defib Pads

5282.34

Monitor C3 - Ambulance
Flashing Light, Plaques, Name Plates

5580.05

808.18
10536.35

351.75

Sterilising Unit
2 Electocardiographs

2 Bottles of Oxygen

504.12

LORCA EARTHQUAKE - EMERGENCY
EQUIPMENT

3210
2944.96

2 Bottles Oxygen, Rescue Bags, Masks,
Resuscitators

ECG Computer/Carrying bag

11996.4

2 Defibrllators & 2 Pulsiometers

11632.4

Opthalmoscopes, Otoscopes

1914.23

Defibrillators, Blood Pressure Machine,
Cots & Mattresses

ECG Machines & Trolleys

7242.8

Pulsiometer, Oxygen Bottle & Mask

1708.04

4835.29
6543.33

72982.02
ADIMA

RED CROSS

Computer

Jet Ski

14671.3

Jet Ski

17729.7

3 Trauma Kits

1406.67

ASPADEM

Ambulance - Paid CAFÉ 48106.00 euros
& PALs 9034.92

57140.9

Sundry Equipment

400
400

646.34
646.34

90948.65
112 SERVICES

GENERAL
DISTRIBUTION - CAMPOSOL

8 Beds for Catastrophe Tent

1658.88

9 Defibrillators

13000.5

Emergency Tent

3748.62

2 Defibrillators

3092.3

Emergency Stretchers

1831.44

3 Sets of Pads for Defibrillators

602.46

Catastrophe Tent, Trailer & Generator

18254.6

4 Trauma Kits

1875.05

SHORELESS SCHOOL

10 Mobile Trauma back packs

3895.24

First Aid Box

Defibrillators & Heart Battery Packs

317340.8

8349
June 2018 -Money Donated

56864.1
107758.12

PROTECCION CIVIL
Monitor Defibrillator, Ventilation Cycle

55

55

GRAND TOTAL

11281.1

6 Defibrillators
Ambulance

16695.26

10775.7
10775.73

Sub Total Carried Forward

282464.52

MABS

2300

Age Concern Costa Calida

2300

Forget Me Not

2300

GRAND TOTAL

6900
324240.8

Money Raised from New Year’s Swim & 2 Benidorm Trips
Continued on page 33
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the formation of a registered charity would give
full transparency to any fundraising, Hence
PALS - PROTECTION AND LIFE SAVING - was
formed. It was the first non-Spanish charity in
the Murcia region (imagine the paperwork).
There was no existing social network locally
and therefore the money had to be raised by
many different activities. PALS embarked on a
programme of trips, BBQ’s on the beach, Garden
Parties, Picnics in the Park, Dinner Dances,
Music Shows, Cruises, 5 minute Shopping
Rushes, Summer and Winter Balls, Christmas
Hotel Holidays, Sponsored Pilgrimages and
Bicycle Marathons, the Annual New Year’s Day
Swim; a seemingly endless list of which PALS
were local pioneers. There were of course
donations, raffles and car boot sales. There
was, before the internet, a publication, The
Book, giving contact and vital information and
PALS also distributed ‘Tell the Doctor’ books.
In addition to the medical equipment donated
locally, PALS were part of a pressure group to

We hope you enjoyed the myriad of fund
raising choices we had for June and we
would like to thank you for supporting
these events. They really are our lifeline.
With the warmer weather in July we have a
slightly reduced events’ calendar, but there
are still plenty of ways you can support us:
Join our Teaming Group, support our
Online and Pop-Up Markets which are
continuing, or try your luck in the 100 Club
which has a couple of numbers remaining.
From time to time we have unexpected
expenses and in fact these occasions are
increasing by the day, so any cash donation
in response to an appeal however small is
always welcome.

We are currently short of Foster Homes,
so if you are interested in helping
us in this way please get in contact.
It might seem that our focus is generally
on dogs, but there is a lot of work going
on behind the scenes with cats and
kittens which we would like to highlight.
Since January we have paid to treat two
cats that were shot and suffered injuries

get a medical centre built on Camposol (the
first such facility on any urbanisation in Spain).
PALS organised a one-off concert to raise
money for the Lorca Earthquake appeal. They
helped FAST and Forget Me Not to get started
by fundraising and management and Welcome
was originally Friends of PALS. Management
assistance was also made available to start
Making A Difference.
PALS spearheaded the purchase of an
ambulance, ably assisted by The Lions and
Costa Cálida Radio, under the umbrella CAFÉ
and PALS eventually purchased an additional
ambulance, both used locally by Cruz Roja.
Throughout their 16-year existence PALS
maintained a close and happy relationship with
the Ayuntamiento and the British Consulate
in Alicante. The advent of more humanity
charities in the area was readily encouraged
and any event date conflicts avoided wherever
possible. The list of equipment was diverse
including lots of defibrillators, 2 inshore
lifesaving Jet skis, (used by 112), inflatable

which needed veterinary care. In addition
to this we have spayed or castrated 39
cats. We are really grateful for the help of
caring people in this regard as we couldn’t
physically trap/neuter and return these
cats on our own. We were also pleased
to provide the funds initially to a local
community to control the cat population
in their area. We are then reimbursed by
the residents’ association who have been
forward-thinking enough to vote in favour
of providing funds for this scheme for two
years in a row. How good would it be if
other local communities followed suit as
it could solve so many problems. It does
mean however that people have to be more
pro-active in their approach. Please contact
us for more information regarding this.

emergency hospital tents used as a children’s
ward following the Lorca Earthquake and much,
much more.
In those times good relationships with the
media was vital and the Costa Cálida Chronicle
and Costa Cálida Radio were good and faithfully
friends.
When PALS decided they had fulfilled their
raison d’ tre, they backed out with a 6 Band
Rock Concert and any spare and subsequent
cash was equally divided to MABS, FAST and
Forget Me Not.
There are many who have come to live in the
Mazarrón area since PALS ceased activity in
2016 and for their information, please see the
list of material purchased. Some may have
helped you or yours in the recent past. PALS
would not have been possible without the
support and goodwill of the general public and
the generosity of the PALS members over the
years, giving their time and expertise to the
area’s premier humanity charity.

de Libre La Tercia who will now care for
them. Thank goodness for those people
who will not walk by and ignore suffering.
Our adoption album contains the fabulous
dogs and puppies we have in our care.
Please take time to look at it, especially at
those dogs who have been waiting so long,
(some over a year), for new homes.

As usual we would like to thank all our
friends and supporters who continue to
help us and provide us with the means
to carry on. There are many ways you
can contribute to the work of FMA so
please contact us if you would like more
information.
Recently we were asked for advice
concerning a nest of baby starlings
that were left by the bins on a local
urbanisation. Obviously someone thought
it was ok to cut the nest down and discard
it with no thought for the fledglings inside.
Luckily they were found by a caring
resident who took them to the Association

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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We have been
very proactive
over the past
month with
our donations
to help people
within
our
community.
We made a
donation of
4,000€
to
ASPADEM,
the
charity
Donation to ASPADEM
w h i c h
provides
social care to children and young adults who
have learning difficulties and disabilities whom
we have helped before. They have a social centre
based in Puerto de Mazarrón and they organize
days out for those within their care.
We have also donated 1,000€ to Cavalli. They
have various projects which help socially

Support for
the people of
Ukraine has
continued in
Camposol,
with a very
successful
Music
and
D a n c e
Evening held
at
Meson
Mariano on
27th
May.
Almost 150
people enjoyed what was an excellent evening,
made all the more enjoyable due to the presence
of a number of Ukrainian refugees, as guests of
the organisers.
The musical highlight of the evening was provided
by Karen Noble who gave an outstanding
performance, including singing the Ukrainian
national anthem. She was ably supported by
the Harlequin Rock Choir who performed a
number of songs that were well received by the
audience. The Musical Evening was rounded off
by DJ Carl Thomas, who kept the music going
into the night.
A Raffle of good quality prizes was held and
as usual the people of Camposol and the
surrounding area were generous in their support.
Thanks must go to the businesses, individuals
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challenged
g r o u p s
within
the
c o m m u n i t y.
This donation
will provide an
Early Learning
Programme
designed to
assist children
from
2-6
years old with
development
disorders, or
Donation to Cavalli
who are at risk
of
suffering
such disorders. Sent by the Centre for Child
Development and Early Attention (CDIAT).
We continue to send boxes of clothing, toiletries
etc. to the Mazarrón Ayuntamiento for their
Ukraine Appeal which is an ongoing project
within the community.

and organisations that donated the prizes for the
Raffle.
Due to the generosity of the performers, who gave
their time freely and the efforts of those involved
in putting the show together, the total raised
amounted to a magnificent total of €2,000, all of
which goes directly to those suffering in Ukraine.
The money has been spent on purchasing
much-needed medical supplies, which will be
taken directly to the points of need in Ukraine
by volunteers who have been making these
dangerous journeys since the invasion began.
There are three more events planned to continue
to support the people of Ukraine. The first of
these was on Thursday 23rd June at Rendezvous,
Camposol A, where an Evening Of Fun And
Games, Karaoke and a Raffle was provided.
We hope to report that a good sum of money
was raised in the next edition of Costa Cálida
Chronicle. Thanks to Donna and the team at
Rendezvous for making this happen.
Please note the following dates for your diaries:
Wednesday 13th July, a Quiz Night is being
hosted by The Diner, Camposol B. The cost will
be €6, including food. Many of you will have
been to similar events at The Diner in the past
and we hope you will be able to join us. Thanks
to Jay and the team at The Diner for hosting the
event. Tickets may be purchased directly from
The Diner.

We would like to thank all our supporters for
their donations of items we are able to sell in
our shop in Puerto de Mazarrón, so we can help
Make a Difference to so many families in our
area.
Our team of volunteers will have a break in
August as the shop will be closed as from
1st August and will re-open on Tuesday 6th
September. This includes our van pick-up point
for donations usually on Camposol A car park.
We thank our Volunteers for their tireless effort
and time to make this charity work, enabling us
to help those less fortunate in our area.
We are always looking for people who need
a helping hand, so if anyone who knows of a
school, charity or any worthwhile cause which
needs a bit of financial backing, please contact us
and we will consider your proposal.
Thank you all again for your continued support
and all try and keep cool out there in our 40
degrees of heat!!

The final event of the summer is on Saturday 6th
August, where the seat proceeds of the Saturday
Music Night organized by Rendezvous, Tel’s
Bar and Cat’s Bar, Camposol A, will be donated
to support the people of Ukraine. You can book
your €2 seat directly from the venues. They will
hold their final Raffle of the year at this event.

Finally, a big thank you to the people of Camposol
and surrounding areas, for supporting these
activities as well as the collections that took place
at The Social Centre and Consum on Camposol.
Your generosity is much appreciated by the
people of Ukraine.
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After a shaky start to our normally lovely spring
- welcome to summer! We all hope we don’t see
a spring as wet as that again as it certainly kept
potential customers away - which didn’t have the
till dinging very much!
We managed
to help some
emergencies
last
month,
one being a
girl
named
Maya.
She
had a growth
on
her
haunch which
looked quite

Do you want to become a FAST Responder and
join this highly respected medical charity on
Camposol?
Call into The Social Centre on Tuesday mornings
for a warm welcome, or email committee@
fast2016.org
All our Responders are fully trained First
Responders and are authorised by the Murcian
Health Authority (MHA) to operate the Automatic
Electronic Defibrillator (AED) and to perform
CPR.
If you have a medical emergency you must
call 112, ask for an operator who speaks your
language if you are not fluent in Spanish. Give
them details of the emergency and then call
FAST on 868 487 015. We normally can respond
within 8-10 minutes, giving assistance where
necessary. We also have an emergency telephone
service where we can give helpful information. As
we have a shortage of Responders, we will
try to give 24/7 service. If we cannot have a
Responder on duty, we will provide a telephone
advice service.
We will keep the people of Camposol up to date
regarding the lifesaving service on social media,
the FAST Facebook page and our WEB page is
where you can find more up to date information.

frightening. Paco removed it as soon as we
had agreed how much we could help with.
We received some graphic photos of said lump
and operation, but I think you will rather enjoy
looking at the lovely Maya as she continues to
improve each day. The results from histology
revealed the lump to be malignant. We always ask
the owner to bring their pup to revisit, but at the
moment Maya is still recovering at home.
We still welcome your freshly laundered cast-off
clothes, bedding, cushions, rugs and curtains.
Bric-a-brac also goes well. Jigsaws are popular at
this time of year, as staying in out of the heat can
be boring! Any furniture you want rid of, please
send us an email or ring Richard.

or 24 to suit the individual.
If you have symptoms of Covid you should stay
at home and phone 900 121 212 explain your
symptoms and they will advise you on what you
should do. Lateral flow tests are available from
the pharmacy. By testing you may stop infection
spreading.
If you live on your own and keep in touch
with family abroad, why not give them the
FAST number or webpage address. We recently
received a request via the webpage to check on
a relative living on Camposol. We checked on the
individual, but unfortunately the individual had
passed away. We were able to alert the authorities.

This July, due to awful staff shortages, we will
have to close all month. This means a terrible loss
of income, but the managers do 7 days a week
and deserve a break along with our small team of
hardworking volunteers.
MAMAS will reopen on 3rd August.
By the time you read this we will have had quite
a few furniture items brought into the shop, so
when we do re-open in August there should be
lots of new things to see, so watch ‘Items for sale’
on the internet or call in; even better!
Have a great summer, keep out of the mid-day
sun and hopefully we will see you all again in
August with a shop full of new items.

a list of things they may need for a hospital stay.
If you need any help or support, give us a call. If
we cannot help we will direct you to the correct
place.
The FAST Nurses are back on a Monday morning.
Give them a wave and any donation is gratefully
accepted.
Our Mental Health phone is manned 24/7. If you
are feeling depressed, alone or just want to talk
to someone then call this new number 0034 613
205 895. There will be someone there to listen to
you and give you advice if you need it.
The local council has said that they will provide
Defibrillators for Camposol and FAST will carry
out the necessary training.

When FAST Responders attend an emergency we
can stop catastrophic bleeding, ensure the casualty
has an open airway and if required give lifesaving
CPR. Both the FAST vehicles are fully equipped
with defibrillators, blood clotting type bandages
and all the other kit required of a first Responder.
We also comfort other members of the household
and give advice on what the medics will want to
see when they arrive.
Also if the patient has to stay in hospital we have

The insurance is now in place and the Association
of Volunteers will now accept our membership.
This is a major step! We will be running a training
course very soon. Look at the FAST facebook page
and our web page for more exciting news.
To give 24/7 cover, we need to recruit more
people to be trained as Responders. Most
Responders will always respond in pairs day or
night. We have flexible shifts, 6 hours, 12 hours

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

FAST nurses collecting
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Check at your local Tourist Office for full details of
Events
The use of masks, complying with safety distances and the
use of hydroalcoholic gel is mandatory.
Aguilas
www.aguilas.org
Tel 968 493 285 – Sat Market
Every Saturday – Antique & Collectable Market near the
Railway Station. From 10am
Saturday 16th July - Free Guided Walk. Discover Cabo
Cope/Puntas de Calnegre on this 4.7km walk of approx
2.5 hours. 9.30am. Booking through Aguilas Tourist
Information Centre
Contemporáneos de Coronado Permanent Art
Exhibition – Auditorio Doña Elena, Thu-Sun 7pm-10pm
Carnival Museum - Visit this museum in the Francisco
Rabal Cultural House to see some of the amazing carnival
costumes. The costumes will be changed each year to
show those from the most recent carnival festival.
Open Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4-9pm
Ruta del Ferrocarril
availability

- Check at Tourist Office for

Alhama de Murcia
http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es/
Tel 968 633 51 – Tues Market
There are some fabulous walks in the Sierra Espuña
National Park.
Go to http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es and click on
Paths of Sierra Espuña. You will find full details of all
walks available and a map that you can download.
Fuente Alamo
Sat Market
Every Wednesday – Hacienda del Alamo Women’s
Association Coffee Morning @ The Club House 10am12pm
Lorca
www.lorcaturismo.es
Tel 968 441 914 – Thurs Market
Thursday-Saturdays in July - Live Music in various
locations from a number of artistes. Every Thursday, Friday
(except 15th) and Saturday (except 2nd). 7-10pm. Email
Lorca Tourist Centre for further information and venues on
ciudaddelsol@lorca.es
Lorca Castle – general entry 6€. Guided Tours available
in English for 4€ on Thursdays at 10.30am (22€ to include
lunch), with special packages on Sundays. Check at
Tourist Office for full details.
Mazarrón
www.mazarron.es
Tel 968 594 426 – Sat Market
Weekly boot sale on Sundays at Marianos, Camposol
from 9.30am until 12pm for buyers and 7.30am sellers.
Market Cañadas del Romero, Mazarrón Every Sunday
between between 8am and 1pm
Saturday 16th July – Artisan Market
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Check at the Tourist Office for information on Free Guided
Tours in Mazarrón area.
Mazarrón City Council sends its deepest condolences
to the family and friends of the former Mayor
Mazarrón City Council decrees two days of official
mourning for the death of the former Mayor, Francisco
García, at 59 years of age as a result of a long illness.
He was born in Bolnuevo (Mazarrón) in 1963 and
completed his elementary studies at Manuela Romero
School in Puerto de Mazarrón and Baccalaureate studies
in Juan de la Cierva Institute of Totana.
He has a diploma in EGB and a degree in Pedagogy from
the University of Murcia. Francisco was a Councillor of
Mazarrón City Council and spokesman for the Municipal
Socialist Group during 2003 to 2007 and 2007 to 2011. In
the legislature from 2011 to 2015
he held the position of First Deputy Mayor and Town
Planning Councillor. Since June 2014 to June 2015 he was
Mayor of Mazarrón. In 2015 he was a Councillor of the City
Hall with the CLI-AS group. He was a City Council Official
in Mazarrón since 1989 with the category of Pedagogue.
The flags installed on the balcony of the Mazarrón Town
Hall, as well as those of the rest of the municipal buildings
flied at HALF MAST from between June 18th and June
19th as a sign of mourning and respect for the death of
one of Mazarróns illustrious neighbour, and as a token of
remembrance and solidarity during the mourning period.
In the same way, the interior flags will shine black crepe.
Mazarrón receives the Managers of the Tourist Offices
of the entire Murcia Region
After almost 3 years without being able to take place, The
Mayor of Mazarrón Gaspar Miras and the Councillor for
Tourism, Raquel Raja, received those responsible and
invited them to enjoy a day of tourism in the municipality.
On 15th June, those responsible for the tourist offices
were able to enjoy Mazarrón and its beaches in a day of
meetings that began with the reception at the Town Hall
by the Mayor of Mazarrón and the Councillor for Tourism
who gave them some memories, after that they carried out
different water activities in the bay, completing a day where
they were able to see first-hand the beautiful corners of the
Mazarron coast
Emergency Health Facilities during Summer
On June 14th, the Mayor of Mazarrón, Gaspar Miras, held
a meeting with José Francisco Sedes Romero, Managing
Director of Health Area II of Cartagena, with his medical
and nursing management team to request and plan the
services of this summers season in the health centres of
Mazarrón and Puerto de Mazarrón. Also on the agenda
was to discuss the health needs to which the municipality
is being subjected and the lack of services provided
by the Autonomous Community, with the consequent
lack of attention public health service for the citizens of
Mazarrón. The Managing Director told the Mayor that
the emergency services will be available this summer at
Puerto de Mazarrón Health Centre in the morning and
afternoon, supported by a SUAP team that will provide
full service coverage and an ambulance. The Mayor of
Mazarrón also commented on the commitment to continue
offering the Mental Health Service at Puerto de Mazarrón
Medical Centre, in order to provide coverage for this muchdemanded service that citizens need.
Municipal Pool Now Open/Start of Swimming Courses
The Sports Department of Mazarrón City Council informs
that the
pool for bathing will be available between June 15th and
September 15th, Monday to Saturday between 4pm and

9pm. This service will cost €2 per person per day but
vouchers can be purchased for 10 days at 18€ per person.
Swimming courses are between 9.15am and 3pm and for
all ages.
For more information and registration you can call
968591852 or go to Sports Pavilion La Aceña between
9am and 2pm
Mazarrón hosts the “Blue Flag” delivery of the Murcia
Region
The event was attended, amongst other guests, by the
Minister of the Presidency, Tourism, Culture and Sports
Marcos Ortuño, the National President of the Consumer
Environmental Education Association (Adeac) José
Palacios, the Mayor of Mazarrón and the Councillor for
Tourism Raquel Raja. During the meeting, the distinctive
blue flag was delivered to 27 beaches throughout the
Region of Murcia and 7 marinas, so that in the Community
there will be two more flags than in 2021. Councillor Marcos
Ortuño stressed that the Region continues to improve the
services provided to tourists who choose us every summer.
For his part, José Palacios, President of Adeac, stressed
the importance of environmental education and respect for
our natural environment and our beaches.
Meanwhile, the Mayor of Mazarrón, Gaspar Miras,
emphasized the work that has been carried out in the
municipality to be able to wave the flags that have been
granted to us, which this year are 9. 7 corresponding to
the beaches of Rihuete, El Puerto, Bahía, Nares, Castellar,
Alamillo and El Mojón and 2 to the two marinas that are
Club de Regatas de Mazarrón and Puerto Deportivo de
Mazarrón, and stressed that the commitment to achieve
quality services and the addition of blue flags to more of
our beaches in the future will continue.
Puerto Lumbreras
Tel 968 436 153 – Fri Market
Discover the historical and patrimonial wealth of Puerto
Lumbreras through Medina Nogalte visiting its cavehouses and the Nogalte Castle. From Craftsman workshop
cave house, reception of Medina Nogalte. 7pm. 3€ (under
10’s free). Payment due 2 days prior to visit @ ES 12 3058
0204 15 2732000020-City Hall of Puerto Lumbreras.
Please check availability as some of the evenings are
already fully booked.
Totana
www.totana.es
Tel 968 418 153 – Wed Market/Fri in El Pareton
Sunday 31st July
Artisan Market. Come and discover handmade ceramics,
local honey and jewellery to name a few of the many artisan
products for sale at Santuario de Santa Eulalia. 10am-2pm
Saturdays & Sundays - Guided Visit to La Bastida
3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm. Book at Tourist Office
Saturdays - Guided Visit Museum of The Tower of
Santiago
The first level hosts the chapter house that refers to the
lands of Totana; the Order of Santiago. The second level is
the choir of the church, which shows the Mudejar coffered
ceiling of the temple and the explanation of its chapels.
The next level is known as ‘the bride’s room’, which was
the old house of the bell ringer. The fourth level cannot be
visited as it contains the current clock. The last level is the
bell tower, where the second oldest bell of the Diocese is
located, dating from 1470. 10am
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We have had
a busy month,
starting with
a visit from
Sue
and
Sarah
who
are usually on
Zoco Sunday
Market.
They brought
a
lovely
selection of
fashion for us
to purchase,
catering for all our summer needs. Fashion
always seems to brighten our day and lures us
into buying more, getting that ‘feel good factor’.
Joe from Joe’s Salon also visited us,
demonstrating how to blow dry easily and
quickly, followed by
beauty treatments
available in the salon including how to lift
and sculpt the face without any surgical

Did you know that Camposol D has 6
roundabouts and a triangle? It also has 10km
of external roads, with Calle Babinas being
the longest. All these are planted with palms,
yuccas, shrubs and seating areas. Finally
there are 5 tiered gardens off Calle Piteras.
Maintaining these areas is the task of the
Gardening Team. It is a year-round job; a bit
like painting the Forth Bridge! You just finish
and then have to start at the beginning again.
In our case it is strimming, weeding, spraying,
pruning shrubs and plants and of course
trimming the palms and yuccas.
What
does
this involve?
The unsung job
is weed killing.
The weeds get
everywhere and
this year with
the heavy rain
and now very
warm weather,
they
have
grown at a fast
rate. In most
cases they can
be killed off by
spraying, but in the difficult areas they have
to be removed by hand; a soul-destroying job
that requires getting down on your knees and
pulling out the weeds. This is not the nicest of
jobs, made more difficult by having to avoid the
dog mess left by inconsiderate dog owners!

intervention. Some had a mini manicure and
we were given tips how to look after our nails.
R a c h a e l
Pragnell, the
Flower Girl,
talked about
her work as
a florist here
in
Spain,
growing
many flowers
herself and
buying
the
rest.
She
made it look so easy when undertaking the
arrangement and she then donated it. It was an
interesting and entertaining afternoon with tips
on how to look after flowers at home to ensure
they last as long as possible.

devices,
to
visit the old
or new town,
shopping,
sight-seeing
taking
in
the high rise
buildings,
sea
views,
or
viewing
the boats in
the harbour
and of course
l u n c h .
Everyone seemed to enjoy the day which the
chatter reflected on our homeward journey.
There are no meetings for Ladies’ Circle in July
or August, but we will return in September with a
new programme of speakers and venues to visit.

On the last Thursday in the month we had a
trip to Benidorm where we were left to our own

If you wish to join us after the break or want
any information, then please contact us.

The
team
also
uses
e nv i r o n m e n t a l
weed killer and
a programme of
spraying ensures
weeds are kept to
a minimum. This
often
involves
team members
spraying at the
weekend
on
top of the usual
We d n e s d a y
morning. This is
the only way the team can keep on top of the
blighters. As you can imagine with the area that
needs maintaining this is a major task.

will have noticed as you drive along Cavachos.
These hedges were pruned last year and are
now flowering and looking beautiful. I wish we
knew how many palms, yucca and cacti need
pruning. Maybe some year we will count them!
Pruning them is not easy and you will often
hear a shout from a member of the team who
has got stabbed with the thorns and prickles. (A
polite shout of course, no swear words allowed!)

Pruning is another major task. This ranges
from trimming the rows of oleander hedging
along the external roads, which I am sure you

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Maintaining the large garden areas such as the
Memorial Gardens brings together all of the
above tasks, coupled with general tidying up,
raking the gravel and upkeep of the paths. All
the hard work is worth it however, when you
stand back and see the results.
This is just a day, week, month or year in the
life of the Gardening Team and when you ask
the members why they do it, it is because they
enjoy it and they see the difference it makes
to Camposol D. The Gardening Team is
just one part of Camposol D Community
and Gardening Group and the reason for
explaining what they do is to encourage you to
support the overall group by giving generously
every Friday to the ‘Bucket, now Net
Collection’. Your donations support not just
the Gardening Team, but all the work that
Camposol Sector D Group does, including
supporting the community, organising events
and sponsoring projects. A big thank you to
residents on Camposol D.
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What is FAITH ?
Did you know that for the believer of the
scriptures, it is all about faith? We all know
that everyone who has lived upon this earth
has faith. But the question is, faith in what?
Some place their faith in themselves, in their
work titles, in their families, in their friends, in
their possessions, in the stock markets, in their
businesses, in the world governments, in their
wealth. There is no end to the list. Faith always
comes with trust and expectation. But does this
faith give us the reassurances we desire? Let’s
explore the scriptures to see what it has to say
about faith.
According to Hebrews chapter 11 and verse
1 it says “Now faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen”.
Ephesians chapter 2 and verses 8 and 9 adds “For
by grace are ye saved through faith, and that
not of yourselves, it is the gift of God (Yehovah
or Jehovah), not of works, lest any man boast”.
Hebrews chapter 11 and verse 3 and 6 also states
“Through faith we understand that the worlds
were framed by the word of God, so that things
which are seen were not made of things which
do appear....but without faith it is impossible
to please him, for he that cometh to God must
believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of
them that diligently seek him”
Hebrews chapter 4 and verse 2 makes the point
clear. “For unto us was the gospel preached, as
well as unto them, but the word preached did
not profit them, not being mixed with faith in
them that heard it”. Also, in Romans chapter
10 and verse 17 it states “So then faith comes
by hearing, and hearing by the word of God
(Yehovah or Jehovah)”. Galatians chapter 3
and verse 26 continues with “For ye are all the
children of God (Yehovah) by faith in Jesus
(Yeshua)”. God (Yehovah) gives the believer the
gift of faith and faith is one of the fruits of the
spirit of God. Galatians chapter 5 and verse 22
outlines “But the fruit of the spirit is love, joy,
peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith”.
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Romans chapter 12 and verses 1 to 3 indicates
what is required with faith. “I beseech you
therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable
service. Be not conformed to this world, but
be transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is good, and acceptable,
and perfect will of God. For I say, through the
grace given unto me, to every man that is among
you, not to think of himself more highly than he
ought to think, but to think soberly, according
as God hath dealt to every man the measure of
faith”. Hebrews chapter 12 and verse 2 states
“Looking unto Jesus (Yeshua) the author and
finisher of our faith, who for the joy that was
set before him endured the cross, despising the
shame, and is sat down at the right hand of the
thrown of God”. Romans chapter 5 and verse 1
shows us the justice of God revealed “Therefore
being justified by faith, we have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ (Yeshua the
messiah)”.
Faith is not just a mental decision; it is an active
faith that bears the fruits of the spirit as listed
above. Revelation chapter 14 and verse 12 says
“Here is the patience of the saints, here are they
that keep the commandments of God (Yehovah
or Jehovah), and the faith of Jesus (Yeshua)”.
James chapter 2 and verse 20 reiterates this point
“But wilt thou know, O vain man, that faith
without works is dead?”. James chapter 1 and
verse 3 also states “knowing this, that the trying
of your faith worketh patience”. In addition, 2nd
Corinthians chapter 5 and verse 7 says “For we
walk by faith, not by sight”. Whatever we ask
of God (Yehovah or Jehovah), must be of faith
in Jesus (Yeshua). James chapter 1 and verses 6
and 7 makes it clear “But let him ask in faith,
nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a
wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed.
For let not that man think that he shall receive
anything of the Lord”. Also, in 1st John chapter 5
and verse 14 “And this is the confidence that we
have in him, that, if we ask any thing according to
his will, he heareth us”.

To conclude, Mark chapter 11 and verse 22
states “And Jesus answering saith unto them,
have faith in God”. 1st John chapter 5 and verses
4 and 13 summarizes it well “For whatsoever is
born of God overcometh the world, and this is
the victory that overcometh the world, even our
faith. These things have I written unto you that
believe on the name of the Son of God, that ye
may know that ye have eternal life, and that ye
may believe on the name of the Son of God”.
John chapter 20 and verse 31 explains “But these
are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the
Christ (Yeshua is the Messiah), the Son of God,
and that believing ye might have life through
his name”. As mentioned previously, without
faith it is impossible to please God (Yehovah or
Jehovah) and faith is a gift from him.
The true believer of the word of God (Yehovah
or Jehovah) must have an experience with him
through his son (Yeshua). Faith is the beginning
of the walk and must continue to grow from
faith to faith. As the believers’ experience
grows through the word, so does the depth of
their faith. This ultimately leads to a peace that
passes all understanding. Philippians chapter 4
and verses 6 and 7 “Be careful for nothing, but
in everything by prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving let your requests be made known
unto God (Yehovah)...and the peace of God,
which passeth all understanding, shall keep your
hearts and minds through Jesus Christ (Yeshua
the messiah).
God (Yehovah) gives the invitation to all who
would believe. Everyone must count the cost for
themselves. Eternal life is a free gift from God
to all mankind. But everyone has the freedom to
choose whether to accept or reject the free gift
of Salvation.
I hope you have learned more about the
scriptures. Next time I will look at the Holy
Spirit (Spirit of Holiness).
If you would like to know more, please contact
Sandra
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43 words of 3 letters or more.

Holiday
Travel
Insurance
Villa Rental
Car Hire
Airplane
Bars
Restaurants
Beach
Sea
Tapas
Sunbathing
Sun
Menu Del Dia
Sangria
Sunset
Sunrise
Stars
Golf
Music
Hotel
Apartment
Cocktails
Flying
TANNING
Sunburn
Family
Breakfast
Passport
Dancing
Answers on page 82
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WORDSEARCH

Sun
Sea
Holiday
Sand
Play
Waves
Shells
Towel
Hot
Swim
Beach
Shorts
TShirt
Swimsuit
Pool
Boat

COLOURING PENCILS AT THE READY?

KIDDIES QUIZ:
1. Which language is spoken in Australia?
2. What is a baby kangaroo called?
3. Which of the seven dwarfs was beardless?
4. In which forest do Robin Hood and his Merry Men live?
5. What sort of animal is the video game character Sonic?
6. In the nursery rhyme, who ‘kissed the girls and made them cry’?
7. What is Dr Who’s time machine called?
8. What two colours make up the flag of Spain?
9. How many hours are there in two days?
10. What are the three primary colours?
11. Which famous building did Guy Fawkes try to blow up?
12. What colour are sapphires?
13. What is the coloured part of the eye that surrounds the pupil?
14. In which sport was Muhammad Ali a world champion?
15. Which word can go before ache, brush and paste to make three
other words?

SEE OUR WHAT’S ON FOR CHILDREN
ON PAGE 74 Answers on page 82

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Find the 10 differences
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Natalia Camara Filbee/ Liberty Seguros offers every aspect of
insurances .
We also offer travel insurance for a worry free trip .
Call us for more information on 669 075 157.
Enjoy the summer months by visiting local places and eating at local
bars/restaurants. We are spoilt with fabulous local beaches and local
history to enjoy. The Essential Guide to the Costa Cálida is a small
publication with lots of local information.
See page 81 for details of where to buy this little gem.
If you have problems obtaining a copy, call 619 199 407.

We always try to beat any other quotes

Below are some of the popular bars/restaurants and advertisers who are
here to make your life easier in the Costa Cálida:

www.airparkmurcia.com, now in their 10th year of trading,
are still taking airport parking reservations from just 35€ per
week from travellers departing from RMU Corvera Airport to the
following destinations: Gatwick, Stanstead, Luton, East Midlands,
Bournemouth, Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow
Prestwick and Dublin. There are 22 destinations
available. Long term Internal and External
Parking is also available from just
285€ per year. Watch this space for
information about our new facility at
Alicante from November.
Tel 618 806 989
The family business Another World Properties, has covered
holiday rentals, long term and winter lets since 2005. Make sure
if booking your villa privately that you request a copy of their
registration from Murcia Tourist Board. Holiday rentals must be
licensed.
Booking through an agent like Another
World Properties, ensures that the
properties are registered or come
under their Tourist number.
Tel 968 592 679

Come and visit Karina and Antoon at Bar Raya /Rock Cafe in
Bahia, Puerto de Mazarrón, situated in a beautiful setting just by
the beach.
They serve home cooked food including traditional Dutch dishes.
Everything is freshly prepared. You are more than
welcome to just sit and relax with a drink
listening to some great background
music.

Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A has entered its 11th year in
business. Originally opened 22 years ago under the name of
Tropikana, it has evolved from a simple drinking bar café to one
of the most respected dining establishments on Camposol. Ana
and Neil have maintained their conviction to provide value
for money and freshly cooked meals. The policy
has paid dividends in gaining an enviable
reputation for good food at affordable
prices. Many 5 star reviews can be
read on their Google business page
and their Facebook page which lists all
upcoming events.
Tel 699 060 472
Bar la Granja has been taken over by Domingo and Mari,
formerly from Totana tennis club (which is now closed).
Domingo and Mari still serve the same fabulous meals as they
did before and welcome new and old customers.
Specialities are Galician Beef and Meat on the
BBQ.
Directions: Head from Totana towards
Lorca and you will find them on the
right hand side, just past the campsite.
Closed Mondays.
Tel 610 816 875
Cerveceria la Caleta is now also open in the evenings from
7pm until 11.30pm, so why not relax in the cooler part of our
beautiful summer days to enjoy a fabulous dinner, or just a drink
in a beautiful setting overlooking Puerto de Mazarrón? Closed
Mondays.
Tel 968 594 625

You will be guaranteed to receive a very
warm welcome.
Tel 868 081 688
Enjoy a night under the stars at Finca Astronomica with dinner
and drinks - just 30€ per adult and 20€ for children 4-12yrs
(under 4’s free). Pets are welcome to join you, with advance
notice. Every day (excl Wednesdays and Saturdays) we can
also accommodate organized groups (exceeding 12 people),
at a reduced price of 27€pp. We are also happy
to organise a fully private tour if you’d like
to have the astronomer and Finca for
yourself, with prices starting at 200€ for
up to 4 people, all inclusive. Watch out
for the ‘A Cruise Under The Stars’. Book at
www.astronomy.tours, fb.com/astronomy.
tours or WhatsApp 623 140 902
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For a guaranteed fun day out with all the family, come to Golf
Delux in Los Alcazares. This Crazy Golf Course is a challenge
even for the more advanced golfers and fun for young and old.
Why not make a day of it and have a tasty lunch too in their
inviting bar/restaurant? They cater for large groups
and can even provide special menus and a
DJ for that special celebration.
Tel 968 584 221
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Hotel Playasol/Restaurant Amapola has a family atmosphere,
but it is also peaceful and quiet. Its 21 rooms, all with Wifi,
balcony and air conditioning and a seasonal pool are situated in
beautiful gardens to make your stay an incomparable experience
for business trips or leisure for the family. With a friendly and
professional service, it is strategically located
between two nature parks of Bolnuevo,
Mazarrón Bay, right in the heart of
Murcia’s Costa Cálida.

If you are looking for great summer entertainment, Helping
Hands have some fabulous tribute bands lined up during July
and August, including Michael Bublé on 30th July, Elvis on 13th
August and Robbie Williams on 27th August. Tickets are 20€
including dinner and take place at Mariano’s at Camposol A.
Tel 634 456 701

For more information or bookings, call 968
156 503 or email info@hotelplayasol.es

Have you got Travel Insurance for your upcoming trip? This
is one of those things that we might sometimes be tempted to
skip. Whether you have a holiday, business trip or other journey
coming up soon and if you are unsure about any aspect of
the Travel Insurance that you would like to purchase, Ibex
Insurance has experts who will review your
proposed trip or trips and recommend the
most suitable policy to meet your
needs, ensuring every vital detail is
catered for in the policy that you buy.
Call Julie & Sarah from Mazarrón office on
968 595 945, or WhatsApp 689 157 126 to
discuss your needs in greater detail.

La Herradura, Argentinian Grill Restaurant, situated near
Cartagena, but still in a rural setting. Try this lovely, rustic-looking
restaurant for some authentic Argentinian cuisine; a must for
meat lovers, but catering for all.
On our beautiful terrace you can be assured to
have a perfect dining experience. You are
assured a warm welcome in great
surroundings and you might even be
able to watch the horses prancing about.
Bookings strongly advised.
Tel 656 264 514

Are you thinking of travelling round and visiting various places
this summer? Have you thought about Travel Insurance? Don’t
risk travelling without Travel Insurance. Nash Warren works with
various reputable insurance companies and together they can
ensure that you get the best cover for your needs.

Visit Restaurante Gran Mundo/Wok in Puerto de Mazarrón for
an excellent choice of delicious food. Help yourself to the ‘all
you can eat’ buffet with an array of salads, cooked starters, fish,
seafood, sushi and beautiful meats, fresh vegetables and finally
the large selection of desserts (if you still have room).

For more information, call 968 156 583

You will not be disappointed and you
certainly won’t be leaving feeling
hungry. Everything is freshly prepared
and ‘a la carte’ is also available. Open 7
days a week.
Tel 968 595 388

Restaurante Viggos in Puerto de Mazarrón is always a popular
place for many locals and visitors to the area. With its amazing
setting overlooking the Marina, an extensive menu and a great
choice of the Menu del Dia catering for all appetites, you cannot
go wrong. Come and taste some of our many scrumptious
cocktails, sit back, relax and enjoy.
Open Wednesday-Monday 10am-11.30pm.
Tel 968 154 544

Are you on holiday and looking for something different to do, or
perhaps you have visitors who are no longer interested in sitting
on the beach or around the pool and would like to see a bit of
Murcia without being in a car for hours?!
Sunflight Aviation have the answer - Book a flight
over Murcia in a 2 seater aircraft. You can
choose to just be a passenger or take
control of the aircraft on your very first
flight. Trial flights and full training from
Alhama Airpark.
Tel 634 313 972/0044 7775 742582

Fancy a bit of pampering? The Beauty Palace, Camposol B,
have a fabulous offer when visiting their spa facilities during
July; 13€ pp for an hour in the jacuzzi, infrared sauna and steam
room. For groups, the price is reduced to just 29€ for 3, including
a glass of cava. Even better, combine it with a massage or
reflexology session for total indulgence.
Whether you’re here permanently, or on
holiday on a golfing or girlie trip, or as
a couple, you’ll find this the perfect way
to start, or end, your holiday.

Now that everything is back to normal and you can enjoy your
holidays again, The Old Market Tavern in Puerto de Mazarrón
is the ideal place for you to stop and enjoy excellent British
and International food. We recommend the menu of the day (3
courses and drink included).
We have many options that change every
day, or you can order à la carte
dishes. For Breakfast, Pies, Curries,
Sunday Roast and much more, call 968
154 330

Tel 968 971 828
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Travel Insurance Tips
People often think of Travel Insurance as
something that will cover them whilst they
are on holiday, but if you get your policy at
the same time as you book the holiday, you
will actually get more cover for your money.
This is because you will also be covered if
you have to cancel your trip under certain
circumstances before you are due to travel.
If you had decided to wait until the last
minute, you would have missed out on this
benefit and could end up losing a lot of
money if you had to cancel your holiday.
By getting your travel insurance as soon
as you book your trip, you will have cover
in place immediately. In the unlikely event
of having to make any claim, it will be
necessary to provide evidence of your
itinerary so it is important that you keep
your booking receipts, travel documents and
airline boarding pass stubs until you have
returned home and know that no claim will
be needed. We obviously hope that you will
not need to make any claim, but there are a
few pointers below that will help any claim to
progress more smoothly:

meets your needs and that you can
comply with the terms of the policy.
2. Always take a copy of your schedule
of insurance and policy wording
when you travel.
3. Always ensure that you have the
policy number and the 24 hour
emergency contact number ready to
hand.
4. Call the 24h emergency contact
number as soon as you are aware
that any claim is required.
5. Report loss, burglary or theft claims
within 48 hours in the country where
the theft or crime occurred.
6. Report any damage or loss caused
to baggage/personal property to
the airline/tour operator immediately
and retain the evidence
7. Retain any tickets, travel vouchers or
e-mails with flight/travel confirmation
until you have returned home

1. Read the schedule of insurance
carefully to ensure that the policy

Pre-existing medical conditions that have
not been declared and accepted by the

On 14th June The Royal British Legion Murcia
Branch held a Falkland Commemoration to
mark the 40th anniversary of the end of the
conflict at the Memorial Garden on Camposol
A, Murcia.

photographs,
Green Fingers
for the use
of
their
g e n e r a t o r,
Graham from
Misterprint
for the orders
of
service

It was an emotional and humbling service,
to see so many gathered to remember all
the fallen, the veterans and the Falkland
Islanders. We
have so many
to thank, with
Mr Bill Coyle
our presiding
Padre,
Mr
Rob Arlington
representing
the Merchant
Navy.
Mr
Bill Roberts
represented
the ESAMD
España, Mr Dave Bioletti our Branch
secretary a Falkland veteran who read with
kind permission from Mr Steve Butterworth, a
poem penned by his mother whilst Steve was
onboard HMS Fearless during the Falkland
conflict. He had found this after the loss of
his mother earlier this year and gave us his
permission to read it out at our service.
We thank Mr Roy Alderslade for the
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and Mr David
Haynes
our
new branch
Standard
B e a r e r
who did an
amazing job
considering
the heat.

underwriters will be excluded from cover.
Also, it is important that if you have any
change to your health during the term of
your policy (other than minor ailments) you
must advise us so that we can add this to
your policy and an additional premium
may apply. If you do not advise us of any
change in your health and need to make a
claim as a result of that medical condition,
your claim is likely to be prejudiced.
You can travel safely and securely in
the knowledge that Travel Insurance
policies include a 24/7 contact number for
emergencies’ assistance whilst abroad and
this is only a phone call away.
Travel policies offer different levels of cover
and it is important that the cover that you
require is actually included in your policy.
Ibex has experts who will review your
proposed trip or trips and recommend the
most suitable policy to meet your needs.
Call Julie & Sarah from our Mazarrón office
on 968 595 945, WhatsApp on 689 157 126
or email mazarron@ibexinsure.com and we
can discuss your needs in greater detail.

Our wreath layers were, on behalf of The
Royal British Legion Murcia Branch:
Mr Baz Hamilton BEM, former Royal Irish, JCU
detached and RAMC.
Laying a wreath in Falkland Island Colours
was Mr Brian Carribine, former Royal Navy
and Falkland veteran himself.
Thank you to Mazarrón Town Hall for granting
permission to hold the
service and to the Cruz
Roja, Civil Protection
and FAST for attending.
Many thanks to Los
Palacios group for the
use of the Memorial
Garden and Mr Bob
Stocks for always taking
care of our crosses and
wreaths.
Most importantly we
come to the people,
families and veterans who attended the
service, as this was to remember all the fallen
of this conflict and the Islanders themselves.
We were all heartened to hear the letter sent
from a Falkland Island resident who had
heard we were holding a service and wanted
to say thank you to all that had helped to
secure their freedom. This was read out by
Mr Brian Carribine.
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Hi everyone
This month’s topic is about the benefits of
Hydrotherapy for all ages, especially for those
suffering from illness and pain!
Hydrotherapy is the use of water in treatments
for different conditions including arthritis and
related rheumatic ailments.
Hydrotherapy differs from just swimming
because it involves special exercises that can
be done in warm water. The temperature is
usually 33-36ºC which is a lot warmer than a
typical swimming pool.
Hydrotherapy is different from Aqua Aerobics,
which tends to be strenuous! It focuses on slow
controlled movements and relaxations!
Spa therapy is based on the theory that the
mineral content of the spa water has special
health giving properties. In many European
Countries, Hydrotherapy often takes place in
spa water. Although there is some research
that suggests the mineral content of the water
may make a difference. Other studies show
that Hydrotherapy has significant benefits
regardless of the water used.
Hydrotherapy is beneficial for arthritis!
Regardless of how many of your joints are
affected, the warmth of the water allows your
muscles to relax and eases the pain in your
joints, helping you to exercise in the warm
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water. The water supports your weight, which
helps to relieve pain and increases the range
of movements to your joints. The water can
be used to provide resistance to moving your
joints. By pushing your arms and legs against
the water, you can also improve your muscle
strength. The exercise and the warmth of the
water may make you feel tired after treatment
of Hydrotherapy, but this is quite normal.
Hydrotherapy is one of the safest treatments
for arthritis and back pain.
The Beauty Palace has spa facilities. This
is not Hydrotherapy, but they do have their
own Jacuzzi which can help with relaxation
of muscles and reduces swelling as the heat
widens blood vessels which sends nutrient-rich
blood throughout your body. The warm bubbly
water also eases aches and pains which helps

conditions like arthritis, lower back pain and
fibromyalgia!
The special
infrared sauna
helps
with
pain relief as
well as all the
above benefits
of the Jacuzzi.
Infrared
works at a
deeper level
for pain and
eases
tight
muscles.
This month’s
offer is the use of all the spa facilities for 1
hour at only 13€ per person. However, this is
discounted further for groups, at just 29€ for 3
people including a glass of cava each. Why not
go for pure indulgence and combine it with a
massage, facial or reflexology treatment?
Hydrotherapy sessions are available through
your Medical Centre and Physiotherapists.
For further information or to book your
discounted treatment in July, please call The
Beauty Palace on 968 971 828
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Lose Weight With A Deep Tissue Massage
(DTM)... and much much more!
General massages can promote the feeling
of wellbeing; they can help us sleep better,
improve digestion, help us manage stress,
manage pain, reduce the appearance of
cellulite, ease constipation & nausea, improve
gastrointestinal issues and even lower blood
pressure.
Deep Tissue Massage (DTM) however, is a
therapeutic massage that targets and realigns
the deeper layers of muscles, tendons and
fascia (dense tight connective
tissue). The techniques used are
deep compression of the muscle,
long firm slow strokes and heat
(by means of hot stones, heat
packs & hot water bottles etc).
This therapy is very helpful for
relieving chronic aches and pains,
muscle tension, fibrotic build up
in the muscles (knots), stiff neck,
shoulders & upper back, lower
back pain, tight & stiff legs and is
particularly effective for sciatica.
The specialised technique of DTM
is the manipulation of skin, fascia*,
muscle and joints, administered
so as to relax the body and reduce
pain and anxiety. The use of touch
and transference of energy can
have a positive effect on the body and the mind,
relieving anxiety and assisting the body with
its own innate healing response. Endorphins
(the feel-good hormones) are stimulated, so
that mobility, range of movement (ROM) for
the affected area and circulation all may be
improved. DTM can also help eliminate toxins
from the body, reduce spasms, reduce muscle
tension, help with chronic muscular pain and
injury rehabilitation and reduce inflammationrelated pain caused by arthritis and tendinitis.

How does DTM help us lose weight?
A good massage can help the body to de-stress,
unwind and energize. It can also have an amazing
stimulating effect on the digestive system
resulting in potentially easing constipation,
thus allowing your body to absorb and make
the most of the nutrients it gets. Connective
Tissue Manipulation (soft tissue manipulation)
stimulates blood circulation which in turn
boosts the metabolism. Together these help the
body burn more calories and when combined
with Far Infrared Heat Treatment (FIR), you are
able to achieve a complete body detoxification.
DTM’s also aid in reducing muscles tension,

3. Aids with sleep
4. Breaks down scar tissue
5. Relieves stress
6. Increases joint mobility
7. Helps with muscle rehabilitation
8. Reduces chronic pain
9. Aids in digestion
10. Helps arthritis pain/symptoms
The ultimate goal of Deep Tissue Massage is
to release tight fascia and allow
muscles to move with ease, thus
providing pain relief. It is also an
excellent pain management tool.
If you want to lose weight, are
in pain, have sore muscles and/
or joints, are feeling stiff and
tight, or just want to experience
the soothing tactile nature of
a therapeutic massage, call
VaVa Complementary Health &
Wellbeing and let us take care of
you.

reduce swelling, decrease stiff muscles, help
improve and increase ROM and can even
help prevent injury. By helping muscles relax
(especially after a workout), this is a very
effective pain management tool.
10 reasons you should get a deep tissue massage
1. Lowers high blood pressure

Namaste, Ashlí
Ashlí
Miréla
BCompMed.
mFENACO/Naturopath.
S.E.N
(SANC). DipNut. DipAdv DTM.
DipArom. YTTC.
*Fascia is the stuff that holds us together. It is a
sheet or band of connective tissues in the body
that forms beneath the skin to connect, stabilize,
enclose and separate muscles, organs, bones,
tendons, ligaments etc. (a body stocking if you like).
When fascia is tight, it’s like a straight-jacket for
the muscles which cannot move freely.

2. Treats back pain & sciatica

DTM techniques are administered to affect
the sub-layer of the musculature and fascia
and require advanced training and a thorough
understanding of the anatomy and physiology
of the body. The muscles have to be relaxed in
order to effectively perform DTM, otherwise
tight surface muscles prevent the practitioner
from reaching deeper musculature. One of the
main aims is to break down fibrotic build-up
within the fascial framework.
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How to reverse general pain, stiffness
and inflammation
We experience pain as we age. This can be
stiffness and joint issues as well as auto
immune diseases like arthritis, asthma,
IBS, bloating, lupus etc. Pain is often the
pre-cursor to diabetes and obesity. Lack of
movement can then follow which magnifies
the problem by a sedentary lifestyle. If any
of these sounds like you, we can fix it, but
it will take more than just swallowing a pill
to get the fundamental reasons why this has
happened, and subsequent reversal of those
issues.
Ask your doctor for a set of blood work. In
particular a test for C Reactive Protein (CRP)
would be helpful. This will show a level of
inflammation present in the body. This way
we can see where we are now
and where we can get, after
making changes to lifestyle
and diet.
It would also be good to
know your fasting glucose
numbers. On waking with
an empty stomach we should
be comfortably under 100,
preferably around mid-80’s.
Also it would be helpful to
know if you have any insulin resistance. You
can check this by determining the rate at
which your blood sugar returns to a normal
range 2 hours after eating a meal. Two hours
after eating, your blood sugar should be back
down to the sub 135 number or even better
under 100. If 2 hours after eating your blood
sugar is over 140 then you may well be prediabetic which is easily reversed by adopting
changes in your diet and lifestyle. Even full
blown diabetes is managed and reversed by
adopting more aggressive lifestyle changes.
It is well know that processed foods and
refined sugars are at the root cause of
inflammation and possibly top of that list is
wheat and bread. Check the label of any bread
product and you will see up to 25 different
ingredients; the majority of which are likely
to provoke an inflammatory response. This
would apply to nearly all bought breads
regardless of whole-wheat or white, since the
flour is ground down to refined grains and
are akin to eating raw sugar. The huge insulin
spike which follows will inflame the gut lining
and this is where inflammation starts and
auto immune diseases thrive.
A simple slice of toast can be very
inflammatory. When you also factor in the
sugar spike and insulin required to get this
spike down, it would be worth making your
own bread from a natural unprocessed source.
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The links here can be used if viewing the
Costa Cálida Chronicle online. This link is
to alternative breads you can make which will
immediately eliminate one potential source of
the inflammation. https://www.healthline.
c o m / n u t r i t i o n / 10 - w a y s - t o - r e p l a c e bread#TOC_TITLE_HDR_2
Any food containing a label is usually heavily
processed and as such the best source of
inflammation possible. The added chemicals
as we already know are highly inflammatory
and this would include things like a pizza
where chemicals and seed oils are also added
to ensure ‘shelf life’. Oils in any processed
food are very high in Omega 6 (Omega 3 is
anti-inflammatory) and this is known to cause
inflammation. Hidden oils used in nearly
all processed foods are a major source of
inflammation.

If you continue to eat dairy foods, try to get
the organic variety as this may induce lower
inflammatory markers. The link below is an
explanation of how some dairy could also be
causing more inflammation
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7Dlw73j3Ks4
The ‘fasting mimicking diet’ described in
chapter 16 works like a complete body reset.
We switch from sugar-burning to fat-burning
and get into ketosis where ‘autophagy’ takes
place. This is where worn out cells are replaced
and new stem cells created. The ‘5 day fast’
should make a big difference to pain levels
once we reduce the inflammatory foods that
could be causing this. For more details on this
‘5 day fast’, take a look at Dr Walter Longo’s
research and how amazing this is. This link
to a 4 minute video shows the science of how
just one fast every 3 months can have long
lasting effects. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T4qLPCxJUU0
Cronometer.com (FREE) would be helpful to
chart your normal food intake for a day. This
way we can check the macro (fats, protein,
fibre and carbohydrates) and micro nutrients
(vitamins and minerals) you are getting from
your existing diet. You should be careful to add
everything that would be typical for you on a
daily basis. Once you go to cronometer.com
it looks like the screen shot below. You simply

click on ‘add
food’
and
then
enter
everything
that you eat
for the day.
The
result
should look
similar
to
the
chart
below
with
no
obvious
deficiencies or
excesses.
We also need to be aware of lactic acidosis.
There is a huge amount of research and
information on this. Blood PH balance is
strictly regulated in a tight range, but once the
PH dips to the lower regions we
become more acidic - this too can
provoke inflammatory responses.
The Wim Hof breathing technique
before sleep and again first thing
in the morning will correct this to
a more alkaline state. This also
helps with the lymphatic system.
This is vital and responsible for
clearing out the ash from burnt
calories and general waste from
the process of digestion. If the
lymphatic system becomes sluggish we get
weight gain and this is a sign of stored
toxicity. The use of the diaphragm in the
breathing exercises adds to the lymphatic flow
being more effective at clearing away the toxic
load.
The elephant in the room with general pain
however will always be stress-related. Most
of us are bombarded with stresses on a daily
basis and it can start the moment you wake
up. We tend to react to stress differently as we
age. If our lives are much simplified once we
are more financially secure, our relationship
can be strong, we have a good family network
and enjoy hobbies, then finding no tea bags
when desiring a nice ‘cuppa’ could actually be
a stresser!
Stress can cause inflammation to flare up?
The longer you are exposed to stress, the
more destructive the inflammation can
become. Stress triggers hormonal changes
and this prevents a balanced and appropriate
immune response. Many studies show people
with Rheumatoid Arthritis identified stress as
a trigger for disease flare-ups.
There is no better way to realistically combat
stress than good breathing techniques like
that described in chapter 8.
For my free eBook available to Costa Cálida
Chronicle readers just email me.
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Spotlight on Chamomile oil
From the Apothecary of the Enchanted
Forest.
Chamomile oils history.
There
are
several types
of chamomile
used
in
aromatherapy,
with Roman
and German
(belonging to
the Asteraceae
family), being
the
most
common and
popular across
multiple
essential oil
applications.
There is also
Moroccan
Chamomile that belongs to the same botanical
family as the German and Roman chamomile,
but it is a distinctly different plant. Tansy Blue
is Moroccan chamomile’s other name and
thought to be a true chamomile.

reducing the appearance of ageing.
Due to its gentleness, it’s perfect for
hyper sensitive skin. When mixed
with a carrier oil such as calendula, it
soothes and softens the skin. German
chamomile oil can be used as a
powerful anti-inflammatory when used
in topical applications.
*

Support nervous system – When used
during a massage, the soothing nature
of chamomile oil has proven to be
extremely beneficial due to its calming
and relaxing properties.

*

Pre-natal – Used in pre-natal massages
to help the expectant mothers relax.

*

Mood boost – The aromatherapy
benefits of essential oils are triggered by
the heady scents which have the ability
to influence your mood. The aroma of
chamomile can aid in relaxation and
leave you feeling rejuvenated.

*

Detoxification – Both German &
Roman chamomile are known to
encourage sweating and perspiration,
which is a natural way to remove and

Chamomile is one of the most
ancient medicinal herbs known
to mankind with its history
going back as far as the ancient
Egyptians who devoted it to
their Gods due to its ability to
treat acute fever. It was also used
by the Egyptians as part of the
embalming oil used to preserve
Pharaohs in their tombs, and
the ladies of nobility used it as a
skincare treatment, according to
hieroglyphics.

Uses of Chamomile oil.
* Skin care – Chamomile is loaded
with antioxidants thus making it an
excellent option for improving the tone
& texture of the skin at the same time
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Alleviates menstrual pain and aids with
menopausal symptoms

*

Musculoskeletal system aches & pain

CHAMOMILE OIL
Botanical name: Anthemis nobilis
Origin: Native to southern and western
Europe. Principle places of production; Chile,
Bulgaria, France, England and Hungary.
Aroma characteristics: Sweet and warm with
a strong apple-like aroma.
Therapeutic properties
• analgesic • antidepressant • anti-inflammatory
• antiseptic • bactericidal • carminative •
hepatic • hypnotic • nervine • sedative (nerve)
• stimulates leucocytosis (production of white
blood cells) • stomachic • tonic • vulnerary.
Therapeutic uses
• Digestive system – nausea, indigestion, colic
& dyspepsia.
• Musculoskeletal system – muscular spasms
& contractions, rheumatism, dull pain and
muscle aches.
• Endocrine system – PMS and menopausal
problems.
• Urinary system – cystitis.
• Nervous system – migraine
& headache, nervous tension,
depression, fatigue, insomnia and
stress-related problems.
• Skin care – rashes, sunburn, insect
bites and stings, acne, eczema,
psoriasis, skin irritation, dry &
sensitive skin and inflammatory skin
conditions.
All the essential oils highlighted
in this column are available at The
Emporium of the Enchanted Forest
(inside the VaVa Yoga Studio), and
you can explore our Apothecary and
discuss any questions you may have
with me.
Ashlí Miréla
BCompMed.
mFENACO/
Naturopath. S.E.N (SANC). DipNut.
DipAdv DTM. DipArom. YTTC.

The Romans used it in medicines,
beverages and incense and the
Anglo-Saxons considered it
among the nine sacred herbs
and used it for healing and
ceremonies.
Chamomile
cultivation began in the 16th
century eventually becoming a
mainstay in the doctors black
bags in Europe and the early
days of the United States, due to
its diverse health benefits.
But its main claim to fame is undoubtedly
for its soothing and calming effects on the
skin (especially itchy skin). Whenever we
have sunburn, itchy spots or a rash, we find
ourselves reaching for the chamomile lotion.

*

Disclaimer & safety advice:

eliminate toxins from the body.
*

Hair care – Add a few drops to freshly
washed damp hair to nourish hair and
scalp.

Chamomile oil is best known for…
* Skin care allergies, itchy, sensitive &
inflammatory skin conditions
*

Relieves headaches and migraines

*

Aids insomnia

Possible skin sensitivity. The information from
The Apothecary is provided for informational
purposes only. It is not intended to be substituted for the advice
provided by your doctor or other health care professional. If
you rely upon any programs or techniques, or use any of the
products and services made available by or through the use of
our shop or website for decision making, without obtaining
the advice of a physician or other health care professional,
you do so at your own risk. The information in our shop
and on our website is not intended to cure, diagnose or treat
medical conditions, nor is it a substitute for medical advice.
We strongly advise you to consult with your medical doctor
or a knowledgeable health practitioner before using any
essential oils internally to ensure a safe and optimal program
for your individual body and do not attempt to self-diagnose
or prescribe any natural substances for health conditions that
require professional attention.
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It seems to be a great British tradition to
complain about the weather and this year
has certainly given us many opportunities
to indulge in this pastime. The year got off
to what seemed to be a very wet start and
this continued until May. Those wet days
didn’t appeal to too many people and it
wasn’t unusual to hear people say, “This
isn’t what I came to Spain for.” However, the
plants in the nearby fields and wasteland
didn’t complain. They just soaked up the
water and started to grow.
Now maybe for the first time in many
years, some of our members are suffering
from hay fever. For some it was the first
time ever and for others it’s the first time
it has affected them so badly in Spain. The
grass pollen for many has meant staying
indoors as much as possible. However,
even if we can’t go outside and enjoy the
beauty of God’s creation, we can still see
it through our windows as even the plants

The Red Square
Group SL have had
a great start to the
current
financial
year and continue
to go from strength
to strength. With
their
continued
plans for expansion
throughout
Spain,
there is an option
to buy into one of
their many Business
Franchises available

from as little as 19,995.00€ Plus IVA,
allowing you to own your own Property
& Construction business, but with the
full support of an already established
business and back-office team for
continued support.

in our gardens have grown and blossomed
spectacularly.

tested us. As with any previously unheardof phenomena we embarked on a journey
into the unknown. We were metaphorically
locked in our homes, our Church was closed
and we had no idea how long this would
last or what we should do. We quickly
learned how to hold a pre-recorded service
online and we can happily report that this
kept the Church together. Now, just like
the weather, things have changed and a
new season has begun with our people
meeting each Sunday in the Event Room
above the Trevi Bar, Camposol B. Like our
gardens, the Church is blossoming again
and new growth is happening. New people
have joined our fellowship and we see new
growth sprouting up.

It’s coming up to sixteen years since
Wellspring Church was founded and
right from the start the key words for our
fledgling church were, “Growing together
in God.” Like the plants in our gardens, it
is such a joy to see people blossoming,
growing to know God more and beginning
to do things that years ago they never
thought possible.
The times and seasons of Church life are
a bit like the weather. We think we know
what ought to happen in the seasons
of individual lives and the seasons of
corporate church life, but, like the weather,
it doesn’t always conform. We see times of
great happiness and times of deep sorrow.
There have also been times of great
challenge and the recent pandemic certainly

For further information please visit the
website www.theredsquaregroupspain.
com/franchise or email your interest to
info@theredsquaregroupspain.com

Our God is concerned with the big picture
for Spain and whilst we may not always
appreciate the weather we are sent week
by week, we know that God has the whole
creation in His hands. So it is with Church
life. There are those wondrously glorious
times when we can celebrate together and
there those times of great distress when a
tragedy strikes one or more of our family.
We know that come rain or shine, God is
with us every step of our way and whilst not
everything seems to go our way, we know
there is an ultimate purpose for everything.
Everyone at Wellspring Victory Church
holds out a warm hand of friendship to
all who wish to join us and find the peace
which God offers.
Why not come along one Sunday at 11am
in the Event Room at Trevi Bar? We will be
very pleased to see you.
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Licence Renewal For Drivers Aged 65Plus To Change From Next Year
For the under-65s, it is not thought any
amendments will be made to the current
10-year renewal period.
Licence renewal at any age automatically
involves a ‘psycho-technical’ examination,
where the driver gives details of their
current medical situation, performs an
eye test and takes a ‘reaction time’ test,
typically involving hitting a button to
stop a ‘virtual’ car from smashing into a
wall or colliding with a pedestrian. Given
the simplicity of the current ‘psychotechnical’ test, the DGT is planning
on making these more thorough. Any
amendments are expected to be in place
before the end of 2023.
As there is no upper age limit for driving,
an average of 10% of motorists aged 65 or
more fail the ‘psycho-technical’ test and
are unable to renew their licences. This
does not necessarily mean they have to
give up driving for good – it may be due
to a health condition which is expected
to be resolved or successfully managed in
due course, or eyesight problems which
are possible to correct, such as through a
cataract operation or, simply, because of
spectacles being unsuitable and needing
replacement. Around 70% of the over-65s
who renew their licences have some kind
of restriction placed on them.
A brief description of licence renewal
The
process
is
usually
relatively
straightforward once a resident has a
Spanish driving licence – an appointment
at their nearest specialist clinic, which are
typically found in most towns, will involve
a screen coordination test, eye test
and interview about current health and
medication, possibly with a requirement
for a GP or relevant specialist consultant
to provide a letter of confirmation, then
upon production of a passport-sized
biometric photo and payment of a fee,
normally around €40 to €60, the centre
staff will handle the rest. You should make
the appointment before your licence
expires, since being caught driving with
an out of date one can attract a hefty fine.
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The admin process is more involved for
those who are exchanging their national
licence from their country of origin for
a Spanish one and will include a visit to
the provincial traffic authority, meaning
many residents in this situation opt to pay
a gestor, or legal and financial advisor, to
handle the procedure on their behalf. This
costs around €100.

This new B1 licence for small electric
vehicles is part of an ongoing strategy to
improve safety and sustainable mobility
at national level between now and the
year 2030. Moves include encouraging
airbag installation in motorbikes, with
compulsory airbags for those used by test
candidates trying for their category ‘A’
licences, applicable to larger motorcycles.

Driving Small Electric Vehicles To Be
Legal From Age 16
The DGT says it is considering launching
a ‘B1’ licence for those who are as yet too
young to drive a car, in a bid to increase
mobility for those living in remote rural
areas and to give them a safer, lesspolluting option than motorcycles.
Additionally, an AM licence for driving
four-wheeled, 425-kilo vehicles – as well
as for riding small motorbikes, scooters
and mopeds - which are only capable
of speeds up to 45 kilometres per hour
(28mph), is expected to be launched for
young people from age 15.

Safe driving awareness courses will be
‘reinforced’ and taking one will allow a
driver to recover up to two points lost
from a licence due to motoring offences.

In Spain, the minimum age for starting
to learn to drive a car is 18 and learners
are only allowed behind the wheel during
lessons with an approved driving school
– practising in the family car with parents
and L-plates is against the law, even on
car parks – meaning considerable costs
incurred before a test is even taken. Once
they have passed, they have a licence for
a vehicle of up to 3.5 tonnes and capable
of top speeds of 120 kilometres per hour
(74.6mph).
Being able to get a licence for a small car
with a limited engine size and electricallypowered means young adults will have
acquired road sense and vehicle-handling
experience before they start learning
to drive a full-sized car and also will
get them used to non-petrol and nondiesel vehicles, encouraging their wider
use once they eventually become more
mainstream. The type of vehicle the 16plus age group would be allowed to drive
would have a maximum weight of 450
kilos, or 0.4 tonnes and a top power of
20.4CV.

Fourth Covid Jab
Spain’s contracts with pharmaceutical
companies, signed through the European
Union, mean vaccines will be a new
formula adapted to protect against
newer mutations of the SARS-CoV-2
virus. Initially, they will be rolled out to the
over-80s and the immune-compromised
who have not yet had a fourth dose. The
original plan, earlier this year, was for only
these people to be vaccinated a fourth
time, but the immunisation schedule was
halted in May. Spain wanted to wait for the
updated vaccine formula, which would
protect against the Omicron variant of
the Coronavirus. Dose number four has
only been given to those with a depleted
immune system which means their
protection against the virus after being
treble-jabbed
remained
significantly
lower than that of the general population.
Anyone who has been treble-jabbed, or
double-jabbed within the last 272 days,
does not need to show a Covid certificate
when travelling or returning to Spain from
another European Union member State.
Those who might want to travel beyond
the EU’s borders and who downloaded a
Covid certificate after their first jab should
be aware of the time limits and ensure
they acquire an updated one showing
their third dose. This, at present, does not
have an expiry date for travel purposes,
although that may change when dose
number four becomes available to the
general population.
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The programme has the Dominican Republic
as its guest country with Zucchero,
Jacob Collier,Melody Gardot, Eliades
Ochoa, Yann Tiersen, Youssou N’Dour,
Carla Morrison, Tanxugueiras, La
MODA, The Mechanical Goat and
Guitarricadelafuente.
For more information and ticket sales go to
lamardemusicas.com
Nueva Ola Dominicana
Xiomara Fortuna, considered one of the
most transcendental creators of the Caribbean,
will perform along with Mula, a tropical
futuristic combo of merengue and reggaeton
and the tasty union of rock with tropical
rhythms by Riccie Oriach.
The festival also features writer and cultural
agitator Rita Indiana, considered one of the
100 most influential people in Latin America.
Vicente García, is the winner of 3 Latin
Grammys. Protagonists of this new wave are
also the young Latvian actress and singer Pé
and Yasser Tejeda, with their mixture of
traditional sounds, jazz and rock. One of the
most viral of the moment, Alex Ferreira, is
inspired by the old school Latin ballad. The
entourage is completed by Sandro Reyes
with a party for one of the genres, which are
already a World Heritage Site; bachata.
The acts will perform in six different areas:
The early mornings at the Arab Castle return
with the Estrella de Levante stage after the

performances on Friday and Saturday at the
Paco Martín Auditorium in Parque Torres, as
well as the free live shows at the Plaza del
Ayuntamiento and on Wednesday night at the
Paseo del Puerto. There are the usual concerts
at the Repsol Stage in the Patio del Antiguo CIM
and the morning programme on the terrace of
the Real Club de Regatas. The stage ‘Somos de
Aqui’ will serve as a showcase for bands from
the Region.
The following artistes will perform at 1pm in
this order: Laura Sam & Juan Escribano,
Marcelo Criminal, Signed Carlota,
Goodbye November, Mala Cotton,
Franvvi, Master Sword, Filament and
Goblin Circus.
Paco Martín Auditorium and Castillo
Árabe
Friday 15th - ‘Senza una donna’, by the Italian
rocker and bluesman Zucchero will be one of
the first hits.
Saturday 16th - The great jazz diva Melody
Gardot. The American returns after her 2015
performance with a new voice and piano
album.
Dawn on Friday night at the Arab Castle will
end with the Dominican star Vicente García.
Until dawn will be dancing with the Cuban
Cimafunk.
Sunday 17th - Frenchman Yann Tiersen will
perform.
Tuesday 19th - the Mexican Carla Morrison,
winner of 3 Latin Grammys, performing songs
like ‘Déjenme Llorar’, ‘Disfruto’ and ‘Te regalo’.
Thursday 21st - the 25th anniversary of the
first album by The Mechanical Goat with
great hits such as ‘Felicidad’ and ‘La Lista de la
Compra’.
Friday 22nd - Guitarricadelafuente, the
artiste from Castellón, presenting his latest
album, ‘La Cantera’. Rita Indiana will perform
her ‘Mandinga Times’.
Saturday 23rd - British multi-instrumentalist
Jacob Collier, who has recorded songs with
Coldplay.
The festival will end at the Arab Castle with the
fusion of Latin music, R&B, disco and pop by
the Dominican Letón Pé.
CLASSICS AND AVANT-GARDE AT THE
CIM
The Repsol Stage in the Patio of the Old CIM
shows an eclectic programme of artistes with
concerts at 9.30pm.
Friday 15th - one of the idols of the Mexican
Z generation Ed Maverick, will receive the
Paco Martín Award for the revelation artiste of
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global music.
Saturday 16th - sound like jazz and bossa nova
with the Catalan trombonist Rita Payés.
Sunday 17th - The Colombian Pepper Lido will
show his mix of tradition with electronics and
synthetic pop.
Monday 18th - there will be no shortage of
Cuban songs with the voice of Eliades
Ochoa.
Tuesday 19th - I Bite It will enter the scene
celebrating its tour ‘10 years of Flowers, Wind
and Fire’.
Wednesday 20th - the jazz, rock and Caribbean
rhythms of the Dominican Yasser Tejeda will
be heard in a free concert.
Thursday 21st - the piano of French Sofiane
Pamart, one of the contemporary classical
music artistes with the most reproductions of
the moment, will shine.
Friday 22nd - the talent and sweetness of the
Canarian Valeria Castro will set the tempo.
Saturday 23rd - a new dimension of flamenco
will be opened with Rosario La Tremendita.
BACHETÓDROMO IN THE PLAZA DEL
TOWN HALL
This year the popular free concerts at the Plaza
del Ayuntamiento are being revived. There are
nine live shows scheduled at 8pm
Friday 15th - Dominican Fusion Queen
Xiomara Fortuna.
Saturday 16th - violinist María de la Flor,
combining Hispanic and Latin American
folklore.
Sunday 17th - the futuristic sound of the
Dominican trio Mula with electronics and
Caribbean rhythms.
Monday 18th - Dominican Alex Ferreira with
his guitar.
Tuesday 19th - Dominican Riccie Oriach,
multi-instrumentalist of the fresh new wave of
tropical rhythm.
Wednesday 20th - authentic bachata party with
the Dominican Sandro Reyes.
Thursday 21st - Puerto Rican duo Buscabulla
with their unique style of high-low contrasts,
which has captivated the independent scene
in Brooklyn.
Friday 22nd - Mexicans Daniel, You’re Killing
Me will surprise with their particular renovation
of the bolero.
Saturday 23rd - closing will be provided by the
Sevillian band Vera Fauna with a catharsis of
psychodelia, funk and disco.
Tickets and more information online
through the official website of the festival
lamardemusicas.com
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Is life more than a game of Snakes & Ladders?
These days we all seem to spend a lot of
our time in front of screens of some sort,
particularly the younger generation when they
are playing their games. It might be Minecraft,
a racing game or some sort of ‘Shoot-‘em-Up’.
Back in the day, we used a board!
One of the classics is Snakes & Ladders;
you remember, starting at the square on the
bottom left, throwing the dice and aiming to
be the first to reach the square at the top right.
Along the way, you might land on the base of a
ladder which would take you up a few places.
However, the next throw might see you land on
the face of a snake which would, yes, take you
back down again!
Snakes and Ladders; interesting imagery and
we read something about that in the Bible.
One of the ancients of old, a man called Jacob
was in a journey from A to B. During one of
his overnight stops, he has a dream of angels
lowering a ladder from on high - the proverbial
‘Stairway to Heaven’.
Back further into the Garden of Eden, we see
the snake or serpent representing mankind’s
rebellion against God after which things were
never the same again. For all of us, life is a bit

like a game of Snakes & Ladders; good times,
bad times, never knowing what each day will
bring, so, can we find any kind of certainty
anywhere?
It is Jesus of Nazareth who makes a rather
audacious claim when He said, “I am the Way,
the Truth and the Life. No-one comes to the
Father except through me.”
Was He being arrogant or accurate?
If He was being arrogant then He is best
avoided at all costs.
However, if He is being accurate, then might
that be something worth investigating further?
Churches across the world run something
called an Alpha Course. It is an opportunity
to hear the evidence of the Christian faith,
express your own opinions and ask questions
of your own. All of this within an unthreatening
environment and amongst some very friendly
people. Why not look out and see if there is a
Church near you offering such an opportunity.
We here at Salt Church Mar Menor run Alpha
Courses from time to time, so if you would
be interested in joining in with us, do get in
touch. We would love to hear from you. In the
meantime, take care, stay safe and thanks for
reading.
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To find out more about us and where we are
coming from, simply scan the QR code which
will take you through to our website.
We are situated right next door to Yorkshire
Linen in San Javier.
Salt Church Mar
Menor @ The Hub
Avenida
de
la
Unión, 100, 30730
San Javier, Murcia
Q5W6+GP
San
Javier, Murcia
Pastor Andy Neale
Follow us on Facebook or watch us on You
Tube
Ministerio de Justicia Numero Registro 217SG
Codigo de Identificacion R03004811I
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June was a reasonably good month for PAPS as
a few dogs left for new homes and the lovely
Lucia will go to a great new life in the UK in early
July. It is great in one sense, but depressing too
because it’s like a revolving door - as quickly as
one dog leaves, another unfortunate arrives. At
least they will be safe and we hope that in time,
they too will soon find new Forever Homes.
Recent arrivals include Daniella and her family

of 8 bouncy babies. Her passport describes
her as a Doberman, b.14/02/19. She’s being a
wonderful mum to her babies and is very soft
and gentle. She will be looking for a loving home

Phenomenal Spangles’ Jubilee Celebration
The Platinum
J u b i l e e
celebrations to
commemorate
HM
Queen
Elizabeth
II’s
70 year reign,
something
that no other
monarch
in
history
has
achieved, could
not be ignored
by
Spangles
L a d i e s
H a r m o n y
Chorus.
Many weeks in the planning saw the fundraising
team of Maggie Reilly, Susie Wyatt and Gale
Booth pull off a sell-out event. A magnificent
Jubilee Afternoon Tea, with fabulous cakes
baked by Maggie and savouries provided by
several Spangles’ members, could not have
been better!
There was a moment of panic when the power
failed, just as guests started to arrive and
Spangles are extremely grateful to David
Christopher from GDC Services for coming to
the rescue! The urn and kettles were back on
track in time!
Each table was named after a member of the
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herself once her puppies have grown and don’t
need her any more, but this girl will make a
beautiful companion.
Our hard-working volunteers continue to beaver
away on behalf of our dogs, keeping the shelter
environmentally clean and safe and coming
up with new ways of raising funds. Following
repeated demands from our dogs to become
members, we have now introduced a PUPS’
Membership for €15, complete with a numbered
membership card. However, this has opened up
certain issues: as Pup Members now outnumber
the human ones, democracy is going to their
heads as one old boy has requested a vote in
elections and another has demanded to be
elected as Queen, despite being told there is no
such position! We thank each and every one of
the new Pup Members for getting their humans
to sign them up to help their shelter friends. If
you would like your beloved Pup to become a
member so you can play a part in PAPS and keep
in touch with what we do, please email us for
further information.

If you would like to help us, there are a number
of ways:
You can donate via:
1. PayPal:
animalesperrosdelsol@
hotmail.com or directly to: Account:
PAPS, Deutsche Bank, IBAN: ES62 0019
0412 5940 1002 5531,BIC: DEUTESBBXXX
Y
2. (2) Sponsor a dog monthly
3. (3) Name a new dog
4. (4) Purchase food or indestructible toys
via Amazon, sending them directly to us.
5. (5) Volunteer: we ALWAYS need willing
hands to help with a variety of admin
work, walking, grooming, or cleaning.
Volunteering doesn’t have to involve
a lot of time, but like donations, every
little bit matters.
For further information, for details on dogs
waiting just for YOU and on all of the above,
please email or visit our FB Page: Support
Abandoned Dogs/PAPS in Spain

Royal Family, with a short anecdote about
each one. The guests were assigned their own
Spangle waitress, adorned in a pinnie, especially
made by Gale Booth. The room was dressed in
lilac, with bunting and table runners made by

that. It wasn’t easy putting it together, but it
was worth it to see the smiles on everyone’s
faces” Musical Director, Valerie Lynch said. “As
the saying goes, ‘It takes a village’ and that
culture certainly exists in Spangles.”
Sheila Pina.
Spangles not only provided the delicious fare,
but they also provided cutlery, china, savouries,
prizes, crafts, their time and so much more to
make this event a resounding success. Thanks
go to Cora Haig in Scotland, who made and
packaged some beautiful Scottish Tablet (a
medium hard sugary confection) which was a
sell out on the craft stall and to Barbara Hewson
for the delicious mini-quiches.

Spangles is a ladies’ A Cappella chorus,
singing in four part harmony. They rehearse
every Thursday, from 10.15am-1.15pm at
Centro Municipal Las Claras, Calle Helena, Los
Narejos, Los Alcázares and visitors are always
welcome. If you would like to book the chorus
for an event, or you are thinking about joining
them, you can find out more on their website
www.spangleschorus.com or email info@
spangleschorus.com

Once the guests were all served, Spangles
performed some of their repertoire and
received not one, but two standing ovations.
“We strive to be the very best we can in
everything that we do and this event proves
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FRIDAY 1ST JULY

• EMMET COHEN TRÍO
• INCOGNITO

25€

TUESDAY 5TH JULY

• CMSJ JAZZ BAND

FREE ADMISSION

• JOSCHO STEPHAN TRÍO & SANDRO ROY 20€
• PATAX “PLAY THE BEATLES”
THURSDAY 7TH JULY

• STANLEY CLARKE N 4EVER

25€

FRIDAY 8TH JULY

• KENNY BARRON TRÍO

20€

SATURDAY 9TH JULY

• PETER BERNSTEIN & MARK WHITFIELD 20€
ORGAN QUARTET
   WE ALL REMEMBER WES
• ANDRÉS BARRIOS TRÍO
   SPECIAL GUEST: MANUEL LOMBO

SUNDAY 10TH JULY

• GUNHILD CARLING & THE CARLING
FAMILY JAZZ BAND

FREE ADMISSION
Limited Capacity

MONDAY 11TH JULY

• GUNHILD CARLING & THE CARLING
FAMILY JAZZ BAND

FREE ADMISSION

THURSDAY 14TH JULY

• 25 YEARS WITHOUT TETE
25€
CHANO DOMÍNGUEZ, HORACIO
FUMERO, DAVID XIRGU, ELADIO REINÓN
& CARME CANELA
• VINTAGE TROUBLE

FRIDAY 15TH JULY

• STEVE VAI

30€

SATURDAY 16TH JULY

• YOUNG GUN SILVER FOX
• SKOL 2022
ULF WAKENIUS, IGNASI TERRAZA,
PIERRE BOUSSAGUET, RAÚL MARQUEZ
& MARC MIRALTA

20€

SUNDAY 17TH JULY

• SHARON CLARK

FREE ADMISSION
Limited Capacity

TUESDAY 19TH JULY

• DORA HELENA SOUL JAZZ BAND

FREE ADMISSION

WEDNESDAY 20TH JULY

• TERELL STAFFORD & BRUCE BARTH
TRÍO
   SPECIAL GUEST: SARA DOWLING

15€

THURSDAY 21ST JULY

• TUI HIGGINS & XAVIER MONGE JAZZ
PROJECT

FREE ADMISSION
Limited Capacity

FRIDAY 22ND JULY

• ZAZ

55€ first rows & 50€ the rest

SATURDAY 23RD JULY

• CYRILLE AIMÉE
• MATT BIANCO

25€

Season Tickets
Numbered seatings for 9 days:

100€
It includes all the concerts at the Municipal Auditorium, except those held on July 15th and 22nd.

Schedule
Concerts with a single performance will begin at 10.30pm and those in which there are two performances will begin at 10pm.
The free concerts that will take place outside the Municipal Auditorium will begin at
10.30pm.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Check at your local Tourist Office for
full details of Events
Complying with safety distances and the
use of masks and hydroalcoholic gel is
advised.

with live music from Fran Ropero. 15€.
9pm departing from the Old Club de
Regatas, Board 15 (15 mins before).
Suitable for all ages. Reservation on 968
500 093

Cabo de Palos
Market Sun

Every Friday in July and August
(children’s activity)
A fun adventure led by five characters that
will take you through the Roman Theatre,
where Teo will receive a mysterious call
and, accompanied by his friends, go in
search of a Carthaginian idol. A crazy
bus ride will take you to the Punic Wall,
where all the Indiana Jones treasures are
located. 15€. 5.30pm. Reservation on 968
500 093

Cartagena
www.cartagena.es
Tel 968 128 800 – Market Wed
The University General Hospital Queen
Sofia has opened a maternity and
lactation room aimed at promoting a quiet
and cosy environment for breastfeeding
and baby care. It is available for workers
of the centre and for hospitalized women
who need it and for visitors of admitted
patients. It has been designed to create a
comfortable and intimate atmosphere with
armchairs, changing table, microwave,
table to support utensils, sink and towels
and sheets for individual use. The walls
and living room have been decorated by a
group of Murcian illustrators.
Every Saturday until December 2022
Free Guided Tour of Roman Amphitheatre
@ Cartagena 11am/12.30pm. Bookings
at https://www.cartagena.es/agenda_
ciudad_detalle.asp?id=2409
Every Wednesday in July, August and
September
A route that will reveal the bay aboard the
Tourist Boat, the defensive systems from
el Fuerte de Navidad and the figure of the
great 19th century inventor, Isaac Peral.
From 10€. 11am. Suitable for all ages.
Reservation on 968 500 093
Every Thursday in July and August
Tourist Boat Ride to watch the sunset,

10am
40 stalls selling a variety of goods on Paseo
Real de la Feria and Calle Los Luisos.
Every Thursday - Spangles Ladies A
Capella Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Narejos
10am-1pm
Friday 29th July
Il Divo @ Polideportivo Municipal, Los
Alcazares
Tickets from 60€ 10pm. Book at 968 171
545
San Javier
www.murciaturistica.es/en/san_javier/
Tel 968 172 041 – Market Wed & Thurs

Friday 1st and Saturday 2nd July
Moto Madness Festival - featuring
motorcycle displays, stunts, Music and
Entertainment at the Race Circuit. From
15€

Every Monday - HAH Help at Home
Table Top Sale @ La Zona Bar 10am-1pm

Saturday 9th July
Flamenco Concert/Maria la Rabota @
Jardin del Museo Arqueologico, Cartagena
15€ 9pm. Book at www.cartagenajonda.
com

Every Tuesday & Thursday - San Javier
Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports
Ground. 12-18 year olds 7.30-9pm. Men
8.30-10.30pm. Women 10-11.30pm.

Wednesday 15th – Saturday 23rd July
(see page 58)
La Mar de Musicas International Music
Festival featuring 40 concerts with
artistes from all over the world in various
locations in the City. For full programme
visit www.murciaturistica.es
Saturday 16th & 30th July, 13th & 27th
August, 10th & 24th September
Moonlit Guided Tour of the Roman
Theatre @ Cartagena 12€ 9pm. Book at
968 500 093
Indiana Jones Exhibition. The Exhibition
entitled ‘In Search of Lost Treasures’
features a hundred original objects, as
well as exact replicas of the elements
that appear in the films of the saga of the
famous archaeologist, can be seen until
the end of September. Among them, you
can see the idol of fertility and the sandbag
from the beginning of ‘In Search of the
Lost Ark’, one of the most iconic works of
the entire saga. In addition, the Exhibition
will feature an original script signed by
the actor Harrison Ford, as well as the
mythical grails of Indiana Jones, the Ark
of the Covenant and the Sankara Stones,
among other characteristic elements.

Every Monday – Friendship Group @ The
Garden Bar & Lounge 11am

Every Thursday - San Javier Squalos
Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground.
6-10 year olds. 6-7pm
Every Saturday - San Javier Squalos
Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground.
6-10 year olds. 10-11am
Friday 1st July – 23rd July
San Javier Jazz Festival. For a full
programme visit www.jazzsanjavier.es
Aeronautical Museum – Visit this
museum with photographs and videos
showing various items relating to the
Spanish Military Air Force.
Entrance free.
Open 10am-2pm
Call 968 582 107 to arrange group visits
Santiago de Ribera
Tel 968 571 704 - Market Wed
San Pedro del Pinatar
www.sanpedroturismo.com
Tel 968 182 301 – Market Mon & Thurs
(Lo Pagan)
Torre Pacheco
www.torrepacheco.es
Tel 968 579 937 – Market
(Balsicas) & Sat (Dolores)

La Union
www.ayto-launion.com
Tel 868 049 941/692 925 970 – Market
Tues
Los Alcazares
Market Tues & Sat (Los Narejos)
Every Saturday - Open Market from
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Sara loves to travel! Living in Spain for
the last 18 years has only increased her
interest and with her husband Les, they
have visited some amazing places of
interest. When they didn’t have a lot of
money, it was only locally either in the
UK or Spain, but in later years they have
been very lucky to travel extensively over
Europe, Asia, Africa and beyond.
Cuba March 2022
At last, we were back travelling again. It
felt so great to be back on our adventures
again, although we had managed a few
campervan trips in the last two years
during restrictions. We were at the airport
in the UK for a trip to Cuba and I couldn’t
be more excited. It was a long nine and
half hour trip, but we had treated ourselves
to an upgrade with wider seats. We left at
10.30am and soon the lovely cabin crew
were coming around with snacks, drinks
and meals and the time went very quickly.
We arrived in Montego Bay, Jamaica at
2.30pm which was a bit weird after such
a long flight. We were staying in Montego
Bay for a couple of days, but on our way
to our accommodation, we weren’t very
impressed. It wasn’t our main place to visit
on this trip but we thought we would at
least have a look. Our first view was very
scruffy with rubbish and weeds, broken
fences and cracked tiles. We had already
been warned of the violence and drugs
in Jamaica, but we hadn’t expected it to
be such a mess. Where were the sandy
beaches with blue sea and sky? Montego
Bay was not very appealing to us and we
decided to stay in our accommodation
which felt safe. We had just had a very
long flight so an early night seemed a good
idea.

and has had many famous guests including
Winston Churchill, Frank Sinatra, Ernest
Hemmingway (more on him later) and
Errol Flynn.
We had to
visit
the
famous Hall
of Fame Bar
which
not
only offered
the famous
Mojito made
with Cuban
Rum,
but
also
each
wall
was
lined
with
photos
of
f a m o u s
people who
had stayed
at the hotel. Each section was put in year
order with the first being 1950’s up to the
2000’s and many famous people. Also
known as the Bar Rosa Nautical, there
was a pop-up bar outside with a beautiful
walkway straight down to the sea with
stunning views.

In the morning it didn’t look any better and
we were told not to go in any taxis that
weren’t recognised by the hotel. We were
also told not to walk anywhere without a
registered guide, so we decided to go on
an organised trip which offered a pony trek
through the jungle. It was good, but we
were very happy to board the plane the
next day to Havana, Cuba.

Next
we
were
off
to find the
f a m o u s
American
Classic Cars
now used for
tourist trips.
Cuba has a
population
of
11.3
million with
Havana,
the
capital
city, having
2.1 million.
Cuba
had
a very chequered past and is steeped in
history which attracts over one million
visitors a year. The classic cars are as much
a Cuban icon as cigars and Che Guevara
that make a beautiful addition to the urban
landscape.

Instantly, we
felt
better
and headed
to the hotel
to check in
and
start
exploring.
The
Hotel
National
de Cuba is
a
historic
S p a n i s h
eclectic style
hotel which
opened
in
1930.
It
offers
a
commanding view of the sea and the city

Cuba
never
had
a
car
manufacturing
industry,
so
they
relied
solely
on
i m p o r t s .
During
the
C u b a n S p a n i s h American War
in 1898, the
first-ever car
was imported;
a La Parisienne
from a little known French manufacturer. At
the turn of the century, the prime source of
cars and parts were from the US. By 1919
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Cuba was the
largest Latin
American
importer
of
US cars with
manufactures
using
Cuba
to test track,
meaning their
latest models
were
often
available
in
Cuba
first.
Firms
such
as
Ford,
Chevrolet,
Cadillac and Chrysler shipped their cars
to Havana and by 1956 there were more
than 140,000 American cars in Cuba. By
the 1959 Cuban Revolution and the start
of the Cold War, Fidel Castro placed an
embargo on foreign imports, which had a
huge impact on the car owners. They could
either let the cars rot in their garages, or
become mechanics themselves. They did
manage to get parts from Russia and China
and often painted the cars in vivid colours
to hide the patched-up body works.
In 2016, Raul Castro finally relaxed the
permissions to buy foreign cars and lifted
the ban of American parts. The trouble
was that the cost of purchasing a new car
was unrealistic for the local Cubans and
their love of the classic cars meant they
were eventually allowed to use them as a
tourist attraction. Not only can you take a
ride around this amazing city in a classic
car, but since 2019, you can now actually
hire one to drive. What a fabulous way
to see the sights in Havana! We headed
to the meeting point and sure enough,
there in front of us were at least twenty
classic cars. Now I don’t know much about
cars, but this 1950’s classic in front of us
was just breath taking. Ours was a Ford,
I am told and our driver was the son of
the owner who is now too old to drive. He
spoke perfect English like most Cubans
as well as Spanish. The sun was shining
and the tops were all down, so off we
went with a flurry of horns and hooters.
We headed to the places like Paseo del
Prado, Malecon Avenue and the Capital
Building, otherwise known as Revolution
Square, to name a few. The hour went
too quickly, even though the cars went
slowly. Our driver told us that his father
had kept his car repaired as they had no
other transport and couldn’t afford another
car. He explained that they had only been
able to get a licence ten years ago to take
tourists which had helped to pay for the
repairs.
You couldn’t go to Cuba without having a
ride in one of these cars. It really was a
highlight of the trip, but there was plenty
more to see, I couldn’t wait.
More next month!
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A New Kind Of Famous
If you use the internet, chances are you use
the online video sharing platform YouTube.
Launched in 2005 by three individuals,
Google quickly realised its potential and
bought it for $1.6 billion. YouTube has since
grown massively and in 2020 its revenues
were $19 billion. It’s now the second most
visited site on the internet.

I use YouTube to watch stuff from what is
often called ‘the golden age of film or TV’;
things I can’t find on normal TV. Now that’s
got me thinking…who defines the ‘golden
age,’? It’s all very subjective. ‘The golden
age,’ column coming soon…
I recently took
a look at the
YouTube folder on
my laptop; a whole
mix of stuff in
there - wonderful
documentaries
from decades ago,
an audience with
Kenneth Williams,
stunning clips of
dancers such as
Sammy
Davies
Jnr, Gregory Hines,
Fred
Astaire,
Jimmy
Cagney,
n u m e r o u s
old
Parkinson
interviews, with such stars as Gregory Peck,
Peter Ustinov, Cary Grant, George Burns,
Richard Burton and Jimmy Stewart and of

course, a whole plethora of 1970’s UK TV
classics that the woke BBC refuse to show
anymore. I’ve also got a sublime clip of
Norman Wisdom playing the drums aged
92. At Christmas via YouTube, I watched the
original 1954 film, ‘An Inspector Calls’ with
Alastair Sim. What a joy that was!
Whatever your thing is, chances are you’ll
find it on YouTube. It really is a marvellous
invention. In a nutshell, anything that has
ever been filmed, if it is not copyrighted, can
be found on there. All it needs is for someone
to upload it. However, according to the
viewing figures, I’m in the minority. Watching
a clip of say Ella Fitzgerald and Count Basie
perform live is not what the vast majority are
watching.
What is on there? What is everyone
watching?
Everything from the sublime to the ridiculous
to be honest. Sadly, YouTube is also used
as a platform by anarchists, conspiracy
theorists and far right extremists, but as
long as it’s ‘legal,’ basically anything goes on
YouTube. Thankfully, most people don’t post
nasty content. That is the growing allure and
appeal of YouTube; everyday ordinary folk
can upload. Just set up a free account and
you’re good to go. What they post and how
many others watch it, astonishes me. Here
are some examples of clips uploaded:
* A video of swans and ducks on a river
got half a million hits.
*

A woman cooking a leg of lamb in her
kitchen - 2.1 million people watched it.

*

A guy falling over in the snow - 3.6
million enjoyed that one.

*

A Russian guy drinking vodka in his
flat - 5 million for this.

*

A cat playing with a cucumber - 12
million hits.

*

A cat sleeping - 16 million.

*

Then there are the big hitters:

*

“Charlie bit my finger!” - a clip of a wee
boy and his brother has been viewed
by more than 128 million people.

The most viewed YouTube
clip of all time?

It’s a children’s song called ‘Baby Shark’.
Believe it or not, it’s been viewed a jaw
dropping 10 billion times! Not million; 10
billion times. I watched it while writing this
column. It lasts 2 minutes and 16 seconds.
Cartoon characters of fish and sharks
swimming around and some annoying kids
singing repetitively ‘Baby shark doo doo doo
doo. Mamy shark do doo doo doo’. Oh dear,
that’s 2 minutes and 16 seconds of my life
that I’ll never get back again!
By the way, that JB Priestly classic movie, ‘An
Inspector Calls’ I watched over Christmas slightly less than 10 billion, it gets a worldwide
3,000 hits - a fascinating reflection on
society.
Of course, viewers can post comments
after they watch a video clip, but therein lies
another problem. Many of the comments can
be abusive, ignorant, racist, homophobic, or
just downright nasty and personal. Can you
image what this does to the mental health
of say a 12 year old who posts video clips of
her own various hairstyles, if people leave
comments saying she is stupid or ugly?
Like social media, YouTube in my view can
either be a wonderous place, or a cesspit.
Why do people post their own personal
videos of their pets and children on this
platform? Millions want to be seen and ‘liked’
these days, but it’s also about money which
comes mostly from advertising. Companies
all over the world advertise nearly every
imaginable product on there. Basically, you
upload a video, then you earn money from
the ads that play in your video, ie you receive
a monthly share of any advertising revenue.
The most successful uploaders can also
acquire lucrative brand partnerships and
sponsorship deals, but you’ve got to rack up
at least 1,000 subscribers to your account
and have at least 4,000 watch-hours during
the past year to start earning. Lockdowns
helped massively, as many films and TV
programmes were cancelled. People in their
droves took to YouTube for entertainment
and advertisers followed suit.
YouTube has over 2 billion users worldwide
Continued on page 67
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and I’ve read that over 500 hours of content
are uploaded every minute. Here are some
the newly released figures for YouTube’s top
earners. They have gained fame and fortune:
Ryan Kaji is a 10-year-old who puts
up clips of himself reviewing toys. Last year
his video clips earned him £19 million.
A 7-year-old girl in Russia named
Nastya, has 90 million followers on YouTube.
90 million people watch this 7-year-old
make music videos. Last year she earned
£20 million.
Can’t get your head round all this?
No, neither can I, but number one spot goes
to a guy called The Beast. He puts up clips of
stunts and pranks. His videos are viewed by
so many that he recently earned £39 million.
Despite
the
a v e r a g e
p e r s o n
making next
to nothing, it’s
addictive, as
no-one knows
what the next
big ‘hit,’ will be,
so they keep
at it, posting
videos
of
anything and
everything, in
the hope they
will be the next

big thing. I think
it’s
bizarre;
bizarre that not
only
millions
of
people
watch a video
of someone’s
dog dragging
its bum across
the carpet, but
that the owners
of said dog
actually make
money from it.

that some do go on to make a career, the
vast majority of those who won whatever
show it was, are soon long forgotten. That to
me is the problem of ‘instant fame’. It’s rarely
hard won and very fleeting.
Thanks to YouTube, you don’t even need to
put yourself out there and go on Britains Got
Talent if you want to be famous. You can do
it all from the comfort of your own home. Just
get yourself a YouTube account and start
uploading videos and you too could become
‘famous’.

Is this harmful?
Probably not, but then again…
I wrote a column last year, ‘Why would
anyone want to be famous?’ I didn’t mean
long-time, hard-won fame, the likes of classic
film stars and musicians still rocking into the
70’s, I meant the modern-day ‘celeb culture’
of Reality TV. The modern ‘celeb culture’
is a very strange beast indeed. Fuelled by
shows such as The X Factor, the winners
become famous and very quickly at that;
from nowhere to global fame, in an instant.
Millions of young people watch these shows
and see other ordinary people propelled into
instant fame. That’s dangerous in my view.
For it’s not the being a singer or dancer that’s
important anymore, it’s being recognised,
loved, admired and famous. The dance or the
music, seems secondary. It’s the money and
fame that counts. The irony is, for many who
do win these programmes, whilst I accept
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It’s usually misquoted, but Andy Warhol did
say, “In the future, everyone will be world
famous for 15 minutes.” It seems that millions
the world over are trying to achieve just that,
via YouTube.
Fancy joining their ever-growing ranks?
Go on, take a video clip on your phone of
your dog sleeping and kicking its legs as it
dreams, or your cat climbing up the curtains
and stick it on YouTube.
Fame to me, is the likes of Frank Sinatra,
Gene Kelly and Audrey Hepburn, but whether
we like it or not, fame these days can be you
and your videos posted on YouTube. As for
a kid earning millions of pounds because
people watch clips of him playing with toys?
I just don’t get it. We really do live in an everchanging, head-scratching world.
What’s next?
Your guess is as good as mine…
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Any regular readers will know we always start
with a short section on Rainbow Satellites
lives and then go on to TV News. I have been
racking my brain for some new/relevant TV
news (and only have a small amount!) so this
first section is going to be a little longer with a
couple of personal things that have happened
this month.
Firstly, for a few months I have had severe right
knee pain – I can use the knee and it seems to
function as it should. I walk 5km (uphill and
down) every morning with the dogs (who for
regular readers are all fine), climb ladders,
walk over roofs and the knee works well.
It is just this constant nagging pain that
could keep me awake at night. As the
knee worked well, I did not want to go
down the replacement route and neither
did I want to dose up on pain killers.
Doing lots of research, acupuncture kept
raising its head – I suppose I had no real
opinion, but was probably a sceptic,
but thought no harm could be done. I
am now on a two week ‘rest’ break after
4 one hour treatments and I am pretty
much pain free. I get the odd ‘twinge’
that I would have expected from a 73 year
old knee, but not that constant nagging severe
pain. Will it last? What will my acupuncturist
say on Thursday? - Watch this space.
Secondly our electric contract came up for
renewal – what a minefield as you all know.
Our existing supplier had rewritten the contract
half way through the term and substantially
increased prices that were variable: what is the
point of a contract we ask, though we expect
had they not increased the prices they would
then be one of the many failed power supply
companies. Their new contract was really not
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acceptable – they could vary the unit prices at
will depending on wholesale market prices.
How can anyone plan? Eventually I found a
lady working for herself as a ‘power broker’ who
explained the situation in Spain and offered us
several options. We were on the three period
daily option and have plumped for a company
offering a single rate for the three periods –
19.9c per KWH fixed for a year. This rate is less
than our existing suppliers ‘cheap’ rate and we
don’t have to think of time of day or day of
the week – dishwasher full – start it up. We can
plan our fuel expense.

We just hope having reeled us in that they don’t
change the contract midterm! Each individual
household will have different requirements,
but the advice given is tailored to the individual
situation.
TV NEWS – (well a little!)
The majority of phone calls coming in are
about lost channels on satellite systems. This
happens every year as the satellite signals go
into their summer strengths which are vastly
reduced. There is, simply, no magic answer –
it’s the signals reduced, not the dish or satellite
moved as many seem to think! We can check

that an individual dish is doing all it can, but
those of you on the smaller dishes are going to
lose some channels and even the bigger dishes
may struggle on some of the weaker signals
such as ITV1 regional channels and HD are
some of the worst. However, most boxes will
give a choice of ITV1 – thumb around you may
find one that works and ITV1+1 is a stronger
signal. The alternative is internet TV in its
various forms.
Rainbow only get involved with purposemade professional IPTV which does carry a
subscription. We are certainly not the cheapest,
but several factors make us amongst the
best. Recently there was a server problem
that closed down the majority of our main
channels, but we have a ‘back-up’ system
that uses different providers and servers –
so when many systems were effectively shut
down we kept a good selection of the main
popular channels running. We have staff
available weekends and holidays. We are
certainly not perfect, but we are fixing any
problem as soon as it happens. So often we
hear of a system going down on a Friday
afternoon and not fixed until Monday,
with telephones ringing unanswered. For
IPTV Rainbow are open 9am-9pm seven days
per week. Call us for a free no-obligation
demonstration and a free loan box for a week.
That’s it for July - another edition in August.
Sponsored by Rainbow Satellites SL - the
company for all your TV needs in the Murcia
region of Spain. Contact us for free friendly
advice on any TV issue.
Take a look at www.rainbowsats.org
You can also find us (and like us!) on Facebook.
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To celebrate the arrival of the first Potato in
Britain on 28th July 1586 we are looking at
Potato recipes this month. As one of the
most naturally versatile foods, Potatoes can
be cooked in many different ways. You can
choose from simple recipes like soups or baked
to the more complicated such as delicious
Dauphinoise or Gratin. Potatoes also contain
vitamins and minerals, are virtually fat free,
have no cholesterol and lots of fibre if the
skins are eaten. Below are just some of my
easy recipes to make a meal more exciting. The
Chorizo and Potato Tapas was given to me by
a Spanish friend and is ideal for a BBQ side dish
as is the Bombay Potato. My favourite is the
Dauphinoise Potato which is a very pleasant
change to mash or roast when you have the
time.
Buen Apetito
Chorizo and Potato Tapas
350g new Potatoes thickly sliced
225g whole chorizo sausage
1 red pepper diced
½ bunch spring onions sliced
2 tomatoes diced
Boil the Potatoes in a saucepan until tender and
drain. Remove the skin from the chorizo and
slice. Fry in a non-stick pan with the pepper for
2-3 minutes. Add the spring onions, tomatoes
and Potatoes and cook for a further 2-3
minutes. Serve hot or cold.
Potato Wedges (per person)
175g Potatoes
1 tbsp water
1 tbsp Olive oil
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1 tsp sweet chilli sauce
Salt and Pepper

or until the vegetables are soft and the top is
brown.

Scrub the skins of the Potatoes but leave on.
Slice each Potato into half lengths and then
half again. Repeat until you have 8 even-shaped
wedges per Potato. Simmer in a pan with some
water for 10 minutes to soften, then drain.
Transfer to a bowl and pour in the oil and chilli
sauce. Rub the potatoes until covered and
transfer to a baking tray. Cook on 220ºC or
Gas mark 6 until lightly browned.

Bombay Potato
500g halved new Potatoes
1 tbsp Olive oil
1 large onion
1 tbsp medium curry powder
400g tinned chopped tomatoes
2 tbsp Mango Chutney

Cheese and Potato Bake
700g Potatoes
350g celeriac
3 parsnips
2 onions
175g cheese of your choice
50g butter
300ml milk
Salt and Pepper
1 bay leaf
Peel the Potatoes, celeriac and parsnips and cut
them into slices. Peel and thinly slice 1 onion.
Grate the cheese and spread the butter over the
base of an ovenproof dish. Arrange a layer of
Potato over the base of the dish and sprinkle
with some of the cheese and season. Continue
arranging the slices of celeriac, parsnips and
Potato, sprinkling each layer with cheese and
seasoning. Meanwhile, place the sliced onion in
a pan with the milk and bay leaf and bring to
boil, then simmer for 3 minutes. Remove the
onion and bay leaf, then pour the milk over the
vegetables and top with remaining cheese. Bake
in 180ºC or gas mark 4 oven for 30 minutes

Put Potatoes to a saucepan and cover with
water. Boil and simmer until tender. Heat the oil
in a pan and add the onion. Cook for 2 minutes
or until brown. Add the curry powder and fry for
a further 2 minutes. Stir in the halved Potatoes,
chopped tomatoes and Mango Chutney and
cook for a further 2 minutes.
Dauphinoise Potato
500g thinly sliced Potatoes
200ml double cream or crème fraiche
100ml semi-skimmed milk
1 crushed garlic clove
500g grated Gruyere cheese
Heat oven to 180ºC or gas mark 4. Place
the thinly sliced Potatoes in a bowl of water
(important to prevent browning). Rinse and pat
dry with kitchen towel. Add the cream, milk and
garlic in a saucepan. Heat to a gentle simmer,
but not boiling and add the Potato slices. Cover
the pan and simmer for 10 minutes or until
tender. Season well. Carefully pour the contents
of the saucepan to a greased ovenproof dish,
sprinkle with the cheese and cook in the oven
for 25 minutes or until golden. Best served hot.
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RED – Entertainment
ORANGE – Special menus
PURPLE –Market, exhibitions, leisure & meetings

GREEN – Charity & non-profit making events
BLACK – Fiestas & important events

Please refer to the relevant advert or editorial for more details of events

Please check South Murcia News/SE Murcia News/NW Murcia for more information on some events.
Every Day

Indiana Jones Exhibition @ Cartagena until end Sept
Contemporáneos de Coronado Permanent Art Exhibition @ Aguilas (Thurs-Sun 7-10pm)
Carnival Museum @ Aguilas (Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4pm-9pm)
Breakfast Available @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 3.95€
Breakfast Available @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón (exc Mon)
2 Course Menu del Dia @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 6€ inc drink (Mon-Fri)
Fish & Chips @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón
3 Course Menu del Dia @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 11€ inc drink (Tues-Sat)
4 Course Menu del Dia @ Bar La Granja, Totana 10€ inc a drink (Tues-Fri)
4 Course Menu del Dia @ La Caleta, Pto de Mazarrón 13€ Tues-Fri, 14€ Sat,
15€ Sunday/Fiestas, all inc a drink
4 Course Menu del Dia @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón 12€ Mon/Weds/Thurs/Fri,
14€ Sat, all inc a drink
Menu del Dia @ La Herradura Argentinian Grill, Cartagena 14.90€/9.50€ under 12’s (Tues-Fri)
Evening Menu @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 6€ inc drink (Mon-Fri) 6-8pm
Easy Horse Rescue Open Day @ Rojales (by prior booking) 5€ children, 10€ adults 12pm

Every Mon

Los Palacios Garden & Community Group Working Party @ Camposol A 9am
Councillor Available (by appointment) @ Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-12pm
Friendship Group @ Los Alcazares 11am
Camposol 2025 Help Desk Available @ Camposol B 12-2pm

Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10.30am-1.30pm
		
Andrea’s Animal Rescue Collection @ Car Park, Camposol B 11.30am-1.30pm
		
Every Tue
Camposol B Clean Working Party @ Camposol B 8.30-10.30am
Camposol Golf Association Ladies’ Game @ Camposol C 9am
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Men 8.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Women 10pm)
MAMAS Collection/Book Stall @ Camposol B Car Park 10am-12pm
Making a Difference for Collections @ Camposol A 10.30am-12pm
		
Every Wed
Camposol Golf Association Mens’ Game @ Camposol C 8.30am
Camposol C Gardening Group Clean Up @ Camposol C 9am
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Tourist Boat Trip around Cartagena Bay 10€ 11am (July/Aug/Sept)
Camposol D Gardening Team Work 9am-11.30am
Councillor Available (by appointment) @ Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-12pm
HDA Women’s Coffee Morning @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am-12pm
Guided tours @ Finca Astronomica 7.30pm
Tapas Night @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A (from 20th)
Every Thurs

Spangles Ladies A Capella Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Narejos 10am-1pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A 10am-12pm
Guided Visit to Lorca Castle 10.15am 22€ inc lunch
Mazarrón AA Group @ Cañada de Gallego 5.30pm (please call first on 646 290 420)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 6pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
Free guided walk (AECC campaign ‘On the Move for Cancer’) @ Jumilla 7.30pm until end July
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Men 8.30pm)
Sunset Tourist Boat Ride/Live Music @ Cartagena 15€ 9pm (July/August)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Women 10pm)
Live Music @ Lorca 7-10pm (July)
Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-1pm

Every Fri		
		

Weekly Market @ Marianos, Camposol. 7.30am sellers, 9.30am till 12pm for buyers.
Bookings needed due to high demand
Camposol D Bucket Collection @ The Hut 9.30am-12pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Book Stall @ Camposol A 10am-12.30pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A Farmacia
10.30am-11.30am
Children’s Musical Theatre Adventure @ Cartagena 15€ 5.30pm (July/August)
Fish & Chips @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón
Live Music @ Lorca 7-10pm during July except 15th

Every Sat
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 10am)
		Guided Visit Museum of The Tower Of Santiago, Totana 10am
		Free Guided Tour of Roman Amphitheatre @ Cartagena 11am/12.30pm (until Dec)
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
		Guided Visit to La Bastida, Totana 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm
		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Antique & Collectable Market @ Aguilas 10am
Happy Hour @ Bar Raya, Pto de Mazarrón 6-8pm
Guided tours @ Finca Astronomica 7.30pm
Harlequin Rock Choir Rehearsals @ Social Centre, Camposol B 1.30pm
Live Music @ Lorca 7-10pm during July except 2nd
Every Sunday
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		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
2 Course Sunday Roast @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A 6.50€ inc drink
3 Course Sunday Roast @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 12€ inc drink
12-8pm incl 1 drink or btl wine for 2
JULY		
Friday 1		

Wimbledon Tennis until 10th July
Moto Madness Festival @ Cartagena from 15€

		San Javier Jazz Festival @ San Javier (until 23rd)
Saturday 2

Moto Madness Festival @ Cartagena from 15€

Sunday 3

Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm

Monday 4

USA Independence Day

Tuesday 5

Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm

Thursday 7

World Chocolate Day

Friday 8		

Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC Dinner/Live Entertainment by “Still in the Groove” @ Mazarrón

Saturday 9

Flamenco Concert @ Jardin del Museo Arqueologico, Cartagena 15€ 9pm

Sunday 10
Artisan Market @ Mula
		Iron Man Challenge on behalf of MABS
Monday 11
		

Cristo del Rayo, Moratalla (until 17th)
Los Reyes Golf Society Competition
WARM Evening Walk @ Caputa, Near Mula

Wednesday 13

Ukraine Fundraiser Quiz Night @ Camposol B 6€ inc food

Friday 15		

St Swithin’s Day
La Mar de Musicas International Music Festival @ Cartagena (until 23rd)

Saturday 16

Virgen del Carmen, Mazarrón
Free Guided Walk Cabo Cope/Puntas de Calnegre, Aguilas 9.30am
Artisan Market @ Paseo de las Comunidades Autónomos, Pto de Mazarrón 10am-2pm
		Moonlit Guided Tour of the Roman Theatre @ Cartagena 12€ 9pm
Sunday 17
Artisan Market @ Caravaca
		Artisan Market @ Sanctuary de la Esperanza, Calasparra 10am-6pm
		Ruta del Ferrocarril (Railway Route) with Aguilas Tourist Information Centre
Monday 25

Fiestas de Santiago, Totana
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Santiago Apóstol, Lorqui
Thursday 28

Fuente Old Guards Golf Society Competition

Friday 29

Il Divo @ Polideportivo Municipal, Los Alcazares from 60€ 10pm

Saturday 30

San Abdón y San Senén, Calasparra
Moonlit Guided Tour of the Roman Theatre @ Cartagena 12€ 9pm
Simple Minds @ Murcia Bullring 30€ 9.30pm
Flamenco Show/Dinner @ Amapola Restaurante, Bolnuevo 40€ 9.30pm
Helping Hands Michael Bublé Tribute @ Camposol A 20€ inc dinner 7.30pm

Sunday 31
AUGUST
Tuesday 2

Encierros de San Zenón, Cehegín
Artisan Market @ Santuario Santa Eulalia, Aledo, Totana 10am-2pm
Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm

Wednesday 3

Sting in Concert @ Murcia Bullring from 60€ 9.30pm

Thursday 4

Semana de la Juventud, Blanca

Saturday 6

Ukraine Fundraiser Music Night @ Camposol A 2€

Every Day
		

A Night under the Stars for all the family @ Finca Astronomica, near Cartagena.
More info at http://www.astronomy.tours/ or whatsapp 623 140 902

Every Tues

San Javier Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground (12-18 year olds) 7.30-9pm

Every Wednesday Tourist Boat Ride to see the defensive systems from el Fuerte de Navidad and the figure of the great 19th century
		
inventor, Isaac Peral. From 10€. 11am from Cartagena. Reservation on 968 500 093 (July/Aug/Sept)
Every Thurs
		
		
		

Tourist Boat Ride to watch the sunset, with live music 15€. 9pm from Cartagena. Reservation on 968 500 093
(July & Aug)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground (6-10 year olds) 6-7pm
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground (12-18 year olds) 7.30-9pm

Every Friday
A fun adventure led by five characters that will take you through the Roman Theatre, where Teo will receive a
		
mysterious call and, accompanied by his friends, go in search of a Carthaginian idol. A crazy bus ride will take you
		
to the Punic Wall, where all the Indiana Jones treasures are located. 15€. 5.30pm in Cartagena.
		Reservation on 968 500 093 (July and Aug)
Every Sat

San Javier Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground (6-10 year olds) 10-11am

Every Sat & Sun Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open for family activities including zip lines, archery, nature walks and many other
		
organised outdoor activities 10am-5pm (weekdays with prior booking). Great for kiddies parties. 968 069 202
		
Mon-Fri 9am-3pm. Email info@ conexioncultura.es or www.cotodelasmaravillas.com
Friday 1st/Sat 2nd Moto Madness Festival - featuring motorcycle displays, stunts, Music and Entertainment at Cartagena Race Circuit.
		From 15€
July 19th 		
		

Swimming Courses available @ Mazarrón 9.15am-3pm (until Aug 6th). More info at 968 591 852 or from La Aceña
Sports Pavilion in Mazarrón between 9am and 2pm

August 9th
		

Swimming Courses available @ Mazarrón 9.15am-3pm (until Aug 31st). More info at 968 591 852 or from La Aceña
Sports Pavilion in Mazarrón between 9am and 2pm
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A tiny island in the middle of the ocean
‘Is there no escape from this wretched sun? Smee?
Smee? Mr Smee!’ The hot empty beach echoed
to the irritable bellow. ‘Where the devil are you?’
Then, more quietly and to himself, ‘Now, where’s
my hat?’
The old man needed his hat more than ever these
days. With his black, curly hair long gone, his bare
head burned within minutes.
Not that his famous flowing black curls were ever
real – he’d been bald for years. But no one knew
he wore a wig, apart from his second in command,
his loyal servant, Mr Smee. It was the best-kept
secret in Neverland. Or one of them, anyway.
And who is this pitiful, bald, complaining
old man? Of course, it’s Captain Hook, the
pirate once feared above all others. Standing

tall and commanding with his hook gleaming,
immaculately dressed, his captain’s hat at just the
right angle, and that long black hair flowing down
around his face and proud moustache. Confident,
scary, powerful.

Lost Boys hideout – Neverland

But it was always a sham.

‘Are you crazy?’

And now, with his glorious captain a shadow of
his former self, Smee was worried. After nearly
being eaten alive by that crocodile, Hook had
been stranded on this tiny uninhabited island in
the middle of the ocean for almost a year, with
only Smee for company.

‘No – think about it. Ever since Hook was killed,
we’ve not exactly been happy, have we?

Captain James Hook was without a doubt, a
broken man.

‘What if Hook isn’t dead?’

‘…where did it all go wrong? Where? I had
everything. I ruled Neverland . . .’
Between you and me, that’s not entirely true, but
it’s what Hook believed. The funny thing was
that just about everyone believed that they ‘ruled’
Neverland. Hook did, Peter Pan and the Lost Boys
did. But the Opacanta tribe, the original humans
on Neverland, who live in the island’s north, no
doubt had the strongest claim to the island.
As for the waters surrounding Neverland, that
was disputed by no one, not even Hook, if he was
being truthful. The mermaids ruled the waters.
Now, before you get misty-eyed and picture funloving creatures diving in and out of the water
with their tails waving in the air, I must warn you,
that’s a myth. Mermaids are majestic, beautiful,
flirty, mysterious, yet cunning and dangerous.
Everyone was wary of them. Even Peter Pan. And
for good reason. You needed eyes in the back
of your head when it came to the mermaids of
Neverland.
***
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Suddenly, Slightly said, ‘I miss Hook!’
Everyone gasped.

‘What if . . .’
‘What if what?’

‘Don’t be stupid, the croc swallowed him,
remember? We all saw it – it took him in its mouth
and dragged him away to eat him.’
Slightly wasn’t convinced though. ‘But what if
Hook somehow managed to escape? We never
saw blood or guts, and no remains of him have
washed ashore, or the mermaids would have told
us.’
‘Nah, not possible . . .’ Curly dismissed such
thoughts.
They all thought about it for a moment or two –
but no, it wasn’t possible. Twin 2 scratched his
chin. What strange times we live in, he thought.
We’ve only just got rid of Hook and now we want
him back . . .
Tinkerbell was suddenly intrigued. It was a valid
point. None of them had actually seen Hook die
and not even a scrap of his clothing had washed up
on Neverland’s shores. Could Hook still be alive?
‘I’m off boys, catch you later,’ she said, and off
she flew through the trees, going in no particular
direction.
Maybe old Hook is still alive after all . . . and
maybe that’s exactly what we need . . . thought
Tink. Time to do some investigating.
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It made a nice change to set out on a bright,
warm, sunny morning. We had all become
quite used to packing waterproofs after the
spring that we have all endured, but no such
precautions were needed for the Straight
Down The Middle Golf Society’s May
competition at Aguilon Golf. 30 players took
part in a Stableford competition on a golf
course that was
in
fantastic
condition
and
everybody
was
very
complimentary
about
it.
There
were
the
inevitable
numerous lost
balls
in
the
ravines and lakes
(well for me at
least!), but that
is a cheap price
to pay for such a
Rob Greatley Winner

wonderful course! Our thanks go to all of the
staff at Aguilon for making it such an enjoyable
day. Thanks and congratulations must also go
to Gary Greenfield, whose birthday it was on
the day. He supplied cakes for everyone and
was sporting his
newly
shaven
head
which
raised a great
deal of money
for
charity.
Afterwards we
adjourned
to
Trevi Bar on
Camposol
for
prize
giving,
where we were
treated to the
usual wonderful
hospitality of the
Mick Shore Runner Up
management.

Aguilon Report
Los Reyes played
their June fixture
at the lovely
Aguilon
course
which was played
in very sunny and
warm conditions.
D e s p i t e
challenging
greens, the course
was
in
good
condition
and
together with the
lovely
weather
led to some very Division 1 winner Phil Atkinson
good scores.

Mick Shea on 31
points.
Both
winners
will
deservedly
receive
an
appropriate
h a n d i c a p
reduction.
Another
very
good score of
42 points was
achieved
by
a guest Dave
Haggett.

Section A and Nearest Pin
Hole 3

Results:
Section A
Winner – Rob
Greatley
Runner-up –
Mick Shore
Section B
W i n n e r
–
Gary
Greenfield
(we had to let
him win on his
birthday)
R u n n e r up – Terry
Haggerty

Gary Greenfield Winner
Section B

Nearest Pin:
Hole 3 – Mick Shore
Hole 12 – Clive Fowler
2’s Club winner – Rob Greatley

Section A & 2’s Club

Division 2 winner Paul Western

Winners on the par 3’s were Dave May (3rd),
Phil Leeming (8th), Paul Western (12th), Peter
Kirke (14th) and Terry Rooke (17th).
Our next fixture is at Lo Romero on July 11th.

Nearest the Pin

Winner of Division 1 with an impressive score
of 42 points was Phil Atkinson.
Good scores were recorded by Kevin Jones
with 36 points and Phil Leeming with 35 points.
Very honourable mention has to go to Mark
Palmer with an eagle on the difficult par five
10th hole.
Paul Western won Division 2 again with
another very good score of 34 points closely
followed by Ian Murphy on 32 points and
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There has been little activity at Mazarrón
Football Club since the season ended, but
we await the registrations of new players
this month in addition to those who the club
has retained. Pre-season training will start
later this month with the season beginning
in late August. Details of all signings and preseason fixtures will be made available on our
Facebook page as and when available.
Los Amigos activities continue during the
summer months and on Friday 8th July there
will be a meal at the Bar Velasco in Mazarrón
town /7pm-12pm). Numbers are limited to 50
Menu:
Starters - Salad, Ham and Cheese Croquettes
Main - Paella Seafood/Chicken Breast
Dessert
Wine/beer/soft drinks and coffee/infusion

Four Los Amigos members, Steve Barrow,
Tony Day, Paul Cassidy and Dave Greenfield
completed the gruelling 117.3 kilometres
walk from Sarria to Santiago de Compostela
to raise money for two local causes; the Food
Bank on Camposol and Mazarrón Futbol
Base which organises football for junior
teams in Mazarrón. Steve Barrow said that
there were tired legs at the end of the walk,
but they were all proud of what they had
achieved. They completed 180,000 steps,
visited 14 coffee shops and 49 bars, (although
I suspect the actual figure might have been
higher!) and visited one cathedral. One of the
most amazing sights was that of a 70 years
plus lady doing the walk with her walking
frame showing such pride and determination.

Casa Benfica Celebrate.psd

win this title. Chiky scored six goals during
the tournament and adds this title to his many
other achievements in Beach Soccer. Now
aged 34 Chiky aims to continue his career in
Beach Soccer and also with Mazarrón FC.

The live band, Still In the Groove, will entertain
us. Any drinks after the meal must be paid for
separately. A coach will pick up at the Triangle
on Camposol D at 6.30pm and follow the
train route before picking up at the lower
car park opposite Consum on Camposol B.
Please email janperks1@gmail.com to check
availability, prices and to book tickets.
We will be re-introducing our President’s
Ball which was suspended during Covid. This
will take place at The Club House, Camposol
Club de Golf, Camposol C on Friday 14th
October. There will be a platter meal on
each table and the live band Skyfall will be
providing the musical entertainment. Skyfall
are a four-piece rock and roll band from
Almeria who have not appeared in the area
before. Tickets, including food will be €12.50
each, so please email janperks1@gmail.com
as soon as possible to avoid disappointment

One of the 49 or so bars!!.psd

The boys would like to thank everyone for the
kind donations which totalled over €2,200.
The proceeds were presented to the Food
Bank on 30th May and on 1st June to Mazarrón
player Chiky Ardil who is also a coach of one
of the junior teams.

The Los Amigos de Mazarron FC AGM
was held on 23rd June at Mariano’s Bar and
Restaurant, Camposol A. Thanks were given
to retiring Executive Committee members
Keith Salter and Steve Barrow and new
Secretary, Mary Harding, was welcomed to
the committee.
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Another former Mazarrón FC favourite and
stalwart, Juan Andreo, who was captain for a
number of years, has joined Alcantarilla FC
as their assistant coach. Alcantarllla were
promoted to the Tercera Division at the end
of last season.

Juan Andreo.psd

Presentation to Mazarrón Futbol Base.psd

The Santiago walk.psd

Chiky Ardil.psd

Our Facebook page will keep members and
supporters updated throughout the closed
season with news of new signings, preseason games, next year’s season ticket prices
and the fixtures for next season when they
become available. Membership renewals are
due on 1st August.

Chiky Ardil is also an International Beach
Soccer player for Spain and for Portuguese
Team ‘Casa Benfica’ in the European League.
He was part of the team which won the 2022
Euro Winners’ Cup in June. They beat threetimes winners Braga 3-1 in the final in Nazare
and are only the second Portuguese team to
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La Vuelta de España - Friday 19th AugustSunday 11th September
Vuelta de España (Tour of Spain Cycle Race) will
be the last major 3 week race of 2022, starting in
The Netherlands.
I can see people asking “Why The Netherlands”?
The ‘why’ is very simple – money! Stage start
and finishes bring in big bucks to their towns and
cities.

Stage 10, which is a Time Trial in Elche. This is
the first opportunity for our readers in the Murcia
region to watch the action within a reasonable
driving distance.

The La Vuelta is a cycle race run in the same
format as the Tour de France which took place in
July - 21 stages, 3,200km, jerseys for the leader of
the various competitions; leader (red), mountains,
points and young riders.

This exciting and famous race then heads West,
covering all of the Andalucia regions, then North
West to finish in Madrid. All details of stages,
riders etc can be found on www.lavuelta.es

Stage 11 is another opportunity, as the stage start
is in Alhama de Murcia, passing Totana, Lorca,
Pulpi, Mojacar, Carboneras and finishing in Cabo
de Gata.

If you have never watched this race before, now
is your chance. The atmosphere is electric, with
in excess of 50 vehicles in convoy, hundreds of
riders, many police on motorbikes assisting the
race and thousands of spectators along the route
cheering the riders on.

When La Vuelta arrives in Spain after the 3
stages in The Netherlands, it will re-commence in
the North East (after a rest day on 22nd August),
then it heads down the East coast for 5 stages.
That’s when we see it in the Alicante region for

Another Good Day of SAMM Racing
The second race day on May 15th saw a good
turnout of 11 competitors sailing 6 boats.
Average Lap racing round an Americas Cup style
course, there were two buoys for the start gate
with another gate at the far end. Boats had to pass
through the gates, but could choose to go round to
port or starboard to find the best wind and course
to sail.

The third SAMM Race Day dawned bright and
fair but with light winds. For a change the Race
Officer set a square course to give the main points
of sailing a beat, a reach, a run and a reach back
to the start line, sailed clockwise so starboard
around the marks

Race 1. Wind E, 3.3 knots.
It was a good start except both Balaton boats
(Sirocco and Ginetta) were about 4 minutes away
from line at the gun. There were a few different
tactics employed, but Tug Wilson (Laser Radial)
chose the best and varied his course to suit the
wind. On lap 2 the wind dropped down to 0-1
knots which slowed the fleet, but it later picked
back up to 3 knots. One boat however tried to
take one of the buoys with them after finishing; a
common occurrence.
Results:
1st Laser Radial (Tug Wilson)
2nd Shoestring Dos (Brian Murray/Diane
Hardwick)
3rd Shoestring Cuatro (Vernon O’Byrne/Mark
Williams)

Race 1. Wind 2-3 knots NE.
The start was planned for 11am, but due to
setting up problems, the two Balaton boats on
swing moorings couldn’t make it in time so it was
delayed until 11.15am. It was a slow start by some
and as usual the faster dinghies got away and
left the Balaton Sailfish behind. After a couple
of laps the dinghies were lapping the Sailfish,
especially when the wind picked up a bit. There
were some tussles with close racing and good
battles especially between the Laser and Omega
and, although most of the fleet were separating,
similar boats also had a bit of a ding dong and
plenty of overtaking. The wind gradually built to
4-5 knots and all had a good race with a very tight
result of only 4 seconds between first and second
placed boats.

2nd Ginetta (Robert Hudson/Dawn Morgan)
3rd Shoestring Uno (John Down/S Hall)

Race 2. Wind E, 3.5 knots on same course but
shortened.
Again it was a good start with the Balaton boats
only 2 minutes behind. Sirocco had the SAMM
Commodore join as crew for this race. The wind
increased to 6.5 knots average which gave the fleet
a boost and led to quite a few battles on the water.
The wind also veered to ESE making the laps
quicker as the boats were on more of a reach, the
fastest point of sailing.
Results:
1st Laser Radial (Tug Wilson)
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Race Winners - Race 1

Results
1st Shoestring Uno (Mark Williams/Bob Lagden)
2nd Shoestring Dos (Brian Murray/Diane
Hardwick)
3rd Shoestring Omega (Kerry Marlow/Tug
Wilson)
Race 2. Wind 3.5 knots E.
A fantastic start from the off with all boats
clearing the line within 48 seconds, the best we’ve
seen for ages. They all looked very professional!
Again there was some very close racing between
similar boats. The two Sailfish were neck and
neck for a time and there was a very close battle
between Shoestring Dos and Omega and the
two Shoestring Gambas (Uno and Cuatro)
were also close. Boats were continually changing
tactics, all trying to get up the inside of each
other approaching the start/finishing line to get
ahead and steal the wind on the downwind leg
and improve their places on each lap. It was good
fair racing with very few seconds between boats,
especially the first four, once the results were
calculated.
Results
1st Shoestring
Dos
(Brian
Murray/Diane
Hardwick)
2nd Shoestring
C u a t r o
( V e r n o n
O’Byrne/Steve
Hall)
Race Winners - Race 2
3rd Shoestring
Uno (Mark Williams/Bob Lagden)
Are you interested in sailing and SAMM? Visit
the website www.sailingmarmenor.com
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Our game for May was at the seaside course
of La Serena on Thursday 26th in ideal
conditions for golf.
D a r r e n
M o r r i t t
s t o r m e d
round
the
c o u r s e
with
an
impressive
score of 38
points to take
the
overall
winner spot
and
also
first
place
in Division
One. Overall
runner-up on
countback,
also with 38
points
was

R u n n e r up in these
divisions
were
Ken
Blakeman
in Division
One
with
34
points
and Maurice
Nafzenger in
Division Two
with 36 points.
Division One Winner Darren
Morritt with Captain Ken
Blakeman

Des Locke.

Ian Murphy,
which gave
him
the
top spot in
Division
Two.

Nearest
the
Pin
winners
were
Eddie
Brackenborough,
Maurice
and
Darren
with
our captain Ken
Blakeman able to
scoop the Two‘S
Money Pot.

Ian Murphy Winner of
Division Two

In Division Three, Dave Hall led the rest
with 28 points, followed by Laurence Willey
with 25 points decided on countback from

Club de Golf May Competition

Thomas M’Quilter

Phew - It was certainly a hot one! No doubt
there will be a few sore arms, legs, heads
and various other body parts as a result of
a scorching May day (at long last I hear you
all cry!).

The Clubhouse Golf Committee

Firstly thanks to David Evans from
Blacktower Financial Management
who kindly agreed to sponsor the event
providing a fabulous new trophy and some
great prizes. Hopefully this will be the first
of many events in collaboration with David
and BFM.
The winners on the day are as follows. Well
done to you all, hope you enjoy your prizes.
Nearest the Pin
Hole 3 - Hayley Barker
Hole 5 - shared by Steve Parsons and Kieran
McGibney
Hole 8 in 2 shots - Thomas M’Quilter
Hole 11 - Thomas M’Quilter
Hole 13 - Ian
Richardson
1st with 40
points Mary
Armitage
2nd with 38
points Dave
Spooner (c/b)
3rd with 38
points Roy
Ashcroft c/b
4th
with
38
points
H a y l e y
Barker (c/b)
5th
with
37
points
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Men’s Wednesday Group Ron Moss
Trophy
On 11th April
we played for
the Ron Moss
Memorial
T r o p h y .
28
players
took to the
course with
high hopes of
taking home
the trophy.
The weather
was perfect
for scoring.
After
all
the
rain
the
course
was in good
condition,
the
greens
f a s t ,
Des Watts Winner of Ron
although the
Moss Trophy.psd
rough
was
long and difficult. Last year’s runner-up
D Watts who was pipped at the post made
a very determined effort to go one better,
which he duly did with a fantastic 44 points,
winning the competition.
2nd S Parsons, who on the 18 green knocked
in 40 foot for sole position of runner-up with
36 points.
3rd J Lawlor 35 points c/po
4th N. Morgan 35 points c/po
5th M. Lee 35 points
6th D Deegan 34 points.

Our next game
is on July 28th at
Roda Golf Resort. Division Three Winner
Should
anyone
Dave Hall with Ken
wish to know
more about FOGGS, please contact us by
Dave May

There were just couple 2’s; T Andrew and D
Caldwell.
Thanks to Norman and Brian for checking
cards, also to Norman for presenting the
trophy to the winner Des Watts.
Men’s Wednesday 8th May Competition
It was a beautiful golfing day and the course
was looking very good. The competition on
the day was 3 to score on holes 1 to 11; 2 to
score on holes 12 to 18. Full h/cp scoring at
the moment is very good as every one’s h/
cp is shooting up under the WHS. This will
take time to settle in.
Results:
1st N Morgan, J Layland, T Hinkley, as a
3 ball they scored 118 points. They picked
Alistair Rae’s card who scored 26 points
on the back 9 which brought the winning
score to 132. Well done Alistair - a day to
remember.
Congratulations to all players.
There were 2 two’s; A Rae and D Deegan.
Eugene Toye
CGA Competitions Secretary
Betty Roberts
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PUZZLE ANSWERS
Boggle Answers:
9 Letter word is
ENDOCRINE
NODDER
REDONE
RIDDEN
CERED
CREDO
CRIED
DIODE
DONER
EIDER
ODDER
REDID
CEDE
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CEDI
CERE
DIDO
DIED
DIRE
DOER
DONE
NERD
NODE
ONER
REDD
REDE
REDO
REND
RIDE
DEN
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DID
DIE
DOE
DON
END
EON
ERE
ION
IRE
NOD
ODD
ODE
ONE
RED
RID

Answers to Kiddies Corner quiz
1. English
2. Joey
3. Dopey
4. Sherwood
5. Hedgehog
6. Georgie Porgie
7. Tardis

8. Red and Yellow
9. 48

10. Blue, Red and Yellow
11. Houses of Parliament
12. Blue
13. Iris
14. Boxing
15. Tooth
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CLASSIFIEDS
Volunteers made welcome at
“B” Clean Gardening Group.
Contact us via our Facebook Page
“B Clean” Community Gardening.
If you would like to help, you can call Colin on
727 770 944 or Jim on 603 350 402

BOXED CLASSIFIEDS - 10€
To Place a Boxed Advert:

Alternatively you can call us on 619 199
407 or call in to our office
Tuesdays 10am-2pm
Wednesdays 1.30-5.30pm
Thursdays 10am-2pm (by appointment
only on Thursdays)

Please
email
costacalidachronicle@
gmail.com putting boxed classified advert
in the subject box.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Advertisers Directory

Page numbers are in black
Accountants:
Corral Associates (76)
Legal View (70)
MM Expat Solutions (43)
Xerxes Tax & Law Firm (57)

968 078 754
968 332 058
615 100 915
968 006 087

Airport Parking:
Airpark Murcia (57)

618 806 989

Architects:
Martinez de la Casa (55)

665 810 411

Bars, Cafés & Restaurants:
Amapola (13)
968 156 503
Ana’s Café Bar (9)
699 060 472
Bar La Granja (72)
610 816 875
Bar Raya/Rock Café (47)
868 081 688
Cafeteria Plaza (25)
968 705 406
Cerveceria La Caleta (55) 968 594 625
Golf Delux (39)
968 584 221
La Herradura Restaurante (43)
656 264 514
Restaurante Gran Mundo (19)
968 595 388
The Old Market Tavern (71) 968 154 330
Viggos (73)
968 154 102
Blinds - Repairs & Made to Measure
Brian Jones (35)
646 705 021
Curtain Call (47)
616 240 171
Builders/Building Services:
Alan Eustace (Dehumidification Service)
(12)
609 265 899
Brian Jones (35)
646 705 021
C & G Fabrications (63)
966 764 730
Camposol Aluminium (43) 635 997 964
Colour Glass Window Tint (69)
695 768 134
Handyman Builder (8)
602 643 436
Kevin’s Flyscreens (67)
650 662 579
The Red Square Group (55) 634 959 183
Woodworks Direct (47)
684 410 324
Care Homes/ Day Care
Casa Residential (75)
Lorca, Murcia
Santo Ángel, Murcia

968 479 030
968 842 262

Cars Sales/Mechanics/Services/Spares:
Car Registrations Spain (3) 711 001 721
Car Solutions Mar Menor (3)
868 990 576
El Valle Autodesguace (12) 968 630 600
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Ken Sherwood Mechanic (66)
679 646 859
Kwik Fix (7)
634 317 310
Specialist Vehicles SL (83) 968 146 158
Car Valeting:
Clean My Ride (63)

622 648 038
610 949 595
618 783 709
619 104 674
646 705 088

711 014 443

Cleaning:
Clean My Ride (63)
711 014 443
Oven Cleaning Specialist (7)
635 750 752
Rosy’s Cleaning Services (57)
619 104 674
Computer Repairs/Sales/Servicing:
Alex Woods (38)
696 667 182
Doctors:
Doctors on Call (70)

Gardening:
Anchor Landscapes (76)
Jardineria El Milagro (38)
Multiservicios (75)
Rosy’s (57)
Watermaid (13)

675 054 782

Electricians & Electricals
Multiservicios (75)
618 783 709
Professional Electrician (57) 619 104 674
TJ Electricals (63)
868 181 121
Entertainment/Leisure:
Astronomy Tours (56)
623 140 902
Harlequin Rock Choir (73) 654 411 974
Helping Hands (65)
634 456 701
Spangles (71) info@spangleschorus.com
Finance:
Blacktower Financial Management (9)
Office
968 187 331
Keith
657 684 094
Currencies Direct (81)
968 976 383
Funeral Plans:
ASSSA (51)
Los Alcazares
968 574 459
Pto de Mazarrón
968 153 396
English Funeral Director (17)
650 631 719
Ibex Insurance (47)
968 595 945
Furniture/Home Furnishings:
Catharina Interior y Deco (14)
644 070 911
Curtain Call (47)
616 240 171
DFS (59)
968 334 194
Furniture Plus (88)
968 153 907
Kruger Canopies (26)
968 971 854
Oceans Outdoor Furniture (11)
Cartagena
868 813 094
San Javier
672 209 192

Hairdressers & Barbers:
Colin’s Barbers @ The Beauty Palace (41)
968 971 828
Puerto Pelo (49)
602 453 166
The Beauty Palace (41)
968 971 828
The Loft Hair & Beauty Salon (51)
617 646 147
The Salon & Salon 2 (51)
691 916 717
Top2Toe (48)
711 025 016
Health & Beauty:
Cambridge 1:1 Diet (49)
673 162 695
Casa Residential (75)
Lorca, Murcia
968 479 030
Santo Ángel, Murcia
968 842 262
Doctors on Call (70)
675 054 782
Healthy H20 (17)
666 302 987
Puerto Pelo (49)
602 453 166
The Beauty Palace (41)
968 971 828
The Loft Hair & Beauty Salon (51)
617 646 147
The Salon & Salon 2 (51)
691 916 717
Top2Toe (48)
711 025 016
Heating & Aircon:
Camposol Heating & Maintenance (47)
968 199 184
Multiservicios (75)
618 783 709
TJ Electricals (63)
868 181 121
Workking (15)
658 302 689
Insurance:
ASSSA (51)
Los Alcazares
968 574 459
Pto de Mazarrón
968 153 396
Ibex (47)
968 595 945
Liberty Seguros (27)
913 422 549
Natalia Filbee Insurance (13)
669 075 157
Nash Warren (7)
968 156 583
Internet Services/Internet Cafés:
Compusurf (41)
968 970 666
IPhone Repairs (75)
663 675 502
Telecable (53)
Camposol
968 171 144
Los Alcazares
868 170 700
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Kitchens/Bathrooms:
Workking (15)

658 302 689

Legal Services:
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (3)
868 990 576
Corral Associates (76)
968 078 754
Costa Cálida Property Serv (54)
968 199 251
Ferrandez (19)
Cartagena
968 521 008
Hacienda del Alamo
968 157 326
Gestoria Carvajal (26/83) 968 154 045
Legal View (70)
968 332 058
MM Expat Solutions (43)
615 100 915
Natalia Filbee (13)
669 075 157
Professional & Legal Solutions (7)
Pto de Mazarrón
968 595 826
La Manga
968 175 552
Spanish Number Plates (6) 966 753 375
Xerxes Tax & Law Firm (57) 968 006 087
Locksmiths:
Alan Eustace Locksmith (12) 609 265 899
Keysmar (12)
968 596 186
Outdoor Living:
Camposol Aluminium (43) 635 997 964
Catharina Interior y Deco (14)
644 070 911
Curtain Call (47)
616 240 171
DFS (59)
968 334 194
Furniture Plus (88)
968 482 456
Kruger Canopies (26)
968 971 854
Oceans Outdoor Furniture (11)
Cartagena
868 813 094
San Javier
672 209 192
Pools Camposol (69)
635 997 964
Woodworks Direct (47)
684 410 324
Painting and Decorating:
A1 Painting & Decorating (17)
611 299 681
Pinturas Acosta (12)
626 960 354
Professional Painter (57)
619 104 674
Plumbers:
Brian Jones (35)
646 705 021
Camposol Heating & Maintenance (47)
968 199 184
Printing & Design:
Entorno Grafico (23)

968 653 424

Property Rentals/Management/
Maintenance:
Another World Properties (87)
968 592 679
Spaindinavia (31)
643 414 664
The Red Square Group (55) 634 959 183

Property Sales/Purchases:
Another World Properties (87)
968 592 679
Blue Med Invest (2)
968 595 684
Filbees Real Estate (13)
868 058 750
Prime Property Murcia (29) 868 580 320
Spaindinavia (31)
643 414 664
Removals & Storage:
Easy-Move-Spain (7)
Lord’s Removals (85)
Repairs:
Repair-It (7)

711 064 469
608 061 872

646 705 403

Retail Outlets
Catharina Interior y Deco (14)
644 070 911
DFS (59)
968 334 194
Furniture Plus (88)
968 482 456
Keysmar (12)
968 596 186
TJ Electricals (63)
868 181 121

Translation/Hospital Appointments
Alex Woods (38)
696 667 182
Costa Cálida Property Serv (54)
968 199 251
MM Expat Solutions (43)
615 100 915
TV & Satellite:
Compusurf (41)
IPhone Repairs (75)
Rainbow Satellites (68)
Telecable (53)
Camposol
Los Alcazares
Web TV (17)

968 970 666
663 675 502
686 358 475
968 171 144
868 170 700
647 424 430

Veterinary Clinics:
Clinica Veterinaria Sur Este, Pilar de la
Horadada (61)
965 352 438

Security:
Alan Eustace Locksmith (12) 609 265 899
Camposol Aluminium (43) 635 997 964
C & G Fabrications (63)
966 764 730
Erik’s Metal Works (19)
636 050 008
Keysmar (12)
968 596 186
Solar Power:
Solar Directa (85)
Workking (15)

659 315 130
658 302 689

Spas & Hot Tubs:
Eurospas (5)

650 722 905

Sport & Leisure:
Astronomy Tours (56)
Golf Delux (39)
Sunflight Aviation (69)

623 140 902
968 584 221
634 313 972

Swimming
Pool
Construction/
Maintenance/Repairs:
Köhn Pool Service (31)
626 684 979
Pools Camposol (69)
635 997 964
The Red Square Group (55) 634 959 183
Watermaid (13)
646 705 088
Telephone/Mobile/Providers/Repairs
Compusurf (41)
968 970 666
Iphone Repairs (75)
663 675 502
Telecable (53)
Camposol
968 171 144
Los Alcazares
868 170 700
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Is Bitcoin poised to rise over 1000%!
The 1976 UK Sterling Crisis was a balance of
payments or currency crisis in the UK in 1976 which
caused James Callaghan’s Labour government to
borrow $3.9 billion ($18.6 billion in 2021) from
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), with the
intention of maintaining the value of the pound.
The fiscal incompetence by governments across
the globe has caused the current inflation crises
and the dominoes have fallen.

France. Canada is the only country in the world so
far not to have defaulted on their debt.
The system in place is rather like having a credit
card and continuing to spend without limitation
and paying back only the smallest amount each
month. The debt will increase so much that we
need to apply for a new card with a new company
in order to settle the existing debt and the cycle
continues with the new card. Eventually of course
this approach will fail.
‘Fiat’ currency, although backed by government,
is only as good as the fiscal responsibility the
government has not to overspend and not inflating
the money supply with unlimited printing of their
currency, whilst also collecting enough tax to run
the government. This is how governments operate
around the globe and eventually they will all fail
until a better system is in place.

How can the ordinary people protect themselves
from the meltdown of global economies?
Fact! Inflation is currently out of control. This is
why interest rates are rising and may continue to
rise, since this is the only tool in the box to stem
the tide of raging price increases. This means that
not only is the value of our currency falling in
purchasing power by around 9% a year, but our
repayments on debt, mortgages, credit cards and
bank loans are rising to compound the problem.
All currencies (Pound/Euro/US dollar etc) are
classified as ‘Fiat’ currency which has no ‘fixed’
supply (such as many crypto assets). They are
printed by centralized governments and backed
by governments. Some of us will remember the
£1 note from days of old which stated clearly on
the note ‘I promise to pay the bearer on demand
the sum of…..’ ‘Fiat’ money is backed entirely by
the full faith and trust in the government that
issued it. However there is no guarantee that the
government can remain solvent and will continue
to have the ability to pay. This is called a ‘debt
default’. Once this happens, more and more of
that currency will be needed to purchase an
ever-growing limited supply of those goods and
services. This is inflation.
We just saw Sri Lanka go bankrupt thanks to
oversupply of money through unlimited printing
and inevitable inflation. The same fate led to
countries like… Ukraine, Venezuela, Ecuador,
Russia, Lebanon, Argentina, Barbados, Zimbabwe,
Cameroon and Nigeria. Paraguay
and Kenya also defaulting on
their debt. Once this happens,
new payment schedules and more
borrowing has to be negotiated
with the international monetary
fund (IMF). They then effectively
take all fiscal responsibility from
the country and lay down strict
guidelines on how the country
will be run fiscally. This leads
to poverty and lack of growth
and investment often further
compounding the problem.
Nearly all countries at one time
have gone bust. Historically the
UK went bust eight times, as has
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We must remember that the government’s ability
to honour the currency being offered as payment
for goods and services, is only as good as their
ability to continue to print money. The continual
printing of money leads to inflation. This is
because the supply is not fixed (like Bitcoin) and
the price of the goods and services bought rises
over time. This means more and more money
is needed over time to buy the same goods and
services which were cheaper the day before, the
year before and the decade before.
Inflation is the reason a house bought over several
decades can go up multiple times in value. We
all remember buying our first home for a few
thousand pounds and then years later selling
the same house for a far higher price than the
purchase price. The gains in the value of the home
are offset by the purchase of another home which
would likely to have inflated in price in a similar
way to the house we are selling. What Bitcoin
seeks to achieve is to eliminate the inflationary
component of the flawed ‘Fiat’ currency system
which over the past 100 years lost 99.9% of its
value.
To keep pace with inflation, we need to ‘inflate’ the
purchasing power of our ‘Fiat’ money somehow.
Inflation is taxation through the back door.
Governments have always adopted the approach
of trying to limit inflation by a maximum of
2% annually. Currently global inflation rates
are around 9% (officially, but most people will
be experiencing more) and climbing. This 2%
target has rarely been achieved for long and is

unsustainable. Bitcoin has emerged over the past
decade as a challenge to the inflationary nature of
‘Fiat’ currencies.
As highlighted above, Bitcoin is a volatile asset
which rises and falls over time. This is similar to
stock markets. However, in the same way that,
over time stock markets rise in price to counter
the effects of inflation. So does Bitcoin, but unlike
stock markets, Bitcoins gains have historically,
over its 11 year history, been far greater, even
taking into consideration its current low point
thanks to the global meltdown of assets prices.
All this is while we see commodities like oil, gas,
coffee, wheat and soya all climb to new highs,
exacerbating the problem of inflation.
Since its inception, Bitcoin has risen close to
1,000,000% during its lifetime and is the fastest
and most productive asset class in history. This is
because of its fixed limited supply of just 21million
coins and its availability, where every four years
the supply is cut by half! This does not stop it
from dropping in value. From November 2021
to June 14th 2022, the value of Bitcoin dropped
by 65%. Meanwhile the US stock markets have
dropped by over 30%. This means the correlation
of the Bitcoin price versus stocks has narrowed in
volatility. During the crash in March 2020 after the
Covid lockdown, the US market dipped 32% while
Bitcoin dropped almost 60%. After the Covid dip,
Bitcoin recovered to new all time high rising
1340% in just under 1 year, while the US market
rose just 110% over the same period. Bitcoin rose
more than 10 times that of the stock market.
The chart below shows clearly that when market
sentiment is low these are the best times to buy
and then hold until the prices rise over time.
The RSI indicator (relative strength index) has
only ever been as low as we are now 3 times in
Bitcoins’ history and each time buying at these
points returned significant gains.
In January 2015 the gain to the top was over
8000%
In December 2018 the gain to the top was 1822%
In March 2020 the gain to the top was over 1300%
In June 2022 the gain to the top could be
?????????
Costa Cálida Chronicle readers can still get my
free EBook on investing in Crypto by emailing me
at andrewhurrell200@yahoo.com
*Please note I am an independent financial
researcher
who
has
zero
qualifications, therefore do your
own research and understand
that prices are volatile so can
and will move up and down over
time.
This chart shows the price of
Bitcoin since 2013 relative to
the RSI (Relative Strength Index)
below. We see historically that
as of June 14th 2022 this is the
lowest ever point of the RSI has
been on a weekly basis (green
dotted arrow below) indicating
an exceptional opportunity to
buy versus risk to the downside.
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